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ABSTRACT

A set of equations has been derived to calculate the pressure drop for flow across a compressible porous
medium debris bed composed of thermal insulation such as fiberglass fibers (Nukon) and calcium silicate
(CalSil) particles.  The equations account for the kinetic and viscous contributions to pressure drop.  The
compressibility of the porous medium debris bed is considered by initially assuming an irreversible,
inelastic process followed by elastic behavior with constant compressibility.  Semiempirical relations and
constants required to solve the flow and compression relations are determined using available test data. 
An iterative procedure has been developed to estimate the pressure drop across a debris bed composed of
one debris type (e.g., fibers) by applying the flow and compression relations to a one-volume,
homogeneous debris bed model.  The pressure drop across a debris bed composed of two debris types
(e.g., fibers and particles) depends on the distribution of the two debris types in the bed.  Procedures have
been developed to estimate the lower bound pressure drop for a debris bed composed of two debris types
by using the one-volume, homogeneous model, and the upper bound pressure drop by using a two-
volume, nonhomogeneous calculational model that assumes that the particles concentrate or saturate a
part of the fiber bed.  Predictions using the developed approaches are compared to test data.
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FOREWORD

In the event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) at a nuclear power plant, the impingement of a high-energy steam-
water jet or exposure to the high containment temperature, pressure, and humidity environment can dislodge thermal
insulation, coatings, and other material.  Some of the dislodged debris can fall near the containment sump or can be
transported in the containment water pool to the vicinity of the sump.  After the start of recirculation, the debris can
accumulate on the sump screen surface and possibly increase the pressure drop (i.e., head loss) across the sump
screens.  The increased head loss could challenge the ability to provide adequate long-term cooling water to the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and the containment spray system pumps.

Since the nuclear industry recognized this phenomenon, U.S. and international researchers have performed testing to
characterize the pressure drop across a debris-covered sump screen.  Researchers have also sought to develop a
calculational method to predict the pressure drop across a debris-covered sump screen.  One study sponsored by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), documented in NUREG/CR-6224, “Parametric Study of the Potential
for BWR ECCS Strainer Blockage Due to LOCA-Generated Debris,” issued October 1995, used available test data
to develop a head loss correlation to evaluate suppression pool strainer performance in boiling-water reactors
(BWRs).  However, the tests and data used for the development of the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation focused on
debris constituents that were not dominant contributors to debris beds at pressurized-water reactors (PWRs).  A
significant number of PWR plants use calcium silicate (CalSil) thermal insulation, often in combination with other
insulation materials such as fiberglass (i.e., Nukon) or reflective metal insulation.  Consequently, the NRC sponsored
another study to provide test data for head losses resulting from the accumulation of CalSil-laden insulation debris
on a PWR sump screen and to evaluate the suitability of the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation for application to PWR
plants that can accumulate CalSil insulation in combination with other debris on a sump screen.  The agency
documented this study in NUREG/CR-6874, “GSI-191:  Experimental Studies of Loss-of-Coolant-Accident-
Generated Debris Accumulation and Head Loss with Emphasis on the Effects of Calcium Silicate Insulation,” issued
May 2005.

The NRC’s Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), Thermal-Hydraulic Subcommittee, raised
concerns regarding the application of the NUREG/CR-6224 methodology for calculating head loss through debris-
covered PWR sump screens in an ACRS letter, “Safety Evaluation of the Industry Guidelines Related to Pressurized Water
Reactor Sump Performance,” dated October 18, 2004.  As a result of these technical comments, the staff of the NRC
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research concluded that the head loss methodology should be redeveloped and
correlated against test data.  It also recognized that the available head loss test data did not include the effects of
water temperature on a debris-laden sump screen, did not provide data for a broad enough range of CalSil and Nukon
concentrations on a sump screen to address a large portion of expected PWR sump screen conditions, and did not
address head loss resulting from the accumulation of coating debris on a sump screen.  In addition, all previous
testing involved the use of a woven metal screen to represent the sump screen.  In contrast, many of the proposed
PWR sump designs use perforated metal plates instead of woven metal screens and are designed for lower water
approach velocities.  To support the development of an improved head loss correlation and provide test data to
address these concerns, the NRC sponsored additional testing, which is documented in NUREG/CR-6917,
“Experimental Measurements of Pressure Drop Across Debris Beds on PWR Sump Screens in Support of Generic
Safety Issue 191,” issued January 2007.

The goal of the NRC’s activities is to enhance the safety of nuclear power plants and not to perform research
activities that will answer all the unknown behavior observed during testing.  To this end, this document develops a
conservative bounding methodology for calculating head loss through a sump screen, but still conforms to
conventional theory for calculating pressure drop through a porous medium such as a debris-laden sump screen.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 1996, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) established Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 191,
“Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design-Basis Accidents at PWRs”
(Ref. 1), to identify, prioritize, and resolve concerns regarding debris blockage of the sump screens in the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and containment spray system (CSS) of a pressurized-water
reactor (PWR).  Specifically, GSI-191 deals with the possibility that in the event of a loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) within the containment of a PWR, thermal insulation and other materials (e.g., coatings
and concrete) in the vicinity of the pipe break may be damaged and dislodged as debris.  A fraction of that
debris may subsequently be transported to the containment recirculation sump(s), where it may accumulate
on the sump screen(s).  Over time, the accumulated debris could potentially form a bed that progressively
blocks the screen(s) and exceeds the net positive suction head (NPSH) safety margin of the ECCS and/or
CSS pump(s).

Following several strainer clogging events at boiling-water-reactors (BWRs), the NRC Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (RES) contracted with Science and Engineering Associates to perform a parametric
evaluation of the susceptibility of a reference plant to a loss of NPSH margin attributable to debris
blockage of suppression pool strainers.  This evaluation formed the basis for NUREG/CR-6224,
“Parametric Study of the Potential for BWR ECCS Strainer Blockage Due to LOCA-Generated Debris,”
which the NRC published in October 1995 (Ref. 2).  The agency published additional information
regarding the testing and analysis activities performed in support of GSI-191 in NUREG/CR-6874, “GSI-
191:  Experimental Studies of Loss-of-Coolant-Accident-Generated Debris Accumulation and Head Loss
with Emphasis on the Effects of Calcium Silicate Insulation,” issued May 2005 (Ref. 3).

The NRC’s Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, Thermal-Hydraulic Subcommittee, raised
concerns regarding the application of the NUREG/CR-6224 methodology for calculating head loss through
debris-covered sump screens (Ref. 4).  In September 2004, the RES staff received two additional documents
authored by Dr. G. Wallis, “NUREG/CR-6224 Head Loss Correlation” (Ref. 5) and “Flow Through a
Compressible Mat:  Analysis of the Data Presented in Series 6 Test Reported by LANL in LA-UR-04-
1227” (Ref. 6), which technically reviewed and critiqued the head loss calculational method
recommended in NUREG/CR-6224.  The RES staff independently assessed these two documents (Ref. 7). 
As a result of the technical comments contained in the two documents, the RES staff concluded that the
head loss methodology should be redeveloped and correlated against test data.  Consequently, as a result
of this review of the NUREG/CR-6224 head loss methodology, the RES staff has revised the head loss
calculational method to obtain better agreement with existing and new test data and to conform more
closely with conventional theory.

The goal of the NRC’s activities is to enhance the safety of nuclear power plants and not to perform
research activities that will answer all the unknown behavior observed during testing.  To this end, it is
appropriate to develop a conservative bounding methodology for calculating head loss through a sump
screen.  Consequently, the staff has adjusted the head loss calculational methods described in this report
to provide conservative predictions that bound test data and have an improved theoretical basis.

The equations and procedures developed to calculate the head loss and compressibility for flow across a
porous medium debris bed have been applied to debris beds composed of fiberglass thermal insulation
fibers (Nukon) and calcium silicate (CalSil) insulation particles.  The equations account for the kinetic
and viscous contributions to pressure drop.  The compressibility of the porous medium debris bed is
considered by initially assuming an irreversible, inelastic process followed by elastic behavior with
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constant compressibility.  Semiempirical relations and constants required to solve the flow and
compression relations have been determined using data obtained from testing performed at the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), Los Alamos National Laboratory/University of New Mexico
(LANL/UNM), and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL).

The iterative procedure developed to solve the flow and compression relations using a one-volume,
homogeneous debris bed model has been successful in providing upper bound pressure drop estimates for
PNNL, LANL/UNM, and ANL tests for flow across a debris bed composed of one debris type (e.g.,
Nukon fibers).  The pressure drop across a debris bed composed of two debris types (e.g., fibers and
particles) depends on the distribution of the two debris types in the bed.  Consequently, two approaches
have been used to estimate the upper and lower bound pressure drops across a debris bed composed of
two debris types.  The lower bound pressure drop solves the flow and compression relations using a one-
volume model of the debris bed with a homogeneous distribution of the two debris types.  The upper
bound pressure drop is calculated by using a two-volume, nonhomogeneous model that assumes that the
particles concentrate or saturate a part of the fiber bed.

The head loss calculations for a Nukon-only debris bed using the one-volume model predict comparable
or slightly higher values than the PNNL, LANL/UNM, and ANL test data.  The one-volume head loss
predictions for a homogeneous Nukon/CalSil debris bed provide a reasonable lower pressure drop limit
when compared to available test data.  The two-volume head loss predictions for the nonhomogeneous
Nukon/CalSil debris bed provide an upper limit for pressure drop test data for most test comparisons;
however, for some test cases, the two-volume approach underpredicts the measured pressure drop.  These
underpredictions are related to the empirical equation developed to calculate the thickness of the
concentrated CalSil particle layer within a Nukon fiber debris bed.  Although this empirical equation
provides adequate concentration thickness values for large CalSil thicknesses, at lower CalSil thicknesses,
small differences in determining concentration thickness can result in large changes in the calculated
pressure drop.  Consequently, the methodology to calculate the concentrated particle thickness in a fiber
bed needs to be improved for smaller CalSil concentration thicknesses.

In summary, the methodology described in this report provides a verified approach to calculate head
losses across a sump screen covered with Nukon, a Nukon/CalSil mixture, and CalSil.  The one-volume
calculational method can provide good or conservative estimates of pressure drop across a debris bed
composed of one debris type.  For debris beds composed of particles and fibers, the two-volume
calculational method can predict conservative pressure drops for larger CalSil concentration thicknesses
and can provide an adequate estimate of pressure drop, in the correct order of magnitude, for debris beds
with lower CalSil concentration thicknesses.  The methodology described in this report is based on new
test data that provide high-quality measurements of head loss, debris bed thickness, and the constituent
masses of the debris bed for a range of approach velocities and water temperatures.

In addition, it can generally be concluded that the pressure drop across a debris bed depends on water
temperature as well as on the flows and temperatures to which the debris bed has been exposed.  The
developed calculational method generally predicts higher pressure drops at lower liquid temperatures,
which follows classical theory expectations.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ACRS Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (NRC)

ANL Argonne National Laboratory

BWR boiling-water reactor

EC degree Celsius

cc cubic centimeter

CalSil calcium silicate

CSS containment spray system

ECCS emergency core cooling system

EF degree Fahrenheit

ft foot

ft/s foot per second

g gram

GSI generic safety issue

in inch

kg kilogram

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory

lbm pound mass

LOCA loss-of-coolant accident

m meter

m/s meter per second

NPSH net positive suction head

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Pa Pascal
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psia pounds per square inch absolute

PNNL Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

PWR pressurized-water reactor

RES Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (NRC)

UNM University of New Mexico
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NOTATION

A total cross-sectional surface area of debris bed, screen or perforated plate
Aplate flow area through perforated plate
Ascreen flow area through screen
a empirical multiplier
b multiplier for the kinetic term of porous medium pressure drop equation (equals 1.95 for

a cylindrical fibrous bed, 3.89 for a spherical particle bed)
bc material-specific parameter (bc =1) for porous medium compression
c exponent for the kinetic term of porous medium pressure drop equation (equals 0.071 for

a cylindrical fibrous bed, 0.13 for a spherical particle bed)
cm solid material concentration density for porous medium compression
dh hydraulic diameter of flow area through a screen or perforated plate
densCalSil CalSil debris bed density (mass per debris bed volume)
densCalSilmax maximum saturated CalSil debris bed density (mass per debris bed volume)
densdebris total debris bed mass over total debris bed area
densfiber fiber debris bed density (mass per debris bed volume)
densNukon Nukon debris bed density (mass per debris bed volume)
densparticle particle debris bed density (mass per debris bed volume)
densparticlesatmax maximum saturated particle debris bed density (mass per debris bed volume)
Dp mean particle diameter for a packed bed
f flow area of screen or perforated plate divided by the total screen or plate area
fk porous medium friction factor
kN multiplier for low Reynolds numbers from Reference 22 (Table 2.5-1)
kk Kozeny constant
K permeability
K(X) dimensionless permeability function
Kplate irreversible loss coefficient for clean unclogged perforated plate
Kscreen irreversible loss coefficient for clean unclogged screen
L thickness of porous medium
Ldebrisbed debris bed thickness 
Lscreen screen thickness
Lsheet sheet thickness
LNdebrisbed debris bed thickness (m) at an approach velocity of about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s)
∆L thickness for a debris bed composed of a single debris type
∆LNentr thickness of control volume at debris bed entrance at a reference bed formation approach

velocity
∆LNexit thickness of particle saturated control volume at debris bed exit at a reference bed

formation approach velocity 
∆Ldebrisbed debris bed thickness
∆Ldebrisbedsubscript control volume bed thickness
∆LNdebrisbedsubscript control volume bed thickness at reference bed formation approach velocity
∆Linitial debris bed thickness at a reference bed formation approach velocity
∆Lmin thickness of debris bed saturated with CalSil particles
∆Lpmax debris bed thickness at highest approach velocity
∆Ltotal total bed thickness
mCalSil CalSil mass in the debris bed
mCalSilentr CalSil particle mass in entrance volume
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mCalSilentrtot total CalSil mass in entrance volume
mCalSilexit CalSil mass in exit control volume
mCalSilfiber CalSil fiber mass in debris bed
mCalSiltotal total fiber and particle CalSil mass
mNukon Nukon mass in the debris bed
mNukonentr fiber mass in entrance control volume
mNukonexit Nukon mass in exit control volume
msolid mass of solid material in the debris bed
mfractfiber fiber mass fraction in total CalSil mass
M material-specific empirical constant for porous medium compression
N material-specific parameter for porous medium compression
Ph hydraulic pressure of the fluid flow
Pi inlet pressure upstream of the porous medium
Pm mechanical stress exerted on the porous medium
PmN mechanical stress for the first compression of the porous medium at bed formation
Pmax highest compressive stress to which the porous material has been exposed
Po outlet pressure downstream of the porous medium
Pscreen perimeter of flow area through a metal screen
Ptot total applied pressure on a porous medium
∆p pressure drop
∆pNdebrisbed debris pressure drop at a reference bed formation approach velocity 
∆pNdebrisbedsubscript control volume pressure drop at a reference bed formation approach velocity
∆pcontentr irreversible contraction pressure drop at debris bed entrance
∆pdebrisbed debris bed pressure drop
∆pdebrisbedsubscript debris bed control volume pressure drop
∆pexpexit irreversible expansion pressure drop for the part of the debris bed exit with flow
∆pirreversibleloss irreversible pressure drop
∆pplate pressure drop (head loss) across a clean unclogged perforated plate
∆ppmax pressure drop at highest approach velocity
∆ppmaxsubscript control volume pressure drop at highest approach velocity
∆pscreen pressure drop (head loss) across a clean unclogged screen
∆ptotal total pressure drop across the debris bed and screen or perforated plate
∆Ph pressure drop across porous medium
∆Pha pressure drop across porous medium at y = a
Replate Reynolds number using plate flow area Aplate and hydraulic diameter
Rescreen Reynolds number using screen flow area Ascreen and hydraulic diameter
SCalSil CalSil specific surface area in debris bed
SCalSilf specific surface area of fiber material of CalSil in debris bed
SNukon Nukon specific surface area in debris bed
Sv specific surface area
t thickness
V approach velocity through cross-sectional area of porous medium
VolCalSil volume of CalSil in porous medium
VolCalSilsubscript CalSil volume in debris bed control volume
VolNukon volume of Nukon in porous medium
VolNukonsubscript Nukon volume in debris bed control volume
Volsolid volume of solid material in porous medium
Volsolidsubscript Nukon and CalSil volume in debris bed control volume
Voltot total volume of porous medium
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Voltotal total debris bed volume
Voltotalsubscript total debris bed volume of control volume
Volvoid void volume of porous medium
Volvoidsubscript void volume in debris bed control volume
X void ratio
XN void ratio at PmN for the first compression at bed formation
XNdebris void ratio at a reference bed formation approach velocity
XNdebrissubscript control volume void ratio at a reference bed formation approach velocity
X(Pmax) void ratio at Pmax
XCalSil CalSil void ratio in debris bed (equals Volvoid / VolCalSil)
XCalSilsubscript effective void ratio of CalSil in debris bed control volume
Xdebris void ratio 
Xdebrissubscript control volume void ratio
XNukon Nukon void ratio in debris bed (equals Volvoid / VolNukon)
XNukonsubscript effective void ratio of Nukon in debris bed control volume
Xpmax void ratio at ∆ppmax
Xpmaxsubscript control volume void ratio at ∆ppmax
Y ratio of particle density in the particle concentrated volume and the fiber bed density

Greek

α constant multiplier for the viscous term of porous medium pressure drop equation
β constant multiplier for the kinetic term of porous medium pressure drop equation
βt compressibility of the total volume
βv compressibility of the void volume
ε porosity
εNdebris debris bed porosity at a reference bed formation approach velocity
εCalSil porosity of CalSil in debris bed
εCalSilsat CalSil particle saturation porosity in end Nukon/CalSil volume
εCalSilsubscript effective porosity of CalSil in debris bed control volume
εdebris debris bed porosity (equals Volvoid / Voltot)
εdebrisentr porosity at debris bed entrance
εdebrisexit porosity at debris bed exit
εdebrissubscript control volume porosity
εNukon porosity of Nukon in debris bed
εNukonsubscript effective porosity of Nukon in debris bed control volume
εoRe parameter for calculating pressure drop across a perforated plate or screen
ζφ parameter for calculating pressure drop across a perforated plate or screen
ζ1qu parameter for calculating pressure drop across a perforated plate or screen
λ wall friction factor from Reference 22 (Moody friction factor)
µ fluid absolute viscosity
µwater water absolute viscosity
ρ fluid density
ρCalSil CalSil material density
ρCalSilf density of fiber material in CalSil
ρNukon Nukon material density
ρsolid density of solid material in the debris bed
ρwater water density
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τ multiplier from Diagram 8-3 of Reference 22 (Table 2.5-2)

Subscripts

entr entrance control volume
exit exit control volume
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1.  INTRODUCTION

In 1996, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) established Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 191,
“Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design-Basis Accidents at PWRs”
(Ref. 1), to identify, prioritize, and resolve concerns regarding debris blockage of the sump screens in the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and containment spray system (CSS) of a pressurized-water reactor
(PWR).  Specifically, GSI-191 deals with the possibility that debris could accumulate on—and potentially
block—the sump screen during or following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) or other high-energy line
break and thereby impede or prevent reactor cooling during recirculation.  The concern is that in the event of a
LOCA within the containment of a PWR, thermal insulation and other materials (e.g., coatings and concrete)
in the vicinity of the pipe break may be damaged and dislodged as debris.  A fraction of that debris may
subsequently be transported to the containment recirculation sump(s), where it may accumulate on the sump
screen(s).  Over time, the accumulated debris could potentially form a bed that progressively blocks the
screen(s) and exceeds the net positive suction head (NPSH) safety margin of the of the ECCS and/or CSS 
pump(s).  In particular for sump screens, excessive head loss across the debris bed may prevent water
from entering the sump and thereby impede or prevent the flow of water to cool the reactor core.

In support of the NRC’s resolution of boiling-water reactor (BWR) suppression pool strainer blockage
issues, the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) contracted with Science and Engineering
Associates to perform a parametric evaluation of the susceptibility of a reference plant to a loss of NPSH
margin attributable to debris blockage of suppression pool strainers.  To represent the debris that might be
present following a LOCA, the study used fibrous thermal insulation shreds and fibers.  The study
concluded that debris blockage could lead to a rapid loss of NPSH margin for most postulated breaks. 
This evaluation formed the basis for NUREG/CR-6224, “Parametric Study of the Potential for BWR
ECCS Strainer Blockage Due to LOCA-Generated Debris,” which the NRC published in October 1995
(Ref. 2).  The NRC also contracted with Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) to perform additional
head loss testing using different insulation types to further support the calculation method proposed in
NUREG/CR-6224.  The NRC published additional information regarding the testing and analysis
activities performed in support of GSI-191 in NUREG/CR-6874, “GSI-191:  Experimental Studies of
Loss-of-Coolant-Accident-Generated Debris Accumulation and Head Loss with Emphasis on the Effects
of Calcium Silicate Insulation,” issued May 2005 (Ref. 3).

The NRC’s Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), Thermal-Hydraulic Subcommittee,
raised concerns regarding the application range of the NUREG/CR-6224 methodology for calculating head
loss through debris-covered sump screens (Ref. 4).  In September 2004, the RES staff received two
additional documents by Dr. G. Wallis, “NUREG/CR-6224 Head Loss Correlation” (Ref. 5) and “Flow
Through a Compressible Mat:  Analysis of the Data Presented in Series 6 Test Reported by LANL in LA-
UR-04-1227” (Ref. 6), which technically reviewed and critiqued the head loss calculational method
recommended in NUREG/CR-6224.  These documents criticized the NUREG/CR-6224 head loss
equation and the compression relation for the debris bed, indicating that the head loss calculation method
should not be based on variances in the specific surface area of the debris and should not theoretically
correct to vary debris specific surface area as a function of bed thickness (the “thin bed” effect).  The
documents further indicated that the NUREG/CR-6224 compression relation for the debris bed was
inconsistent with the limited test data and that additional test data were needed.

The RES staff independently assessed the ACRS comments (Ref. 7).  As a result of the technical
comments contained in the two ACRS review documents, the RES staff concluded that the head loss
methodology should be redeveloped and correlated against test data.  Consequently, as a result of this
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review of the NUREG/CR-6224 head loss methodology, the RES staff has revised the head loss
calculational method to obtain better agreement with test data and to conform more closely with
conventional theory.  The RES staff also contracted for additional testing to provide high-quality data to
reduce uncertainties in the head loss calculational method.

The goal of the NRC’s activities is to enhance the safety of nuclear power plants and not to perform
research activities that will answer all the unknown behavior observed during testing.  To this end, it is
appropriate to develop a conservative bounding methodology for calculating head loss through a sump
screen.  The following sections describe a head loss calculation method that provides predictions that
more closely match test data and have a better theoretical basis.

Section 2 presents derivations and details the basis for a methodology for calculating a pressure drop across a
debris-covered screen.

Section 3 discusses the debris bed compression model for a debris-covered sump screen.

Section 4 develops the values for the initial conditions and empirical parameters needed for the pressure
drop calculational method described in Sections 2 and 3.

Section 5 provides the calculational procedures for predicting head loss across a sump screen covered
with Nukon fiberglass insulation, calcium silicate (CalSil) insulation, and Nukon/CalSil mixture debris
beds.

Section 6 compares the predictions obtained using the pressure drop calculational methods described in
Section 5 with previously available and new test data.

Section 7 presents the report conclusions.

Section 8 lists the references cited in this report and provides the bibliography.
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2.  HEAD LOSS ACROSS A DEBRIS-COVERED SUMP SCREEN

As indicated in Reference 1, during periods of recirculation pump operation following a LOCA at a PWR,
a debris-covered sump screen can produce a substantial increase in pressure drop when compared to a
clean unclogged screen.  The NRC had previously published a proposed method to calculate the pressure
drop or head loss across a sump screen covered with a porous medium debris bed (Refs. 2 and 3). 
However, the ACRS questioned the appropriateness of this method in References 4, 5, and 6.  The RES
staff provided an initial assessment of these concerns in Reference 7.

This section develops an improved method to calculate the steady-state pressure drop across a debris-
covered sump screen by assuming that the debris consists of fibers and particles that can be treated as a
porous medium.  The correlations developed in this section assume that steady-state flow conditions exist
through the porous medium.

2.1  Approaches for Calculating Head Loss Across a Porous Medium

For viscous (laminar) flow through a porous medium, pressure drop for one-phase flow can be calculated
using the classical Darcy equation (Ref. 8).  The Darcy equation can be written as:

∆p  =   µ V (2.1-1)
L     K

where
∆p pressure drop
L thickness of porous medium
µ fluid absolute viscosity
V approach velocity through cross-sectional area of porous medium
K permeability

For flow at higher Reynolds numbers, the pressure drop equation must include a kinetic (turbulent) term. 
The equation used to determine the pressure drop across a packed bed composed of spherical particles is
the Ergun equation presented in Reference 8.  The Ergun equation, which was derived to model flow
through a packed bed with a spherical particle diameter of Dp, possesses viscous and kinetic terms.  The
multipliers to the viscous and kinetic terms, 150 and 1.75, are semiempirical multipliers that were
determined using experimental measurements.

       Viscous Term   Kinetic Term
∆p  =   150 µ V    (1-ε)2   +   1.75 ρ V2    (1-ε)   (2.1-2)
L         Dp

2        ε3                   Dp          ε3 

where
ε porosity
Dp mean particle diameter for a packed bed
ρ fluid density

The specific surface area, Sv, is defined as the ratio of the surface area of the solid portion of a porous
medium divided by the solid volume of a porous medium.  Geometric considerations can be used to relate
the specific surface area to the mean particle or fiber diameter.  Therefore, for a porous medium
composed of spherical particles, Sv can be defined as:
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Sv = 6 / Dp for a porous medium composed of spherical particles (Ref. 7) (2.1-3)

where
Sv specific surface area

Using equation (2.1-3) for a porous medium composed of spherical particles, the Ergun equation can be
written as:

∆p  =  4.167 µ V Sv
2    (1-ε)2   +   0.2917 ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.1-4)

L                              ε3                                          ε3 

The relationship between Sv and Dp for packed beds composed of cylindrical fibers oriented perpendicular
to the flow direction can also be determined using geometrical considerations.

Sv = 4 / Dp for a porous medium composed of cylinders (Ref. 8) (2.1-5)

The Ergun equation for a porous medium composed of cylindrical fibers can be written as:

∆p  =  9.375 µ V Sv
2    (1-ε)2   +   0.4375 ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.1-6)

L                              ε3                                          ε3 

The Ergun equation can be written in a more general form using the specific surface area of the porous
medium.

      Viscous Term     Kinetic Term
∆p  =   α µ V Sv

2    (1-ε)2   +   β ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.1-7)
L                        ε3                                 ε3 

where
α constant multiplier for the viscous term
β constant multiplier for the kinetic term

The Darcy equation and the viscous component of the Ergun equation both solve the same flow condition. 
Therefore, the viscous term in the Ergun equation can be replaced with the Darcy equation.

∆p  =   µ V   +   β ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.1-8)
L     K                               ε3 

The relations presented in this section assume that the value of the specific surface area, Sv, is constant for
all porosities and Reynolds numbers.  Reference 9 questions whether the values for the specific surface
area vary with porosity and Reynolds number.  References 10, 12, 13, 14, and 15 provide multipliers for
Sv that vary with porosity and Reynolds number.  The following sections will develop pressure drop
correlations in the general form of the Ergun equation that use empirical multipliers to provide variations
with porosity and Reynolds number.
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2.2  Viscous Component for Pressure Drop Through a Porous Medium

References 10 and 11 relate the classical Darcy equation to the particle properties in the viscous term of
the Ergun equation using the Kozeny-Carman equation, which provides a relationship between K, Sv, and
ε for flow around particles in a porous medium packed bed.

K  =         ε3          (2.2-1)
          kk Sv

2 (1-ε)2 

where
kk Kozeny constant

Reference 10 lists the values for the Kozeny constant for different types of beds.  For beds composed of
sand and randomly packed powders, kk has been determined to be approximately equal to 5.0.  For flow
through beds of glass spheres, the value of kk ranges between 4.50 and 4.65.

Inserting equation (2.2-1) for K into the modified form of the Ergun equation (2.1-8) results in the
following relationship.

∆p  =  kk µ V Sv
2    (1-ε)2   +   β ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.2-2)

L                        ε3                                 ε3 

By comparing equation (2.1-7) and equation (2.2-2), it can be concluded that kk in equation (2.2-2) is
equal to the α in equation (2.1-7).  The values of the Kozeny constant, kk, are also close in value to the
constant multiplier, 4.167, in Ergun equation (2.1-4) for a packed bed composed of spherical particles.

Reference 10 provides permeability relationships for flow in a porous medium composed of cylindrical
fibrous materials and for a packed bed composed of spherical particles.  To provide these relationships, a
dimensionless permeability function, K(X), is related to the Kozeny constant, kk, and the void ratio, X. 
These parameters are defined as follows.

K(X)  =         X3      (2.2-3)
                kk (1+X)2

X  =  Volvoid / Volsolid  =  ε / (1 - ε) (2.2-4)

where
K(X) dimensionless permeability function
X void ratio
Volvoid void volume of porous medium
Volsolid volume of solid material in porous medium

Equation (2.2-3) can be solved for kk using the definition for void ratio, X.

kk =            X3         (2.2-5)
          K(X) (1+X)2

The void ratio is related to the porosity by the following equation.
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ε =   Volvoid    =      X    (2.2-6)
                         Voltot          (1+X)

where
Voltot total volume of porous medium

Reference 10 provides the following relationships, called the Happel free surface model (Refs. 12, 13, and
14), for calculating K(X) for flow around cylindrical fibrous materials in the following orientations.

For flow perpendicular to fiber cylinders:

K(X)  =  -0.5 + 0.5 ln(1+X) +            1         (2.2-7)
                                                                 (2 + 2X + X2)

For flow parallel to fiber cylinders:

K(X)  =  ln(1+X) -  X (1+1.5X) (2.2-8)
(1+X)2

For a bed composed of spherical particles, Reference 10 provides the following relationship.

K(X) = 2 -         3     +          5          (2.2-9)
                                  (1+X)1/3     3(1+X)5/3 + 2

Figure 2.2-1 plots the values of the empirical Kozeny constant (9.375) used in equations (2.1-6) and (2.2-
2) and the values calculated using the Happel model (X3/(K(X) (1+X)2) in equations (2.2-5) and (2.2-7)
for a porous medium composed of cylindrical fibers perpendicular to the flow direction as a function of
porosity.  Figure 2.2-2 compares the Kozeny constant (4.167) for a porous medium composed of spherical
particles from equations (2.1-4) and (2.2-2) with values calculated using the Happel model (X3/(K(X)
(1+X)2) in equations (2.2-5) and (2.2-9).  These figures show that the values for the Kozeny constant and
the comparative value calculated using the Happel model are similar in magnitude.  This favorable
comparison qualitatively indicates the acceptability of the Happel models.  References 12 and 13 indicate
that the Happel relations are not appropriate for porosities less than about 0.4 to 0.5.  However, Figures
2.2-1 and 2.2-2 show that the values of the Kozeny constant (kk) are relatively constant below these
porosities.  The three relations for K(X) result in unrealistic values at the low and high ends. 
Consequently, the application of these equations should be limited to X > 1.0x10-4.  References 12 and 13
also indicate that the Happel equations have not been compared to test data with porosities greater than
about 0.994.  Consequently, the application of these equations should be limited to ε < 0.995.  Therefore,
for a bed composed of spherical particles, equation (2.2-5) is limited to the following values.

          X3           = 132.47  for  ε $ 0.995 (2.2-10)
 K(X) (1+X)2

          X3           = 5.0  for X # 1.0x10-4 (2.2-11)
 K(X) (1+X)2

Similar limits should be applied to the equations for the fibrous materials.
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Figure 2.2-1  Multiplier for Viscous Term of Ergun Equation for Porous Medium Consisting of
Cylindrical Fibers Perpendicular to Flow

Figure 2.2-2  Multiplier for Viscous Term of Ergun Equation for Porous Medium Composed of
Spherical Particles
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Finally, equation (2.2-5) can be inserted into equation (2.2-2) to write the viscous term of the Ergun
equation in the following form.

              Viscous Term                   Kinetic Term
∆p  =  µ V Sv

2          X3                   (1-ε)2   +   β ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.2-12)
L                 K(X) (1+X)2      ε3                                 ε3 

Reference 10 indicates that the approach used to develop the viscous flow term for the pressure drop
equation can be applied to a gel medium.

Equation (2.2-12) can be further simplified by using the definitions for void ratio (X) and porosity (ε).  If
one debris type comprises the debris bed, the void ratio as defined in equation (2.2-4) can be written as:

X  =   A L ρsolid  - 1 (2.2-13)
    msolid

where
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area
msolid mass of solid material in the debris bed
ρsolid density of solid material in the debris bed

The porosity can also be simplified.

ε  =  1 -      msolid    (2.2-14)
     A L ρsolid

Using these two relations, equation (2.2-12) can be written as:

        Viscous Term   Kinetic Term
∆p  =    µ V Sv

2      msolid      +   β ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.2-15)
L     K(X)     A L ρsolid                             ε3 

In many cases, the viscous term dominates the pressure drop through a porous medium.  If the pressure
drop contribution of the kinetic term can be ignored, using equation (2.2-15), the pressure drop can be
simplified to the following equation for a bed composed of a single debris type such as spherical particles.

∆p  =    µ V Sv
2       msolid     (2.2-16)

    K(X)        A ρsolid

This form of the viscous equation is similar to the Darcy equation (2.1-1).

2.3  Pressure Drop Through a Woven Metal Screen

Reference 15 provides a version of the Ergun equation that can be used to calculate the pressure drop for
flow through clean unclogged woven metal screens similar to those used in many older PWR sump screen
designs.  This approach applies the methods used to calculate pressure drop across a porous medium to
flow across a woven metal screen.  The equations to calculate flow through a plain square-type screen
have been verified using a large number of data points.  All the test data have been shown to fall with ±30
percent of the results calculated using this method.  Reference 15 also provides different empirical
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multipliers to enable application of the analytical approach to screen designs with different weaves in
addition to a plain square-type screen.  Using the Ergun approach for flow through a granular porous
material, Reference 15 starts with the following equations to calculate pressure drop across a plain square-
type woven metal screen.

∆p  =   fk ρ V2 (1-ε) (2.3-1)
L       Dp      ε3 

        c
fk  =  a  (1-ε)   + b j  (1-ε) k (2.3-2)
              Re           G    Re   M
Dp = 6 / Sv

where
fk porous medium friction factor
Dp equivalent diameter for a packed bed with spherical particles = 6 / Sv
Sv screen-specific surface area
a, b, c empirical multipliers

Equations (2.3-1) and (2.3-2) can be combined to produce an equation similar in form to the Ergun
equation (2.1-2).

          c
∆p  =   a ρ V2    (1-ε)2   +  b j  (1-ε) k     ρ V2    (1-ε)   (2.3-3)
L         Re  Dp       ε3             G    Re   M      Dp         ε3 

Using the following modified Reynolds number definition, equation (2.3-3) can be written as:

Re  =   ρ V Dp   =   ρ V 6   (2.3-4)
      µ          µ Sv

         c
∆p  =   a µ V    (1-ε)2   +  b j  (1-ε) k     ρ V2    (1-ε)   (2.3-5)
L            Dp

2        ε3             G    Re   M     Dp         ε3 

Equation (2.3-5) would be equivalent to the Ergun equation (2.1-2) if:
    c

a = 150, b j  (1-ε) k   = 1.75 (b=1.75, c  =  0)
     G    Re   M

For application to a plain square-type metal screen that is similar to the screen design found in many
existing PWR sump screens, Reference 15 recommends that:

a = 250, b = 1.69, c = 0.071 for 0.5 <   Re   < 9.85x104 and 0.602 < ε < 0.919
  (1-ε) 

Reference 15 recommends different values of a and b for different woven metal screen designs.

Equation (2.3-3) or (2.3-5) can be rewritten using the screen-specific surface area with Dp = 6 / Sv.
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                        c
∆p  =   a µ V Sv

2     (1-ε)2   +  b j  (1-ε) µ Sv  k     ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.3-6)
L                   36         ε3             G         ρ V 6  M             6       ε3 

2.4  Kinetic Component for Pressure Drop Through a Porous Medium

Equation (2.2-12) provides a form of the pressure drop equation that should be used to calculate the
pressure drop across a porous medium debris bed.

              Viscous Term                   Kinetic Term
∆p  =  µ V Sv

2          X3                   (1-ε)2   +   β ρ V2 Sv   (1-ε)   (2.2-12)
L                K(X) (1+X)2      ε3                                ε3 

This equation provides a method for calculating the viscous term for pressure drop; however, a
methodology must be developed to address the calculation of the kinetic term.  Specifically, a value or
relation for β must be determined.  Consistent with the recommendation for K(X), it appears necessary to
specify a different relation for β for a bed composed of particles and one composed of cylindrical fibers.

As indicated in Section 2.3, Reference 15 developed a porous medium friction factor defined in equation
(2.3-2).

        c
fk  =  a  (1-ε)   + b j  (1-ε) k (2.3-2)
             Re            G    Re   M

where Re is defined by equation (2.3-4):

Re  =   ρ V Dp   =   ρ V 6   (2.3-4)
      µ          µ Sv

The first term of equation (2.2-12) calculates the viscous portion of the pressure drop, and the second
term provides the kinetic pressure drop relation.  As indicated in Reference 15 and Section 2.3, it would
appear appropriate to specify β in equation (2.2-10) using the following form.
                                          c

β =  b j  (1-ε) k   
          G    Re   M

Consistent with the head loss equation for a porous medium, Reference 15 developed a general equation
to calculate pressure drop across a woven metal screen of any weave.  The developed values for
parameters a, b, and c are:

a = 138, b = 1.95, c = 0.071 for 0.5 <   Re   < 9.85x104 and 0.564 < ε < 0.919
  (1-ε) 

Reference 15 indicates that this relation has a greater deviation from data than the empirical variable
recommended for specific screen weaves.  However, it is recommended that these values for b and c serve
as the starting values for calculating the kinetic term of the pressure drop across a bed composed of
fibrous cylindrical materials.

Reference 16 provides empirical values for a, b, and c for a bed composed of spherical particles.
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a = 150, b = 3.89, c = 0.13 for 440 < Re < 7.92x104 and 0.38 < ε < 0.44

The values for b and c should be used as starting values for calculating the kinetic term of the pressure
drop across a bed composed of spherical particles.

Therefore, the pressure drop equation across a porous medium takes the following form.

              Viscous Term                   Kinetic Term
                                                                                                        c

∆p  =     µ V Sv
2          X3                   (1-ε)2   +   b j  (1-ε) k     ρ V2    (1-ε)   (2.4-1)

L                    K(X) (1+X)2      ε3               G    Re   M     Dp        ε3 

Using the definition of Reynolds number, this equation can be written in the following form.

              Viscous Term                   Kinetic Term
                                                                                                                c

∆p  =     µ V Sv
2          X3                   (1-ε)2   +   b j  (1-ε) µ Sv  k     ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.4-2)

L                   K(X) (1+X)2      ε3                G         ρ V 6  M            6       ε3 

2.5  Head Loss Across a Clean Unclogged Sump Screen

The pressure drop across a clean unclogged, thin (Lscreen/dh < 0.015), plain, square-type circular metal wire
screen can be calculated using the irreversible pressure drop multiplier obtained from the Handbook of
Hydraulic Resistance (Ref. 22).  Using Diagram 8-6 of Reference 22, the irreversible pressure drop for
the clean unclogged screen used in the head loss tests described in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3) can be
calculated using the following equations.

∆p  =  Kscreen ρ V2 / 2 (2.5-1)

Kscreen  =  1.3 (1 - f) + (1/f - 1)2 for Rescreen $ 103 (2.5-2)

Kscreen  =  kN [1.3 (1 - f) + (1/f - 1)2] for 50 < Rescreen < 103 (2.5-2a)

f  =  Ascreen / A (2.5-3)

where
dh hydraulic diameter of flow area through a screen (equals 4 Ascreen / Pscreen)
Lscreen screen thickness
∆p pressure drop (head loss) across a clean unclogged screen
ρ fluid density
V approach flow velocity upstream of screen
Kscreen irreversible loss coefficient for clean unclogged screen
kN multiplier for low Reynolds numbers from Table 2.5-1 in Diagram 8-6 of Reference 22
Pscreen perimeter of flow area through a metal screen
Rescreen Reynolds number using screen flow area Ascreen and screen hydraulic diameter
Ascreen flow area through screen
A total cross-sectional surface area of screen
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Table 2.5-1  Screen Multiplier (kN) for 50 < Rescreen < 1000

Rescreen 50 100 150 200 300 400 500 1000

kN 1.44 1.24 1.13 1.08 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.00

For a clean unclogged thin perforated sheet of metal, Diagram 8-1 of Reference 22 suggests the following
equation to calculate the loss coefficient.

Kplate = [0.707 (1 - f)½ + 1 - f ]2 / f2 for Lsheet / dh < 0.015 and Replate > 105 (2.5-4)

f  =  Aplate / A (2.5-5)

where
Kplate irreversible loss coefficient for clean unclogged perforated plate
Lsheet sheet thickness
dh hydraulic diameter of flow area through the perforated sheet
Replate Reynolds number using plate flow area Aplate and hydraulic diameter
Aplate flow area through perforated plate

For a thick perforated sheet of metal, Diagram 8-3 of Reference 22 suggests the following equation to
calculate the loss coefficient.

Kplate = { [0.5 + τ (1 - f)½ ] (1 - f) + (1 - f)2 + λ Lsheet / dh } / f2

for Lsheet / dh > 0.015 and Replate > 105 (2.5-6)
     

where
τ multiplier from Table 2.5-2 in Diagram 8-3 of Reference 22
λ wall friction factor from Reference 22 (Moody friction factor)

Table 2.5-2  Thick Plate Multiplier (τ)

Lsheet/dh 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

τ 1.35 1.22 1.10 0.84 0.42 0.24 0.16 0.07 0.02 0.0

For a screen or perforated plate with laminar or transition flow through the plate open area, Reference 22
recommends the following relation.  Diagram 8-5 in Reference 22 provides the values for the variables
contained in the equation.

Kplate = ζφ / f2 + εoRe ζ1qu for 30 < Replate < 104-105 (2.5-7)

where
ζφ = f (Replate,f) value from Diagram 8-5 of Reference 22
εoRe = f (Replate) multiplier from Table 2.5-3 in Diagram 8-5 of Reference 22
ζ1qu = Kplate value from Equation (2.5-2), (2.5-4), or (2.5-6) depending on value of Lsheet / dh 
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Table 2.5-3  Low Reynolds Number Multiplier (εoRe )

Replate 25 40 60 102 2x102 4x102 103 2x103 4x103 104 2x104 105

εoRe 0.34 0.36 0.37 0.40 0.42 0.46 0.53 0.59 0.64 0.74 0.81 0.94

The previously described wire screen and perforated plate pressure drop equations can be related to the
woven metal screen equation discussed in Section 2.3.  Specifically, for a plain square-type woven metal
screen, equation (2.3-6) can be related to equation (2.5-1).

                                0.071
∆p  =   250 µ V Sv

2     (1-ε)2   + 1.69 j  (1-ε) µ Sv  k         ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε)   (2.5-8)
L                       36         ε3                 G         ρ V 6  M              6        ε3 

for 0.5 <   Re   < 9.85x104 and 0.602 < ε < 0.919
  (1-ε) 

Using equations (2.5-1) and (2.5-2), the pressure drop across a plain square metal screen can be written
as:

∆p  =  kN [1.3 (1 - Ascreen / A) + (A /Ascreen - 1)2 ] ρ V2 / 2 for 50 < Rescreen < 103 (2.5-9)

∆p  = [1.3 (1 - Ascreen / A) + (A /Ascreen - 1)2 ] ρ V2 / 2 for Rescreen $ 103 (2.5-10)

As seen in Table 2.5-1, the value for kN is very close to 1.0 for Reynolds numbers greater than 400. 
Therefore, the general equation for pressure drop across a plain square metal screen can be approximated
using the form of equation (2.5-10).  Specifically, the following equation could be used.

∆p  . [1.3 (1 - Ascreen / A) + (A / Ascreen - 1)2 ] ρ V2 / 2 for Rescreen $ 400 (2.5-11)
 
2.5.1  Screen Pressure Drop for LANL/UNM Tests

NUREG/CR-6874 does not provide a detailed description of the debris screen or the underlying support
screen used during debris sump screen testing performed at the University of New Mexico (UNM) for
LANL.  The report states that the debris screen was a 1/8-inch rectangular mesh and describes the support
screen as a perforated sheet of metal.  The flow area fraction through the debris screen was estimated to
be about 55 percent, and the flow area fraction through the support screen under the debris screen was
estimated to be about 44 percent.  If the support screen is assumed to be about 1/32-inch (0.794 mm)
thick, the support screen is defined as a thick plate.  For the range of test temperatures from 70 to 142 EF
(21.2 to 61.1 EC), and the range of approach velocities from 0.1 to 2.0 ft/s (0.0305 to 0.61 m/s), the
Reynolds number for flow through the screen (Rescreen) is calculated to range from 177 to 7680.  This
Reynolds number range results in a form loss coefficient multiplier (kN) for equation (2.5-2) ranging from
about 1.1 for the low Reynolds number to 1.0 for Rescreen greater than 1000.  Using a form loss coefficient
multiplier of 1.0, the loss coefficient for the debris screen is calculated to be 1.25, and the loss coefficient
for the supporting screen is calculated to be 6.95.  Therefore, if the total loss coefficient for this test
facility in an unclogged condition is assumed to be the sum of the loss coefficients for the debris and
support screens, the total head loss across both screens can be calculated using the following equation.

∆pscreen  =  (Kscreen + Kplate) ρ V2 / 2  .  8.2 ρ V2 / 2 (2.5-12)

Consequently, the total head loss across a debris screen is the sum of the pressure drop across the debris
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Wire Screen Welded In Support Ring

Woven Metal Wire Screen

Perforated Metal Plate

bed and the pressure drop across the clean unclogged sump screen given by equation (2.5-12).

2.5.2  Pressure Drops for PNNL Tests with a Woven Metal Screen or Perforated Plate

The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) performed debris head loss tests for flow through a
woven metal screen and a perforated plate.  PNNL conducted the tests to obtain the pressure drop through
a clean unclogged metal screen and a clean unclogged perforated plate in order to verify the irreversible
loss coefficient relations provided in Section 2.5.  Table 2.5-4 provides descriptions of the woven metal
screen and the perforated plate used in the PNNL tests.  Figure 2.5-1 shows pictures of the screen and
plate used for the PNNL tests.

Table 2.5-4  Dimensions of Wire Screen and Perforated Plate Used in PNNL Head Loss Testing

Description Percent Open Area
(%)

Dimension and Shape
of Open Area

((inch) / (m) / shape)

Center to Center
Pitch of Open Area

(inch) / (m)

5 Mesh Woven Metal
Wire Screen

41 0.128 / 0.00325 /
square

0.200 / 0.00508

Perforated Plate with
60E Staggered Centers

40 0.125 / 0.00318
diameter / circle

0.188 / 0.00478

Figure 2.5-1  Wire Screen and Perforated Plate Used in PNNL Head Loss Testing

Tests performed to obtain the pressure drop and irreversible loss coefficient across the clean unclogged
wire mesh screen verified the acceptability of the Idelchik (Ref. 22) loss coefficient relation for a mesh
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screen provided in Section 2.5.  Testing was also performed to verify the acceptability of the irreversible
loss coefficient relation for a perforated plate.  Comparisons between the data and calculations are
presented in Section 6.2.

2.6  Recommended Pressure Drop Equations

The total pressure drop across a debris-covered sump screen can be calculated by summing the pressure
drop across the debris bed and any irreversible pressure drop losses.  In many instances, the pressure drop
across a debris bed is significantly larger than the irreversible entrance and exit pressure drops.  In these
cases, only the pressure drop across the debris bed needs to be considered in a calculation.

∆ptotal =  ∆pdebrisbed  +  ∆pirreversibleloss (2.6-1)

where
∆ptotal total pressure drop across the debris bed and screen or perforated plate
∆pdebrisbed debris bed pressure drop
∆pirreversibleloss irreversible pressure drop

As derived in the previous sections, the porous medium pressure drop across a debris bed consisting of
only one debris type can be calculated using the following equation, which sums the viscous term from
equation (2.2-12) and the kinetic term from equation (2.4-2).  This equation is written in a form related to
the Ergun equation.

              Viscous Term                   Kinetic Term
          c

∆pdebrisbed  = µ V Sv
2          X3                   (1-ε)2  + b j  (1-ε) µ Sv  k     ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε) (2.6-2)

∆Ldebrisbed            K(X) (1+X)2       ε3           G         ρ V 6  M            6        ε3

where
∆Ldebrisbed debris bed thickness
V approach velocity through cross-sectional area of solid and fluid
X void ratio
K(X) dimensionless permeability function
Sv specific surface area of solid
ε porosity
µ fluid absolute viscosity
ρ fluid density
b 1.95 for a cylindrical fibrous bed, 3.89 for a spherical particle bed
c 0.071 for a cylindrical fibrous bed, 0.13 for a spherical particle bed

For flow perpendicular to fiber cylinders with (X > 1.0x10-4 and ε < 0.995):

K(X)  =  -0.5 + 0.5 ln(1+X) +            1         (2.2-7)
                                                                 (2 + 2X + X2)

For a bed composed of spherical particles with (X > 1.0x10-4 and ε < 0.995):

K(X) = 2 -         3     +          5          (2.2-9)
                                  (1+X)1/3     3(1+X)5/3 + 2
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Equation (2.6-2) can also be written in the following form, which matches the viscous term to the form of
the Darcy equation as shown in equation (2.2-13).

Viscous Term Kinetic Term
        c

∆pdebrisbed   =    µ V Sv
2            msolid            +  b j  (1-ε) µ Sv  k     ρ V2 Sv    (1-ε) (2.6-3)

∆Ldebris bed          K(X)     A ∆Ldebris bed ρsolid         G         ρ V 6  M            6        ε3

where
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area
msolid mass of solid material in the debris bed
ρsolid density of solid material in the debris bed

The following equations account for the presence of two debris types, Nukon and CalSil, in the debris
bed.  These equations use the viscous pressure drop term from equation (2.2-12) and the kinetic term from
equation (2.4-2) to account for the varying proportions of Nukon and CalSil in the debris bed.

∆pdebrisbed  =  S SNukon
2      XNukon

3             (1-εNukon)2  +   SCalSil
2       XCalSil

3           (1-εCalSil)2 Y  µV  + 
∆Ldebris bed     GK(XNukon) (1+XNukon)2     εNukon

3          K(XCalSil) (1+XCalSil)2    εCalSil
3       M

                             0.071                                                                                              0.13USNukon 1.95j (1-εNukon) µ SNukon  k      (1-εNukon) + SCalSil 3.89 j (1-εCalSil) µ SCalSil  k    (1-εCalSil)  [  ρ V2 (2.6-4)
I                 G                    ρ V 6 M       εNukon

3                         G                   ρ V 6  M       εCalSil
3    O    6       

for Nukon with 0.5 <   Re   < 9.85x104 and 0.564 < ε < 0.919
         (1-ε) 

for CalSil with 440 < Re < 7.92x104 and 0.38 < ε < 0.44

For a cylindrical fibrous bed with flow perpendicular to the fibers and (X > 1.0x10-4 and ε < 0.995):

K(XNukon)  =  -0.5 + 0.5 ln(1+XNukon) +                       1             (2.2-7)
                                                                        (2 + 2 XNukon + XNukon 2)

For a spherical particle bed with (X > 1.0x10-4 and ε < 0.995):

K(XCalSil)  =  2 -          3          +               5             (2.2-9)
                                    (1+XCalSil)1/3     3 (1+XCalSil)5/3 + 2

where
SNukon Nukon specific surface area in debris bed
SCalSil CalSil specific surface area in debris bed
XNukon Nukon void ratio in debris bed (equals Volvoid / VolNukon)
XCalSil CalSil void ratio in debris bed (equals Volvoid / VolCalSil)
εNukon porosity of Nukon in debris bed
εCalSil porosity of CalSil in debris bed
µ fluid absolute viscosity
ρ fluid density
b 1.95 for a cylindrical fibrous bed, 3.89 for a spherical particle bed
c 0.071 for a cylindrical fibrous bed, 0.13 for a spherical particle bed
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It should again be emphasized that the indicated values for the empirical multipliers and exponents (1.95,
3.89, 0.071, and 0.13) in the turbulent term of the pressure drop equation for the debris bed are initial
starting values that will be refined using test data.  Additionally, the values of SNukon and SCalSil will be
reassessed by using the test data.  These items will be addressed in Section 4.

For a debris bed, the pressure drop resulting from a sudden contraction at the debris bed entrance and a
sudden expansion at the debris bed exit can be calculated using the following equations.

∆pirreversibleloss = ∆pcontentr + ∆pexpexit (2.6-5)

∆pcontentr = { 0.5 (1- εdebris) ρ / 2} (V / εdebris)2 (2.6-6)

∆pexpexit = { (1- f εdebris)2 ρ / 2 } [V / (f εdebris) ]2 (2.6-7)

f = Ascreen / A (2.6-8)

where
Ascreen flow area through screen or perforated plate
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area
∆pcontentr irreversible contraction pressure drop at debris bed entrance
∆pexpexit irreversible expansion pressure drop for the part of the debris bed exit with flow
εdebris debris bed porosity (equals Volvoid / Voltot)

The pressure drop across a clean unclogged, thin (Lscreen/dh < 0.015), plain square screen fabricated using
circular metal wires can be calculated using the following equation.

∆ptotal =  ∆pdebrisbed  +  ∆pscreen (2.6-9)

∆pscreen = [ 1.3 (1 - f) + (f - 1)2  ] ρ V2 / 2 for Rescreen $ 400 (2.6-10)

where
Lscreen screen thickness
dh hydraulic diameter of flow area through a screen
∆pscreen pressure drop (head loss) across a clean unclogged screen
Rescreen Reynolds number using screen flow area and screen hydraulic diameter 

If a thin perforated flat plate (Lsheet/dh < 0.015) is used instead of a metal screen, the pressure drop across a
clean unclogged thin debris bed and perforated plate can be calculated using the following equations.

∆ptotal =  ∆pdebrisbed  +  ∆pplate (2.6-11)

∆pplate = { [0.707 (1 - f)½ + 1 -f ]2 / f2 } ρ V2 / 2 for Replate > 105 (2.6-12)

f = Aplate / A (2.6-13)

where
Aplate flow area through perforated plate
Lsheet sheet thickness
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dh hydraulic diameter of flow area through the perforated plate
∆pplate pressure drop (head loss) across a clean unclogged perforated plate
Replate Reynolds number using plate flow area Aplate and hydraulic diameter

2.7  Temperature Upper Limit

The head loss calculation method was developed to predict the pressure drop across a sump screen under
single-phase flow conditions, and it has not been validated—and cannot be applied—for two-phase flow
conditions.  Two-phase flow conditions can occur if sufficient pressure drop occurs across a sump screen. 
As pressure decreases downstream of the screen, noncondensible gas dissolved in water can come out of
solution, and hot water can flash into steam.  Either one or a combination of these phenomena can result in
two-phase flow, which can significantly increase pressure drop.

A release of air from solution can produce nucleation sites, which can increase the possibility of steam
formation and flashing.  To prevent water from flashing into steam, the pressure downstream of the sump
screen must always remain above the saturation pressure at the sump water temperature.  Consequently, a
sensitivity analysis was performed using a series of calculations to estimate the point at which
a significant void fraction is created downstream of the sump screen as a result of air coming out of
solution or liquid flashing into steam.  This sensitivity analysis included the conservative assumption that
the water upstream of the sump screen contained the maximum amount of dissolved air for a range
of water temperatures and total containment pressures.  (The total containment pressure equals the
containment pressure plus the static water head above the screen.)  The maximum equilibrium
concentration of dissolved air mass in subcooled water was obtained from information in Reference 20. 
The void fraction downstream of the screen was then calculated for different sump screen pressure drops
and upstream temperature and pressure conditions.  In so doing, it was assumed that the excess air above
the saturated dissolved air condition downstream of the sump screen would immediately be released as
gas.  Figures 2.7-1 to 2.7-4 graphically depict the results of this sensitivity analysis.  Specifically, Figures
2.7-1 and 2.7-2 plot the downstream void fraction as a function of water temperature for two total containment
pressures and three assumed sump screen pressure drops.  Figures 2.7-3 and 2.7-4 plot the downstream
void fraction versus the sump screen pressure drop for a range of water temperatures at two total
containment pressures.  These plots also reflect the requirement that the pressure downstream of the
screen must remain above the saturation pressure at the sump water temperature.  The plots depicted in
Figures 2.7-1 to 2.7-4 indicate that the condition at which a significant void fraction occurs downstream
of the sump screens depends on the sump screen pressure drop, total containment pressure, and
sump water temperature.

The software package described in Reference 23, which determines the head loss across a debris-covered
PWR sump screen using the NUREG/CR-6224 (Ref. 2) calculational method, incorporates the
calculational approach described in this section, which determines the point at which two-phase
conditions exist downstream of a PWR sump screen.
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Figure 2.7-1  Downstream Void Fraction Versus Water Temperature at 14.5 psia (1.0 x 105 Pa)

Figure 2.7-2  Downstream Void Fraction Versus Water Temperature at 20 psia (1.38 x 105 Pa)
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Figure 2.7-3  Downstream Void Fraction Versus Screen Pressure Drop at 14.5 psia (1.0 x 105 Pa)

Figure 2.7-4  Downstream Void Fraction Versus Screen Pressure Drop at 20 psia (1.38 x 105 Pa)
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Neither the head loss correlation developed in this report nor the NUREG/6224 correlation is appropriate
for calculating pressure drops that result in large downstream void fractions.  However, the void fraction
that can result in pump cavitation problems is very low and within the range of application of the
correlation and testing.  Specifically, the NRC and the industry generally accept that a pump will
experience cavitation problems when its inlet void fraction exceeds about 0.03 (3 percent), as indicated in
Reference 21.  Using a void fraction limit of 3 percent for conditions downstream of the sump screens, the
acceptable operating range for sump pool temperature can be determined.  Table 2.7-1 and Figure 2.7-5
show the conservatively obtained recommended maximum allowable sump pool temperature as a function
of sump screen pressure drop and total containment pressure.  These recommended temperature values
reflect the inclusion of a conservative margin of at least 5 EF (2.8 EC).  Because the void fraction
assessment was performed for a range of assumed sump screen pressure drops, the results provided in
Table 2.7-1 and Figure 2.7-5 can be applied to any sump screen pressure drop calculation method.

Table 2.7-1  Acceptable Range of Sump Pool Water Temperature
Total Containment Pressure 

(psia) / (Pa)
Pressure Drop 

Across Sump Screen 
(ft-water) / (m-water)

Acceptable Sump Pool 
Water Temperature 

(EF) / (EC)
14.5 / 1.0 x 105 1 / 0.3048 < 200 / 93.3
14.5 / 1.0 x 105 10 / 3.048 < 180 / 82.2
14.5 / 1.0 x 105 20 / 6.096 < 120 / 48.9
20 / 1.38 x 105 1 / 0.3048 < 220 / 104.4
20 / 1.38 x 105 10 / 3.048 < 210 / 98.9
20 / 1.38 x 105 20 / 6.096 < 180 / 82.2

Figure 2.7-5  Maximum Allowable Sump Pool Water Temperature and Total Containment
Pressure Versus Sump Screen Pressure Drop
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3.  COMPRESSIBILITY OF A DEBRIS BED ON A SUMP SCREEN

The material compressibility, a measure of the mechanical strength of the material, affects fluid flow in a
porous medium.  Reference 10 states that compressible media forms of gels and fibers present unique
problems in relating fluid flow and applied pressure because the bed porosity can change throughout the
bed as conditions vary.  Reference 10 indicates that the porosity change in a porous, compressible
medium that is subjected to fluid drag forces can be attributed to several mechanisms, as illustrated in
Figure 3.0-1.  Specifically, the geometry of a porous medium can change because of (1) deformation of
the solid matter, (2) rearrangement of the individual
particles or fibers as a result of movement, bending, or
slipping, and (3) disintegration and subsequent
rearrangement of the solid material.  Bending,
slipping, and disintegration are essentially irreversible
processes.  Therefore, these deformation mechanisms
produce nonrecoverable volume reductions.  The
degree of nonrecoverable deformation is especially
pronounced during an initial compression and
decreases as the deformation is repeated.

Reference 10 indicates that a porous medium
composed of material such as fibers, particles, or gel
exhibits hysteresis during compression recovery
cycles.  The amount of nonrecoverable deformation
decreases as the deformation is repeated until no more
nonrecoverable deformation is observed.  The
compressibility model described here is
semiempirical, and the solid material in the porous
medium is assumed to be incompressible.  The
influence of pressure on the compressibility of the
porous medium may be addressed numerically by
varying a multiplier for the compressibility relation
until nonrecoverable deformation is negligible.  This
approach is difficult to implement in a numerical
calculation; therefore, the assumption is made that the
first compression is an irreversible process and that,
after the first compression, the porous medium is
elastic with constant compressibility.

Figure 3.0-1  Volume Reduction
Mechanisms for Granular and
Fibrous Materials (Ref. 10)
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3.1  Pressure Forces Through a Porous Medium with Flowing Liquid

The total pressure, Ptot, in a porous medium undergoing flow and compression can be separated into two
pressure components—the hydraulic pressure of the fluid, Ph, and the mechanical stress exerted on the
medium, Pm.  The values of the pressures vary along the flow position in the porous medium; however,
the sum of the two components is constant throughout the medium.  Therefore, the following equation is
valid along the flow length of the porous medium (Refs. 11, 16, and 17).

Ptot = Pm + Ph (3.1-1)

where
Ptot total applied pressure on a porous medium
Pm mechanical stress exerted on the porous medium
Ph hydraulic pressure of the fluid flow

If a porous medium of thickness t is defined, Figure 3.1-1 shows the relationship between the pressure
components along the flow length in a porous medium.

Figure 3.1-1  Pressure Distribution in a Porous Medium

Using Figure 3.1-1, the following relationships can be defined.

At the entrance, y = 0:
Ph = Pi , ∆Ph = 0 , Pm = 0 (3.1-2)

At the exit, y = t:
Ph = Po , ∆Ph = Pi - Po  , Pm = Pi - Po (3.1-3)

At y = a:
Ph = Pi - ∆Pha , Pm = ∆Pha (3.1-4)

where
Pi inlet pressure upstream of the porous medium
Po outlet pressure downstream of the porous medium
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∆Ph pressure drop across the porous medium
∆Pha pressure drop across the porous medium at y = a

3.2  Compressibility of a Porous Medium During the First Compression

As previously stated, the compressibility of a porous medium debris bed is assumed to be an irreversible
process during the first compression.  Equations have been developed that relate the compressibility of
the total volume to the pressure across the solid material (Ref. 10).

βt = N Pm
-b

c (3.2-1)

where
βt compressibility of the total volume
N material-specific parameter
Pm mechanical stress exerted on the porous medium
bc material-specific parameter (bc = 1)

When bc is assumed to be 1, the following relationship correlates the concentration density of fibrous
material in a porous bed to the compacting pressure (Refs. 2, 17, 18, and 19).

cm = M Pm
N (3.2-2)

where 
cm solid material concentration density
M material-specific empirical constant

Reference 10 states that equation (3.2-2) has been successfully applied for the low-pressure region, but
does not predict a finite value for concentration at higher pressure.  Consequently, an approach is used to
relate the compressibility to the void volume instead of the total volume.

βv = N Pm
-b

c (3.2-3)

where
βv compressibility of the void volume
N material-specific parameter

If the volume of the solid material is assumed to be incompressible, which indicates that the
compressibility is related entirely to the void volume, and bc is assumed to be equal to 1, Reference 10
provides the following relationship for a debris bed undergoing a nonrecoverable deformation.

X = XN (Pm / PmN) -N (3.2-4)

where
XN void ratio at PmN for the first compression at bed formation
X void ratio at Pm for subsequent compressions
PmN mechanical stress for the first compression at bed formation
Pm mechanical stress exerted on the porous medium for subsequent compressions

The debris bed thickness can be related to the void ratio using the following relations.
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X  =  Volvoid / Volsolid =  (Voltot - Volsolid) / Volsolid (3.2-5)

Voltot  = Ldebrisbed A (3.2-6)

where
Ldebrisbed debris bed thickness
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area

The following expression for debris bed thickness can be derived using the previous two equations.

Ldebrisbed  =  Volsolid (1 + X) / A (3.2-7)

3.3  Compressibility of a Porous Medium After the First Compression

As previously stated, the compressibility of a porous medium debris bed is assumed to be constant after
the first compression.  If the material is treated as being elastic with constant compressibility:

βv = N Pmax
-1 (3.3-1)

where
Pmax highest compressive stress to which the porous material has been exposed
N material-specific parameter

By using this assumption, for pressures below the maximum applied pressure, Reference 10 relates the
compressive stress across the porous medium to the void ratio using the following equation.

X = X(Pmax)  exp SN -  N Pm  Y (3.3-2)
     G        Pmax   M

where
X(Pmax) void ratio at Pmax

The debris bed thickness can be calculated from the void ratio, solid volume of the debris bed, and debris
bed surface area using equation (3.2-7).
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4.  DETERMINATION OF DEBRIS BED AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Sections 2 and 3 derive and present the equations for calculating pressure drop across a compressible,
porous medium debris bed that can be present on a post-LOCA PWR sump screen.  This section describes
a method for calculating the pressure drop across a debris bed through which water is flowing and
identifies values for the debris bed and material, which are needed to calculate the pressure drop.

The developed calculational approach employs pressure drop calculations across a debris bed composed
of either one or two calculational control volumes.  The one-volume method should be used for
calculating head loss across a debris bed composed of a single debris type.  The one-volume approach
does not represent the best calculational method for beds with multiple debris types and nonhomogeneous
debris distributions because hydraulic and mechanical pressures can vary nonuniformly within the debris
bed.  Therefore, the two-volume method overcomes this limitation by calculating the debris bed flow and
compression by assuming the presence of two compressible calculational control volumes for the debris
bed.

The determination to use the one-volume or the two-volume calculational approach depends on the
characteristics of the debris bed.  Table 4.0-1 identifies the following types of possible debris bed
configurations for beds composed of fibers and particles such as Nukon and CalSil:

• Homogeneous unsaturated debris bed—The configuration represents a uniform mixture of fibers
and particles in a debris bed.  Testing has shown that a bed can be initially formed at an approach
velocity of 0.1 ft/s (0.0305 m/s) with conditions close to a uniform Nukon/CalSil distribution. 
However, the uniform condition was not maintained with flow passing through the debris bed,
when the particles tend to redistribute from a uniform condition to one in which the particles are
concentrated in the fiber in a portion of the debris bed.  Testing has shown that the homogeneous
debris bed produces the lower bound head loss.  This condition can be modeled using the one-
volume calculational approach.  The homogeneous debris bed with a uniform distribution of Nukon
fibers and CalSil particles can be modeled by using the NUREG/CR-6224 (Ref. 2) equations to
calculate debris bed pressure drop.

• Heterogeneous locally saturated debris bed—This condition represents a more stable
reconfiguration of particles in a fiber bed.  The upstream portion of the debris bed is considered to
be composed entirely of fibers, and the downstream end of the debris bed is considered to contain
the maximum concentration of particles that the fiber bed can contain under a specific flow
condition.  (The maximum particle concentration volume can be located anywhere within the debris
bed; however, for calculation purposes, the maximum particle concentration volume is assumed to
be present at the downstream end of the debris bed.)  Testing has shown that this bed configuration
typically results in a larger, upper bound head loss.  The two-volume calculational method must be
used to model this bed configuration to account for the two different debris distributions within the
debris bed.  Figure 4.0-1 illustrates the plots for PNNL Test 051117_NC_2776_L1, where the
initially formed debris bed transitioned from a homogeneous condition to a locally saturated
condition.  Calculations in Section 6 show the results of the one-volume homogeneous and two-
volume calculations to indicate the change in debris configuration from a homogeneous to a locally
saturated debris bed and the ability of the two calculational approaches to predict the lower and
upper bound pressure drops.

• Homogeneous saturated debris bed—This bed configuration is a subset of the locally saturated
debris bed.  In this configuration, the fiber bed is completely saturated with particles.  In other
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words, every part of the fiber bed contains particles.  The one-volume method can be used to model
this configuration because the saturated debris bed is closest to a true homogeneous condition with
uniform distribution of fiber and particles.  However, the two-volume approach may be needed to
determine the presence of a homogeneous saturated debris bed.  The saturated debris bed can be
modeled by using the NUREG/CR-6224 (Ref. 2) equations to calculate debris bed pressure drop.

• Heterogeneous oversaturated debris bed—This condition represents the case when the debris bed
contains more particles than required to saturate the fiber bed.  It is postulated that the downstream
portion of the bed is composed of fiber saturated with particles.  The upstream portion of the bed is
composed entirely of particles.  The two-volume calculational method must be used to solve for this
condition because of the different debris distributions in the bed.  PNNL tests with oversaturated
conditions have resulted in large pressure drops that can essentially be called a “clogged” condition
because of the overabundance of CalSil particles in the Nukon fiber debris bed.

Figure 4.0-1  Transition from Homogeneous to Local Saturation Condition for
PNNL Nukon/CalSil Test 051117_NC_2776_L1

To apply the calculational approach, several debris bed initial conditions, parameters, and material
parameters must be known.  The following specific information is needed to calculate the pressure drop
across a porous medium debris bed:

• constituent masses of the material in the test debris beds
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• initial thickness of the debris bed at bed formation

• debris material properties such as density and specific surface area as well as the multipliers and
exponents in the kinetic term of the porous medium pressure drop equation

• maximum concentration of particulate debris in a fibrous debris bed, a condition called the
maximum particle concentration

• material-specific compression parameter, necessary to predict the porous media debris bed
compression and expansion

The values for these parameters can be obtained by comparing (1) the predictions obtained using the
calculational approach with (2) the test data from the PNNL (Ref. 24), LANL/UNM (Ref. 3), and
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) (Ref. 25) tests.  The following sections describe the approaches
used to obtain values or relations for the required parameters.
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Table 4.0-1  Conditions for a Fiber/Particle (e.g., Nukon/CalSil) Debris Bed

Description Homogeneous 
Unsaturated Bed

Homogeneous
Saturated Bed

Heterogeneous
Locally Saturated Bed

Heterogeneous
Oversaturated Bed

Calculational
Method

One-Volume One-Volume Two-Volume Two-Volume

Condition densfiber is uniform
densparticle < densparticlesatmax 

densfiber is uniform
densparticle = densparticlesatmax 

Inlet Volume:
densfiber is uniform
densparticle = 0.0
Outlet Volume:
densfiber is uniform
densparticle = densparticlesatmax

Inlet Volume:
densfiber = 0.0
densparticle > 0.0  
Outlet Volume:
densfiber is uniform
densparticle = densparticlesatmax

Comments C  Best estimate ∆p for bed
with one debris type
C  Lower bound ∆p for bed
with two debris types
C  Condition not stable for
two debris types and will
probably revert to a
heterogenous locally
saturated bed
C  Condition modeled with
NUREG/CR-6224 equation

C  Best estimate ∆p for
saturated bed with two debris
types
C  Condition modeled with
NUREG/CR-6224 equation

C  Upper bound ∆p for
unsaturated bed with two
debris types
C  Homogeneous unsaturated
bed transforms to this state

C  Upper bound ∆p for
oversaturated bed with two
debris types
C  Test with oversaturated
bed at PNNL resulted in high
head loss with essentially
clogged condition

Note:  dens is bed density for debris type (mass/bed volume)

Homogeneous  
Unsaturated 

Particle/Fiber 
Bed 

Flow Direction

Homogeneous 
Saturated 

Particle/Fiber 
Bed 

Flow Direction  

Saturated 
Particles in 
Fiber Bed 

Flow Direction

Fiber Bed 
Saturated 

Particles in 
Fiber Bed 

Flow Direction

Particle Bed 
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4.1  Mass of Debris Bed Constituents During Testing

4.1.1  Constituent Debris Bed Masses for PNNL Tests

The PNNL Series 1 tests used a metal screen, and the PNNL Series 2 and benchmark tests used a
perforated plate for testing.  Section 2.5 describes the metal screen and perforated plate used for testing. 
The mass of the insulation debris accumulated on the metal screen or perforated plate was obtained from
actual post-test measurements.  Table 4.1-1 compares the Nukon and CalSil masses added to the loop
with the actual masses deposited on the metal screen.  The Nukon and CalSil masses added to the loop
were obtained by weighing, as was the total debris mass on the metal screen.  The CalSil mass in the
Nukon/CalSil debris beds was obtained by using a chemical dissolution method developed by PNNL,
which is described in NUREG/CR-6917 (Ref. 24).  The Nukon mass in the Nukon/CalSil debris bed was
obtained by subtracting the CalSil mass from the total debris bed mass.  The chemical dissolution method
used to determine the mass of CalSil in the debris bed had an uncertainty of ±15 percent.

Table 4.1-1 provides the ratios of the debris bed mass of the Nukon, CalSil, and the total mass to the
added masses.  As shown in Table 4.1-1, the Nukon mass exceeds the added mass in five cases (in other
words, the Nukon ratio exceeds 1.0 in five cases).  For the Nukon-only bed created for the Series 1 tests,
the discrepancy could be the result of metal or rust particles added to the loop from a temporary gate
valve that was used in place of a new but defective gate valve.  Five of the tests listed in Table 4.1-1 used
this temporary valve, but a new valve was installed for the last two tests in Series 1.

Table 4.1-2 lists the debris bed masses used in the predictions cited in this report.  For the Nukon-only
Test 051108_NO_3067_L1, calculations assumed that the mass of the metal or rust present in the debris
bed possessed the same properties as Nukon because the volume occupied by the metal or rust is about
3.1 percent of the Nukon volume.

Metal/rust volume = (33.32-30.67) / 1000 kg / 7870 kg/m3 = 3.37x10-7 m3

Nukon volume = 30.67 / 1000 kg / 2803 kg/m3 = 1.09x10-5 m3

The report calculations assume that the construction debris mass in the debris bed for the Nukon-only
Test 060125_NO_3067_L1 possesses Nukon properties.  The volume percentage of this debris is about
1.6 percent, which is less than the metal/rust volume fraction for Test 051108_NO_3067_L1.

Construction debris volume = (32.05-30.67) / 1000 kg / 7870 kg/m3 = 1.75x10-7 m3

For the other three tests in which the calculated Nukon debris bed mass exceeded the added Nukon mass,
the Nukon debris bed mass was assumed to possess fibers from the CalSil insulation, which possess
properties similar to those of Nukon.  CalSil insulation is primarily composed of calcium silicate
particles, but as much as 12 percent can be other materials such as fibers of various types (e.g., glass,
cellulose)

Mass was lost during retrieval of the Nukon/CalSil debris bed for Test 051110_NC_0595_L1, which was
the smallest debris bed tested in Series 1.  Consistent with the trends shown by the other Nukon/CalSil
tests—especially Test 051121_NC_1586_L1, which had the next smallest debris bed—100 percent of the
added Nukon mass and 50 percent of the added CalSil mass were assumed to be present in the debris bed.
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Debris bed mass was lost from Series 2 Tests 060404_NC_2698_LP1 and 050517_NC_0808_LP1 and
LP2 during retrieval.  Consequently, the total bed mass has been estimated using mass retrieval trends
from similar tests.  In addition, the calculated Nukon mass in the debris bed is larger than the mass added
to the loop for Series 2 Tests 060807_NC_0708_LP1 and LP2, and 060517_NC_0808_LP1 and LP2.  As
previously mentioned, predictive calculations used the calculated Nukon masses because the debris bed
fibers were assumed to be composed of Nukon fibers and the fibers present in CalSil insulation.
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Table 4.1-1  Debris Mass Summary for PNNL Tests

Test
Mass Added to Test

Loop
Debris Bed Mass Debris Bed Mass / Added Mass

Nukon
Mass
(g)

CalSil
Mass
(g)

Total
Mass
(g)

Calculated
Nukon

Mass 3 (g)

Measured
CalSil

Mass 2 (g)

Total
Weighed

Mass 1 (g)

Nukon CalSil Total

Series 1 Tests (Using Metal Screen)
051108_NO_3067_L1 4, 6 30.67 0.0 30.67 # 30.67 0.0 33.32 4, 6 1.086 4, 6 NA 1.086 4, 6

060125_NO_3067_L1 7 30.67 0.0 30.67 # 30.67 0.0 32.05 7 1.045 7 NA 1.045 7

051110_NC_0595_L1 5, 6 3.97 1.98 5.95 3.18 5 0.86 5 4.04 5 0.801 5, 6 0.434 5, 3 0.679 5, 6

051115_NC_4098_L1 6 26.44 14.54 40.98 22.28 13.58 35.86 0.843 0.934 0.875
051117_NC_2776_L1 6 18.51 9.25 27.76 18.43 6.44 24.87 0.996 0.696 0.896
051121_NC_1586_L1 6 10.58 5.29 15.87 10.45 3.13 13.58 0.988 0.592 0.856
051123_NC_2181_L1 14.54 7.27 21.81 14.65 4.63 19.28 1.008 0.637 0.884
051128_NC_2776_L2 18.51 9.25 27.76 17.23 6.26 23.49 0.931 0.677 0.846

Series 2 Tests (Using Perforated Plate)
060321_NO_0405_LP1 (BM-1) 9 4.05 0.0 4.05 3.18 0.0 3.18 0.785 NA 0.785
060313_NO_1349_LP1 (BM-2) 9 13.49 0.0 13.49 10.74 0.0 10.74 0.796 NA 0.796
060425_NO_2703_LP1, LP2, LP3 27.03 0.0 27.03 23.19 0.0 23.19 0.858 NA 0.858

060731_NO_2703_LP1, LP2 27.03 0.0 27.03 23.3 0.0 23.3 0.862 NA 0.862
060802_NO_2703_LP1, LP2 27.03 0.0 27.03 22.19 0.0 22.19 0.821 NA 0.821

060512_CO_8108_LP1, LP2, LP3 0.0 81.08 81.08 0.0 8.09 8.098 Bed Incomplete 0.100
060323_NC_1619_LP1 (BM-3) 9 13.49 2.70 16.19 11.663 0.377 12.04 0.865 0.140 0.744

060331_NC_2024_LP1 13.49 6.75 20.24 11.179 2.461 13.64 0.829 0.365 0.6739
060817_NC_2024_LP1, LP2 13.49 6.75 20.24 12.881 2.229 15.11 0.955 0.330 0.747

060404_NC_2698_LP1 13.49 13.49 26.98 9.754 6.316 16.07 5 0.723 0.468 0.5956 5

060509_NC_0505_LP1 4.04 1.01 5.05 3.427 0.463 3.89 0.848 0.458 0.770
060426_NC_0708_LP1, LP2 4.04 3.04 7.08 3.881 0.089 3.97 0.961 0.029 0.561
060807_NC_0708_LP1, LP2 4.04 3.04 7.08 4.518 0.342 4.86 1.118 0.113 0.686
060809_NC_0708_LP1, LP2 4.04 3.04 7.08 2.89 0.09 2.98 0.715 0.030 0.421
060517_NC_0808_LP1, LP2 4.04 4.04 8.08 4.054 1.486 5.54 5 1.003 0.368 0.686 5

060427_NC_0252_LP1 2.01 0.5 2.51 NA NA 1.05 8 Bed Incomplete 0.418
060428_NC_0453_LP1 2.01 2.52 4.53 NA NA 1.76 8 Bed Incomplete 0.389
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1  Total weighed debris bed mass
2  CalSil mass in debris bed obtained using chemical dissolution method has an uncertainty of ±15 percent 
3  Nukon mass in debris bed calculated using the equation massNukon = massTotal - massCalSil 
4  Metal/rust particles from a temporary gate valve are visible in debris bed
5  Mass lost from debris bed because the bed ruptured during retrieval
6  Debris beds for these Series 1 tests possibly suffered from contamination by metal/rust particles from a temporary gate valve
7  Construction debris present in bed
8  Incomplete bed  (The masses used in these tests were insufficient to form a complete, continuous debris bed.)
9  Benchmark test labeled with BM
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Table 4.1-2  Debris Bed Masses Used for the PNNL Test Calculations
Test Nukon Mass

(g)
CalSil Mass

(g)
Total Mass

(g)
Series 1 Tests (Using Metal Screen)

051108_NO_3067_L1 33.32 1 0.0 33.32 1

060125_NO_3067_L1 32.05 5 0.0 32.05 5

051110_NC_0595_L1 3.97 2 0.99 3 4.96 2, 3

051115_NC_4098_L1 22.28 13.58 35.86
051117_NC_2776_L1 18.43 6.44 24.87
051121_NC_1586_L1 10.45 3.13 13.58
051123_NC_2181_L1 14.65 4 4.63 19.28
051128_NC_2776_L2 17.23 6.26 23.49

Series 2 Tests (Using Perforated Plate)
060321_NO_0405_LP1 (BM-1) 7 3.18 0.0 3.18
060313_NO_1349_LP1 (BM-2) 7 10.74 0.0 10.74
060425_NO_2703_LP1, LP2, LP3 23.19 0.0 23.19

060731_NO_2703_LP1, LP2 23.3 0.0 23.3
060802_NO_2703_LP1, LP2 22.19 0.0 22.19

060512_CO_8108_LP1, LP2, LP3 8 0.0 8 8.09 8 8.09 8

060323_NC_1619_LP1 (BM-3) 7 11.663 0.377 12.04
060331_NC_2024_LP1 11.179 2.461 13.64

060817_NC_2024_LP1, LP2 12.881 2.229 15.11
060404_NC_2698_LP1 12.0 6 4.7 6 16.7 6

060509_NC_0505_LP1 3.427 0.463 3.89
060426_NC_0708_LP1, LP2 3.881 0.089 3.97
060807_NC_0708_LP1, LP2 4.518 4 0.342 4.86
060809_NC_0708_LP1, LP2 2.89 0.09 2.89
060517_NC_0808_LP1, LP2 4.16 4, 6 1.52 6 5.68 6

060427_NC_0252_LP1 NA 8 NA 8 1.05 8

060428_NC_0453_LP1 NA 8 NA 8 1.76 8

1  Metal/rust particles in debris bed are assumed to have Nukon properties
2  Because debris bed mass was lost during retrieval, 100 percent of the added Nukon mass is assumed to
be present in the debris bed
3  Because debris bed mass was lost during retrieval, 50 percent of the added CalSil mass is assumed to be
present in the debris bed, consistent with the CalSil fraction present in the next-lowest-concentration
Nukon/CalSil debris bed (Test 051121_NC_1586_L1)
4  Nukon mass in the debris bed is assumed to contain fibers from the CalSil insulation
5  Construction debris in bed is assumed to have Nukon properties
6  Corrected for mass that was lost from debris bed when the bed ruptured during retrieval
7  Benchmark tests labeled with BM
8  Incomplete bed  (The masses used in these tests were insufficient to form a complete, continuous debris
bed.)
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4.1.2  Constituent Debris Bed Masses for LANL/UNM Tests

The masses of the debris beds for the LANL/UNM tests (Ref. 3) were not measured.  Only the masses of
Nukon and CalSil added to the test loop were measured.  For these tests, the assumption was that all of
the Nukon added to the test loop accumulated in the debris bed.  Additionally, almost all of the CalSil
added to the test loop was assumed to be present in the debris bed; however, a small correction for the
CalSil accumulated mass was made by considering turbidity measurements of the test water.  Table 4.1-3
compares the bed masses per projected test screen area tabulated for the LANL/UNM tests with the
similar PNNL Series 1 tests.  Both the LANL/UNM tests and the PNNL Series 1 tests used similarly sized
metal screens for testing.  In this comparison, the LANL/UNM tests used a screen area of 0.0656 m2

(0.70572 ft2).  In a January 4, 2006, email, C. Shaffer of ARES Corporation, who was directly involved
with the LANL/UNM testing, indicated that this area was the appropriate value to use for the
LANL/UNM test facility; however, this value differs from the analysis screen flow area of 0.06899 m2

(0.7426 ft2) specified in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).  By design, the PNNL screen area of 0.01863 m2

(0.2005 ft2) equals the inner diameter of the test section.  By comparing the estimate LANL/UNM bed
masses to those measured by PNNL, the conclusion can be reached that the LANL/UNM
assumption—that all of the Nukon and almost all of the CalSil added to the test loop were deposited in
the debris bed—may not be correct.  The mass accumulation assumption used for the LANL/UNM test
could adversely affect the development and verification of a head loss calculational method. 
Consequently, the LANL/UNM test pressure drop predictions, which depend on the debris masses, are
not expected to provide a good assessment of the calculational model.

Table 4.1-3  Debris Bed Mass Comparison for Similar PNNL and LANL/UNM Tests

4.2  Reference Debris Bed Thickness at Low-Velocity Formation

To use the compressibility approach outlined in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, a reference debris bed thickness for
bed formation at a low approach velocity is required.  A correlation to calculate a reference debris bed
thickness for low-velocity bed formation was developed, using the data obtained by employing test data
from PNNL and the Series 6 tests (Ref. 3) performed by LANL/UNM. 

LANL Added Added Estimated Bed Total PNNL Added Added Bed Bed Bed Total

Test* Nukon CalSil Bed CalSil CalSil / Debris Series 1 Tests# Nukon CalSil Nukon CalSil CalSil / Debris

kg/m2 kg/m2 kg/m2 Nukon kg/m2 kg/m2 kg/m2 kg/m2 kg/m2 Nukon kg/m2

051114_SO_0000_L1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA 0.0

051128_SO_0000_L1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA 0.0

1a 1.77 0.00 0.00 0.0 1.77 051108_NO_3067_L1& 1.65 0.0 1.79 0.00 0.0 1.79

060125_NO_3067_L1+ 1.65 0.0 1.72 0.00 0.0 1.72

6b 1.53 0.84 0.83 0.544 2.36 051115_NC_4098_L1 1.42 0.78 1.20 0.73 0.610 1.92

6e 1.07 0.53 0.53 0.497 1.60 051117_NC_2776_L1 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.35 0.349 1.33

6e2 1.07 0.53 0.53 0.500 1.60 051128_NC_2776_L2 0.99 0.50 0.92 0.34 0.363 1.26

6f 0.61 0.31 0.30 0.493 0.91 051121_NC_1586_L1 0.57 0.28 0.56 0.17 0.300 0.73

6h 0.23 0.11 0.11 0.460 0.33 051110_NC_0595_L1^ 0.21 0.11 0.21 0.05 0.249 0.27

6i 0.84 0.42 0.41 0.495 1.25 051123_NC_2181_L1 0.78 0.39 0.79 0.25 0.316 1.03

* Pipe id= 11-3/8 inch, Pipe Area = 0.06556 m2 # Area = 0.01863 m2

$ Measured thickness during testing. & Metal/rust particles present in bed.
+ Construction debris present in bed.
^ Best estimate bed masses; bed ruptured during retrieval.
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4.2.1  Low-Velocity Reference Debris Bed Thickness Using PNNL Test Data

Data from the PNNL Series 1 tests were used to determine the relationship between initial debris bed
thickness and debris mass per area.  The debris bed thicknesses for most of the Series 1 tests were
approximated by visual measurement, using a ruler, of the debris bed during testing.  Only the debris bed
thicknesses for the Nukon-only test, Test 060125_NO_3067_L1, were obtained by using the optical
triangulation technique described in NUREG/CR-6917 (Ref. 24).  Similar to the LANL tests, most of the
Series 1 debris beds were built at an approach velocity of about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s).  However, some of
the initial Series 1 tests built the debris beds at about 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s).  Figure 4.2-1 plots the initial
bed thicknesses for Nukon/CalSil debris beds at steady-state conditions as a function of total debris
surface concentration (bed debris mass/surface area).  This figure indicates that only a relatively small
difference in initial debris bed thickness existed for the debris beds built at approach velocities of
0.0305 m/s and 0.061 m/s.  Test data can be used to develop a relation between initial debris bed
thickness and Nukon/CalSil debris bed surface concentration.

Figure 4.2-1  Initial Low-Velocity Debris Bed Thickness Using PNNL Series 1 Test Data

The void ratio of the debris bed constituents can be used to develop a relation between the bed thickness
and the constituent concentrations.  As indicated in equation (2.2-4), the void ratio is defined in the
following equation.

X = Volvoid / Volsolid (2.2-4)

As indicated in equation (2.2-11), if a debris bed is composed of a single debris type, the void ratio
definition can be written to provide a relation for thickness.
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X =   A ∆L ρsolid  - 1 (2.2-11)
   msolid

where
∆L thickness for a debris bed composed of a single debris type

Equation (2.2-11) can be algebraically manipulated to provide a relation for debris bed thickness.

∆L =  (X + 1)    msolid (4.2-1)
    A         ρsolid

Using this relation, the debris bed thickness at bed formation can be obtained by correlating the value of
void ratio, X, at bed formation to data.  In addition, the initial thickness at formation for a debris bed
composed of more than one debris type can be related to the sum of the thickness of each debris bed solid
constituent.  Therefore, the initial debris bed thickness for a Nukon/CalSil debris bed can be written as
follows.

∆Linitial  =  (XNukon + 1)    mNukon    +   (XCalSil + 1)    mCalSil (4.2-2)
              A             ρNukon                 A            ρCalSil

where
∆Linitial debris bed thickness at a reference bed formation approach velocity of about 0.0305 m/s

(0.1 ft/s) 
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area
XNukon Nukon void ratio in debris bed 
XCalSil CalSil void ratio in debris bed 
mNukon Nukon mass in the debris bed
mCalSil CalSil mass in the debris bed
ρNukon Nukon material density
ρCalSil CalSil material density

The values for the void ratio of the solid constituents at bed formation can be determined from test data. 
Using the PNNL Series 1 test data, the values of XNukon and XCalSil at the initial bed formation velocities
are indicated in the following equation.

∆Linitial  =  (12.5 + 1)    mNukon    +   (19.1 + 1)    mCalSil (4.2-3)
A           ρNukon                 A           ρCalSil

Figure 4.2-2 compares the measured initial debris bed thicknesses for the PNNL Series 1 tests to the
values calculated using equation (4.2-3).  This figure plots initial debris bed thickness versus total
Nukon/CalSil mass per surface area.  The optical triangulation method was used to record the bed
thickness for Test 060125_NO_3067_L1; the measured thicknesses for the other tests were made using
visual measurements.  This figure shows agreement between three of the measured data and calculations. 
Three data points do not match calculations; two are for the Nukon-only tests, Tests
051108_NO_3067_L1 and 060125_NO_3067_L1, and the third is for the Nukon/CalSil test, Test
051128_NC_2776_L2.  The debris beds for the two Nukon-only tests were formed at 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s). 
The measurements for the Nukon-only test (Test 051108_NO_3067_L1) are not fully acceptable because
metal and rust debris was observed in the test debris bed.  Consequently, this test was rerun; however, the
data for the retest (Test 060125_NO_3067_L1) still do not match calculations.  The calculation
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comparisons with data for these two tests are not considered to be appropriate because the two beds were
formed at 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s), and thickness measurements were not made at 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s).  The
Nukon/CalSil test, Test 051128_NC_2776_L2, is not considered a good check for the debris bed
thickness calculation because bed thickness measurements were recorded only at a higher velocity of
0.079 m/s (0.26 ft/s).  Moreover, the data at bed formation for this test are in question because steady-
state conditions at bed formation could not be achieved.

Figure 4.2-2  Comparison of Initial Low-Velocity Debris Bed Thickness Using PNNL Series 1 Test
Data

The debris bed thicknesses for the Series 2 Nukon-only and Nukon/CalSil tests and for the Series 1
Nukon-only test, Test 060125_NO_3067_L1, were in situ measurements using the optical triangulation
technique described in NUREG/CR-6917 (Ref. 24).  This technique can provide measurements of the
center body of the debris bed, the thickness of the debris bed rim, and the surface contour of the debris
bed.  The visual measurement technique used for the bulk of the Series 1 tests is not as accurate as the
optical triangulation technique.  The visual method is subject to human inaccuracies because it is difficult
to measure the debris bed body thickness by using the visual method if a rim is present.  Consequently,
the debris bed measurement obtained using the optical triangulation method provides more accurate
debris bed thickness measurements than any method previously employed for this type of testing.

Figure 4.2-3 plots the average debris bed thickness for all Series 2 tests and Series 1 Test
060125_NO_3067_L1 obtained using the optical triangulation technique versus debris mass divided by
the screen or perforated plate surface area.  The average debris bed thickness was obtained by using an
area weighted average of the debris bed rim and body thicknesses.  The debris beds for all of the Series 2
tests were formed at an approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s); the debris bed for Series 1 Test
060125_NO_3067_L1 was formed at an approach velocity of 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s).  The Series 2 test data
covered a wide range of debris bed CalSil to Nukon mass ratios ranging from 0.02 to 0.46.  In addition,
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the Series 2 tests studied the effect of fluid temperature on debris bed behavior.  Consequently, the Series
2 tests present data for debris beds formed at three different temperatures, about 25, 50, and 80 EC ( 25,
122, and 176 EF); in contrast, the debris beds for the PNNL Series 1 tests and the LANL/UNM tests were
formed at ambient temperatures, about 25 EC (77 EF).

Figure 4.2-3 shows that the debris bed formation thickness is relatively insensitive to fluid temperature. 
However, the formation debris bed thickness for Series 1 Test 060125_NO_3067_L1, which was created
at an approach velocity of 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s), results in an initial debris bed thickness that is
substantially different from those of the Series 2 tests, which used an approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s
(0.1 ft/s) for bed formation.  The following equation to calculate initial debris bed thickness results from
using the average formation bed thickness obtained from optical triangulation data for only the Series 2
tests and Series 1 Test 060125_NO_3067_L1.

∆Linitial =  (30 + 1)    mNukon    +   (6.2 + 1)    mCalSil (4.2-4)
           A         ρNukon               A          ρCalSil

Figure 4.2-3 provides a comparison between the measured formation debris bed thicknesses with the
predictions using equation (4.2-4).  This equation provides a reasonable prediction of formation debris
bed thickness for Nukon-only and Nukon/CalSil debris beds for an approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s
(0.1 ft/s) over the range of temperatures from about 19 to 82 EC (66.2 to 179.6 EF).

Figure 4.2-3  Comparison of Initial Low-Velocity Debris Bed Thickness Using PNNL Series 2 Test
Data
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4.2.2  Low-Velocity Reference Debris Bed Thickness Using LANL/UNM Series 6 Test Data

Tests performed at LANL/UNM provide data for pressure drop across a debris bed consisting of Nukon,
CalSil, and other materials.  The debris bed thicknesses for the LANL/UNM tests were obtained through
visual measurement, using a ruler.  Debris bed thickness was only measured for Series 6 tests, which
provided pressure drops across debris beds composed of various masses of mixtures of Nukon and CalSil. 
All of the Series 6 tests began measurements at a water approach velocity of about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s). 
Figure 4.2-4 plots the debris bed thicknesses from this test series formed at about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s)
against the total Nukon and CalSil mass surface concentration of the debris bed.  This figure indicates that
a linear relation exists between the low-velocity debris bed thickness at formation and the total mass
concentration of the Nukon and CalSil.  Only one data point for Test 6c falls outside the range of a linear
fit through the remainder of the test data.  The following linear equation was developed to relate the initial
low-velocity debris bed thickness to debris mass density.  This equation must use the indicated units.

LNdebrisbed = 0.006010 densdebris + 0.003884 (4.2-5)

densdebris  = (mNukon + mCalsil) / A (4.2-6)

where
LNdebrisbed debris bed thickness (m) at an approach velocity of about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s) 
densdebris total debris bed mass divided by total debris bed area (kg/m2), a value that should reflect the

mass covering the flow area of the debris bed
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area (m2)

Figure 4.2-4  Initial Low-Velocity Debris Bed Thickness Using LANL Series 6 Test Data
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4.2.3  Low-Velocity Reference Debris Bed Thickness Using LANL/UNM and PNNL Test Data

The relation developed using the PNNL Series 2 data differs from those developed using the PNNL Series
1 test data or the LANL/UNM Series 6 test data.  Because of the uncertainties relating to the actual
insulation mass accumulated in the debris bed for the LANL/UNM tests, as discussed further in Section
4.1, the curve fit developed by using the LANL/UNM data is not recommended for general application. 
In addition, the curve fit developed by using the LANL/UNM data does not pass through the (0,0) point
where the bed thickness equals zero when the bed mass equals zero.

Figure 4.2-5 shows the relationship between the initial debris bed thicknesses from the LANL/UNM
Series 6 Nukon/CalSil data and the PNNL data for the Nukon-only and Nukon/CalSil beds built at
0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s)and 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s).  The variances in recorded data can be related to (1)
discrepancies regarding the actual masses in the debris bed for the LANL Series 6 tests and (2)
uncertainties regarding the actual bed thickness obtained using a visual ruler measurement for the
LANL/UNM Series 6 and PNNL Series 1 data.

Because of these considerations, equation (4.2-4) in Section 4.2.1, obtained by using the PNNL Series 2
data, is recommended for general use.  The Series 2 tests have the most accurate measurements of the
Nukon and CalSil masses in the debris bed and of the debris bed thickness.  Figure 4.2-6 compares the
results of the recommended relation for calculating the initial debris bed thickness with all test data for
Nukon and Nukon/CalSil debris beds formed at an approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s).  This plot
also presents four additional data points obtained for Nukon-only benchmark tests, performed at ANL and
documented in NUREG/CR-6913, “Chemical Effects Head-Loss Research in Support of Generic Issue
191,” issued September 2006 (Ref. 25).  For the ANL tests, the debris bed thickness was measured using
a visual ruler method.  Section 6.3 more fully discusses the ANL tests.

Equation (4.2-4) appears to better match these accumulated test data at lower debris bed surface
concentrations (kg/m2).  At higher surface concentrations, the predictions are slightly greater than the
measurements.  However, the data at the higher surface concentrations were obtained from the LANL
Series 6 and PNNL Series 1 data points, which probably exhibit the greatest measurement inaccuracies.

The comparisons of the data readings also illustrate the insensitivity of the initial formation debris bed
thickness to the type of collecting surface screen and perforated plate.  The PNNL Series 1 and
LANL/UNM Series 6 tests used similar metal screens for testing, and the PNNL Series 2 and ANL
benchmark tests used similar perforated plates.  The screens and perforated plates used during these tests
had similar ratios of flow area per total surface area, similar opening diameters, and similar hole spacing. 
Thus, the characteristics of an initially formed bed appear to be insensitive to whether a screen or
perforated plate is used as long as the ratios of flow area per total surface area are similar.
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Figure 4.2-5  Initial Low-Velocity Debris Bed Thickness Using PNNL, LANL and ANL Test Data

Figure 4.2-6  Initial Formation Debris Bed Thickness Test Data for a 0.03 m/s Approach Velocity
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4.3  Material Properties and Empirical Values for the Head Loss Equation

4.3.1  Determination of Material Properties

Table 4.3-1 shows the material density of the Nukon fibers and the CalSil particles recommended in
NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3) for predictive calculations.  PNNL verified the appropriateness of these
density values in Reference 24.  Consequently, these Nukon and CalSil material densities are
recommended for predictive calculations.  CalSil insulation can include fiber material such as fiberglass
and cellulose.  The CalSil fibers are assumed to possess the same material density as fiberglass.

Table 4.3-1  Debris Properties for Head Loss Calculations
Debris NUREG/CR-6874

(Ref. 3)
Recommended

Material Density (ρsolid)
(kg/m3) / (lbm/ft3)

NUREG/CR-6874
(Ref. 3)

Recommended Specific
Surface Area (Sv)

(m-1) / (ft-1)

Current
Recommended

Specific Surface
Area  (Sv)
(m-1) / (ft-1)

Nukon Fibers 2803 / 1751 561,024 / 171,0002 984,252 / 300,000

CalSil Particles 1842 / 1153 1,968,504 / 600,0004

2,887,139 / 880,0005
2,132,546 / 650,000

Fiberglass Fibers in CalSil 2803 / 1756 561,024 / 171,0007 984,252 / 300,000
1  Nukon fiberglass material density reported in NUREG/CR-6874
2  Nukon fiber specific surface area recommended in NUREG/CR-6874
3  CalSil material density obtained from a particle density test reported in NUREG/CR-6874
4  CalSil particle specific surface area recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 for mixed debris beds
5  CalSil particle specific surface area recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 for thin debris beds
6  CalSil fiber material density assumed for debris bed calculations
7  CalSil fiber specific surface area assumed in NUREG/CR-6874

Table 4.3-1 lists the specific surface area recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 for performing calculations
with Nukon fibers.  The manufacturer of Nukon has indicated that the diameter of the Nukon fibers is
0.00026 ±0.0002 inch (6.6 x 10-6 m ±5.1 x 10-6 m) without binder material on the fibers and          0.00028
±0.0002 inch (7.1 x 10-6 m ±5.1 x 10-6 m) with binder material.  If the specific surface area is calculated
using the manufacturer-specified fiber diameter and the geometric definition for a packed bed composed
of cylindrical fibers oriented perpendicular to the flow direction in equation (2.1-5), the following values
result.

Sv = 4 / 0.00026 inch = 605,694 m-1 = 184,615 ft-1 without binder material

Sv = 4 / 0.00028 inch = 562,430 m-1 = 171,429 ft-1 with binder material

PNNL performed independent measurements of the Nukon fiber diameters.  These measurements
indicated that the fiber diameters range between 5 and 15 microns.  The diameters result in the following
range of SV values when using the geometrical relation in equation (2.1-5).

Sv = 4 / 5x10-6 m = 800,000 m-1 = 243,840 ft-1 for 5-micron-diameter fibers

Sv = 4 / 15x10-6 m = 266,667 m-1 = 81,280 ft-1 for 15-micron-diameter fibers
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The values for Sv calculated by using the manufacturer-supplied diameters are similar to, and may be the
basis for, the values recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).  However, not all of the fibers in a
Nukon debris bed are expected to be oriented perpendicular to flow.  Consequently, the Sv value that
results from assessment of test data and is recommended for application in the developed calculational
method can differ from the theoretical value calculated by using equation (2.1-5).  In addition, the values
for Sv calculated by using the PNNL-measured diameter range indicate a wider variation for Sv.  In fact,
as illustrated in several references (e.g., Ref. 15), the values for Sv that are recommended for calculating
pressure drop across debris beds can differ substantially from the values calculated by using the
geometrical equations for perpendicularly oriented fibers or spherical particles, specifically equations
(2.1-3) and (2.1-5).

As shown in the comparisons of predictions and test data discussed in Section 6, the Nukon specific
surface area listed in Table 4.3-1 is appropriate for use in predictive calculations.  Using the PNNL
Nukon-only test data, the value for the Nukon specific surface area necessary in calculations to match the
measured pressure drop ranged from about 803,806 to 967,848 m-1 (245,000 to 295,000 ft-1) with an
average and median value both about 820,210 m-1 (250,000 ft-1).  The recommended value of 984,252 m-1

(300,000 ft-1) is an upper limit that envelops the range of Nukon Sv.  In addition, PNNL test data show
that the Nukon specific surface area is not strongly dependent on fluid temperature.  Because CalSil
insulation can include fiberglass fibers, using the Nukon specific surface area for the fibers present in
CalSil insulation is appropriate. 

NUREG/CR-6874 recommends different values for the CalSil particle-specific surface area, depending on
whether the debris bed is thin or thick.  In fact, the predicted CalSil specific surface area obtained by
using the LANL/UNM test data described in NUREG/CR-6874 varied from about 984,252 to
2,887,139 m-1 (300,000 to 880,000 ft-1).  This variance appears inappropriate because the value for the
specific surface area of a particulate should primarily depend on the properties of the material.

As indicated in Section 4.1, the PNNL testing included an attempt to build a CalSil-only debris bed in the
PNNL large loop.  A complete, continuous CalSil debris bed could not be developed despite the addition
of 81.08 grams of CalSil to the test loop.  Before testing in the large loop, PNNL did perform a series of
CalSil-only tests in its benchtop loop to determine the CalSil loading that could build a complete,
continuous debris bed.  These tests were also unsuccessful.  Consequently, attempts were made to
determine the CalSil particle-specific surface area by accounting for the bed bypass holes in performing
pressure drop analysis of the tested debris beds.  Attempts were also made to calculate the CalSil particle-
specific surface area by assessing the data for the Nukon-CalSil tests listed in Section 4.1.  As a result, the
best estimate of the CalSil particle specific surface area is about 2,132,546 m-1

(650,000 ft-1).  This value is recommended for predictive calculations.

4.3.2 Determination of Multiplier and Exponent Values for the Kinetic Term of the Head Loss
Equation

As indicated in equations (2.6-2) and (2.6-4), the kinetic term for the pressure drop equation includes
material-dependent empirical multipliers and exponents.  Section 2.3 provides the basis for these values. 
Empirical values b and c must be defined for two types of debris materials, spherical particles and
cylindrical fibers.  Reference 16 notes the values of b and c—3.89 and 0.13, respectively, which were
developed for spherical particles—are appropriate for calculations for CalSil particle debris beds. 
However, the values of b and c suggested for the Nukon cylindrical fibers were developed from pressure
drop data for woven metal screen with different types of weaves (Ref. 15).  These values may not be
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generally appropriate for a bed of Nukon fibers.  However, the expected values should be of the same
order of magnitude.

The viscous term of the head loss equation is the dominant contributor to pressure drop for sump screen
approach velocities that are less than 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s).  The viscous term contributes more than 90
percent of the total pressure drop for all of the calculational results provided in Section 6.  At approach
velocities less than 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s), the viscous term contributes an even larger percentage of the
pressure drop.  Consequently, it can be argued that the kinetic term could be omitted from the head loss
calculation.  Because the empirical multipliers b and c for the kinetic term do not produce a major impact
on the sump screen debris bed pressure drop, the current suggested values of b and c may be used for the
cylindrical fibers with the current range of expected PWR sump screen approach velocities.

4.4  Particulate Maximum Concentration Model for Nukon/CalSil Debris Beds

In NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3), the NUREG/CR-6224 (Ref. 2) head loss calculational method was
correlated to test data by varying the specific surface area of the CalSil particles in a Nukon/CalSil debris
bed as a function of bed thickness.  This approach led to the “thin bed” effect, which employed a larger
specific surface area value for debris beds below a specified thickness.  A major objective of the current
derivation is to develop a theoretically consistent approach that can be applied over all ranges of debris
bed thickness without the need to vary the value of specific surface area.

Test data will be used to identify a maximum particle concentration or saturation condition for a debris
bed composed of small particles such as CalSil mixed with a fiber such as Nukon.  This condition
represents the maximum mass concentration of CalSil particles in a fibrous Nukon bed that results in the
maximum pressure drop increase because of particle clogging.  This effect was observed in previous
testing for thin debris beds and was called the “thin bed” effect.  In actuality, a thin layer of concentrated
particles in a fiber bed can exist in debris beds of any thickness.  This section discusses the approach to
determine the particle concentration limit.

Experts recognize that the limiting debris bed pressure drop condition exists for a completely clogged
bed.  This condition results in a no-flow condition with the maximum pressure drop.  PNNL test data will
be used to identify debris bed conditions that result in a practical maximum upper bound pressure drop. 
As indicated in Section 4.1, the masses of Nukon and CalSil in the debris beds tested at the LANL/UNM
facility are in question.  Consequently, using the LANL/UNM head loss data to determine the maximum
CalSil concentration conditions in a Nukon debris bed is not appropriate.

4.4.1  Nukon/CalSil Maximum Concentration Model Developed Using PNNL Test Data

To identify the maximum CalSil concentration in a Nukon bed, PNNL test data were used to develop a
relationship between head loss, the mass of each of the debris constituents, the porosity of the debris bed,
and the debris bed thickness.  To enable the application of this approach to screens with different areas,
the proposed method relates parameters that are independent of the surface area of the tested debris beds.

The two-volume calculational model was used to estimate the maximum CalSil concentration in a Nukon
bed.  The initial bed thickness for a specific test was calculated by using the calculational model described
in Section 4.2.  The assumptions were that (1) the Nukon mass in the debris bed was uniformly
distributed throughout the debris bed, (2) the upstream portion of the bed was composed almost entirely
of Nukon fibers, with only 0.01 percent of the CalSil in the bed located in the upstream volume, and
(3) the downstream volume located next to the screen was composed of Nukon that was concentrated with
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CalSil particles.  Using these assumptions, the initial thickness of the downstream particle saturated
volume at the bed formation approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s) could be determined by applying
the following relations.  

Y =  densCalSilmax   =  mCalSil / A / ∆Lmin    =   mCalSil ∆Ltotal (4.4-1)
        densNukon          mNukon / A / ∆Ltotal        mNukon ∆Lmin  

∆Lmin =  mCalSil ∆Ltotal   =        mCalSil        (4.4-2)
  mNukon Y            A densNukon Y

where
densCalSilmax maximum saturated CalSil debris bed density (mass per debris bed volume)
densNukon Nukon debris bed density (mass per debris bed volume)
mCalSil CalSil mass in debris bed
mNukon Nukon mass in debris bed
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area
∆Ltotal total bed thickness
∆Lmin thickness of debris bed saturated with CalSil particles

The value of Y used in the two-volume calculational method is varied until the pressure drop predictions
for the modeled test match the test data.  Table 4.4-1 shows the values of Y determined by using data
from all the PNNL tests that recorded bed thickness.  This table also provides the value of the particle
concentrated volume within the debris bed.  Figures 4.4-4 to 4.4-15 illustrate the ability to determine the
value of Y by using PNNL Series 1 and 2 test data.

Several approaches were attempted to identify a practical maximum particle concentration limit.  One
approach used test data to relate the particle concentration density in the particle concentrated volume of
the debris bed to the fiber density in the debris bed.  Figure 4.4-1 plots the CalSil particle debris bed
density in the particle concentrated volume against the Nukon fiber debris bed density.  For comparison,
this figure also plots the porosity of the particle concentrated end volume as a function of fiber bed
density.  A relationship between CalSil particle concentrated density and the Nukon fiber bed density
could not be obtained from Figure 4.4-1; thus, this approach could not be used for predictive calculations.

Another approach used test data to relate the CalSil particle porosity in the particle concentrated volume
to Y, the ratio of the particle density in the particle concentrated volume and the fiber bed density.  Figure
4.4-2 plots the CalSil particle concentration porosity against Y.  A relationship for the maximum CalSil
porosity in a Nukon fiber bed can be obtained from Figure 4.4-2.  The following relation can be used to
calculate the particle porosity in the particle concentrated volume.

εCalSilsat = 0.00322934 Y2 - 0.06740456 Y + 1.00108928 (4.4-3)

where
εCalSilsat CalSil particle saturation porosity in end Nukon/CalSil volume

Assuming that the Nukon is evenly distributed in the debris bed, the thickness of the end volume can be
calculated from the maximum CalSil concentration porosity in the end volume by using the definition of
porosity.
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εCalSilsat =   VolCalSilvoid    =   Voltotal - VolCalSil  (4.4-4)
                              Voltot                        Voltot

εCalSilsat =    A ∆Lmin  -  mCalSil / ρCalSil  (4.4-5)
                                         A ∆Lmin 

∆Lmin =               mCalSil               (4.4-6)
   ρCalSil A (1 - εCalSilsat) 

A third calculational approach used test data to relate the ratio of the thickness of the particle concentrated
volume and the total bed thickness to the ratio of the particle and fiber masses in the debris bed.  Figure
4.4-3 shows the resultant plot.  The following equations relate the thickness ratio to the ratio of the
particle and fiber masses.

∆Lmin / ∆Linitial = 0.00768499 e8.36430232 (m
CalSil

/m
Nukon

) (4.4-7)

The thickness ratio of the particle concentrated volume can be used to predict the characteristics of a
particle/fiber debris bed and the resultant pressure drop.  This approach provided the best predictive
capabilities when compared to other considered approaches, including the other two presented
approaches.  Consequently, Section 6 compares the results obtained using this third approach to
Nukon/CalSil debris bed test data.

Notably, the recommended approach for calculating the maximum pressure drop across a Nukon/CalSil
debris bed assumes that the pressure drop measurements from the PNNL Series 1 and 2 test data represent
the maximum practical pressure drop across a Nukon/CalSil debris bed for the range of tested conditions. 
If future test data indicate that this assumption is incorrect, modification of the relation to obtain the
maximum particle concentration thickness would be necessary.
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Table 4.4-1  CalSil End Volume Concentration Conditions Determined from PNNL Test Data

Test Test Temperature
(EC) / (EF)

Velocity at
Initial

Measured
Thickness

(m/s) / (ft/s)

Nukon
Bed

Density
(kg/m3)

CalSil End
Vol Bed
Density
(kg/m3)

Y
densCalSilmax /

densNukon

Thickness of Particle
Concentrated Vol

(m) / (in)

CalSil
Concentrated in

End Vol of Debris
Bed

Series 1 Tests

051115_NC_4098_L1 21–27 / 69.8–80.6 0.0305 / 0.1 92.34 60.94 0.6600 0.01196 / 0.4709 Yes

051117_NC_2776_L1 16–27 / 60.8–80.6 0.0305 / 0.1 118.04 161.82 1.3710 0.002136 / 0.08409 Yes

051121_NC_1586_L1 21–25 / 60.8–77 0.0305 / 0.1 138.05 267.03 1.9345 0.0006292 / 0.02477 Yes

051123_NC_2181_L1 21–27 / 60.8–80.6 0.076 / 0.25 90.20 418.15 4.6360 0.0005945 / 0.02341 Yes

051128_NC_2776_L2 22–32 / 71.6–89.6 0.079 / 0.26 148.00 288.58 1.9500 0.001164 / 0.04583 Yes

Series 2 Tests

060323_NC_1619_LP1 21–22 / 60.8–71.6 0.0305 / 0.1 51.04 1.65 0.03232 0.0 Homogeneous Bed

060331_NC_2024_LP1 21–24 / 60.8–75.2 0.0305 / 0.1 90.53 157.42 1.7390 0.0008392 / 0.03304 Yes

060817_NC_2024_LP1 53–56 / 127.4–132.8 0.0305 / 0.1 81.27 454.59 5.5940 0.0002632 / 0.01036 Yes

060509_NC_0505_LP1 20–22 / 68–71.6 0.0305 / 0.1 52.11 28.14 0.5400 0.0008833 / 0.03478 Yes

060426_NC_0708_LP1 21–24 / 60.8–75.2 0.0305 / 0.1 69.52 688.16 9.9000 0.000006943 / 0.0002733 Yes

060807_NC_0708_LP1 54–56 / 129.2–132.8 0.0305 / 0.1 92.71 463.52 5.0000 0.00003961 / 0.001559 Yes

060809_NC_0708_LP1 79–83 / 174.2–181.4 0.0305 / 0.1 96.96 682.53 7.0400 0.000007079 / 0.0002787 Yes

060517_NC_0453_LP1 25 / 77 0.0305 / 0.1 61.06 523.43 8.5730 0.0001559 / 0.006138 Yes
The analyses that developed this table used the following assumptions:
• All calculations used a bed formation velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s); test velocities do not exceed about 0.15 m/s (0.5 ft/s).
• Calculations used the debris masses identified in Table 4.1-2.
• The calculations used measured bed thicknesses.  The Series 1 tests used visually measured bed thicknesses; the Series 2 tests used

thicknesses measured by optical triangulation.
• SvNukon = 984,252 m-1 (300,000 ft-1); SvCalSil = 2,132,546 m-1 (650,000 ft-1).
• 99.99 percent of all CalSil mass is present in the Nukon/CalSil volume.
• Nukon is homogeneously distributed in the debris bed.
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Figure 4.4-1  CalSil Particle End Volume Bed Density in a Nukon/CalSil Debris Bed

Figure 4.4-2  CalSil End Volume Porosity in a Nukon/CalSil Debris Bed
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Figure 4.4-3  CalSil End Volume Bed Thickness in a Nukon/CalSil Debris Bed
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Figure 4.4-4  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 051115_NC_4098_L1 to Determine Y

Figure 4.4-5  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 051117_NC_2776_L1 to Determine Y
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Figure 4.4-6  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 051121_NC_1586_L1 to Determine Y

Figure 4.4-7  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 051123_NC_2181_L1 to Determine Y
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Figure 4.4-8  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 051128_NC_2776_L2 to Determine Y

Figure 4.4-9  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 060331_NC_2024_LP1 to Determine Y
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Figure 4.4-10  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 060817_NC_2024_LP1 to Determine Y

Figure 4.4-11  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 060509_NC_0505_LP1 to Determine Y
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Figure 4.4-12  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 060426_NC_0708_LP1 to Determine Y

Figure 4.4-13  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 060807_NC_0708_LP1 to Determine Y
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Figure 4.4-14  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 060809_NC_0708_LP1 to Determine Y

Figure 4.4-15  Head Loss Comparisons for PNNL Test 060517_NC_0808_LP1 to Determine Y
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4.5  Material-Specific Compression Parameter Determination

The equations used for determining the first irreversible compression of the debris bed equation (3.2-4)
and the elastic relaxation of the debris bed after the first compression equation (3.3-2) employ a material-
specific parameter, N.  The value of the parameter must be determined from test data.  The value for N
has been determined by using data obtained from testing at PNNL (Ref. 24), from the Series 6 tests
performed by LANL at UNM (Ref. 3), and from the ANL testing (Ref. 25).

4.5.1  Determination of Material-Specific Parameter Using PNNL Test Data

Data from the Series 1 and Series 2 debris bed head loss testing at PNNL have been used to determine the
material-specific compression parameter for the plastic equation (3.2-4) and elastic equation (3.3-2)
behavior of the tested Nukon and Nukon/CalSil debris beds.  Figure 4.5-1 plots the values of X/XN versus
Pm/PmN obtained from the PNNL Series 1 and Series 2 test measurements.  This plot indicates that the best
values to use for the plastic material-specific parameter for the Series 1 and Series 2 tests are about 0.238
and 0.236, respectively.  Because the Series 2 tests provided more accurate measurements of the debris
bed height by using the optical triangulation method, a value of 0.236 for the material-specific parameter
is appropriate to model the plastic behavior of the debris bed during the first compression equation (3.2-
4).  Figure 4.5-2 plots X/X(Pmax) versus Pm/Pmax for the PNNL Series 1 and Series 2 tests.  The data from
some tests fall outside the range of the bulk of the data and therefore are not considered in the
determination of the material-specific parameter.  This plot indicates a value of about 0.236 for the
material-specific parameter for the elastic behavior equation (3.3-2), which as expected is close to the
value resulting from the plastic behavior plotted in Figure 4.5-1.  (As indicated in Section 3, it is expected
that the same value for the material-specific parameter would be used for the both the plastic and elastic
compression.)  Consequently, a value of 0.236 is recommended for the material-specific parameter in both
the plastic and elastic compression regions.

For completeness, Figures 4.5-3 and 4.5-4 include experimental data for the plastic and elastic
compression of a Nukon debris bed, obtained from testing at ANL.  Section 6.3 more fully discusses these
test results.  The ANL data fall within the range of the PNNL test data and provide additional justification
for the recommended material-specific parameter of 0.236.
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First Plastic Compression
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Figure 4.5-1  Debris Bed Plastic First Compression Parameter Using PNNL Test Data

Figure 4.5-2  Debris Bed Elastic Compression Parameter Using PNNL Test Data
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First Plastic Compression
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Figure 4.5-3  Debris Bed Plastic First Compression Parameter Using PNNL and ANL Test Data

Figure 4.5-4  Debris Bed Elastic Compression Parameter Using PNNL and ANL Test Data
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4.5.2  Determination of Material-Specific Parameter Using LANL/UNM Series 6 Test Data

Several tests were performed for LANL at UNM to provide data for pressure drop across a debris bed
consisting of Nukon, CalSil, and other materials.  Debris bed thickness was only measured for the
Series 6 tests, which measured pressure drop across debris beds composed of various masses of mixtures
of Nukon and CalSil.  Consequently, only the Series 6 tests can be used to determine the values of the
material-specific compression parameter, N.  As indicated in Section 4.1, the accuracy of the debris bed
mass measurements for the LANL/UNM tests is also in question.  The debris bed mass is used to
calculate the void ratio, X, which is used in the compressibility relations.  Despite the problem, this
section presents the results of the effort to determine the material-specific parameter by using the Nukon
and CalSil masses added to the loop as the bed masses.

Figure 4.5-5 plots data for the Series 6 tests that represent the first irreversible plastic compression of the
debris bed after formation.  As previously indicated in Section 3.1, the mechanical stress across a debris
bed equals the hydraulic pressure drop across the debris bed.  The pressure drop ratio (∆p/∆pN) for each
test data point has been obtained by dividing the measured pressure drop by the pressure drop measured at
the initial approach velocity of about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s).  The void ratio (X/XN) was obtained by
dividing the void ratio for each test data point by the void ratio measured at the initial approach velocity
of about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s).  This plot shows that the data for Test 6g fall outside the range of the other
data.  Consequently, these data are not considered in determining the value of N.  If all other test data are
considered, N equals about 0.165.  However, three of the points from Test 6h that are indicated on the
figure appear to be outside the range of the other data.  If these three data points are not considered in the
assessment, the material-specific parameter, N, used in equation (3.2-4) equals about 0.303.

Measurements of the test data for the decreasing velocity conditions following the initial peak velocity
should be able to determine the value of N in equation (3.3-2) for the elastic behavior of the debris bed. 
Unfortunately, data plots of X/X(Pmax) versus Pm/Pmax for the Series 6 tests are too scattered to provide a
value for N (see Figure 4.5-6).  Consequently, a recommended value of N to describe the elastic behavior
of the debris beds could not be determined.

4.5.3 Recommended Material-Specific Parameter Value

Because the masses of the constituents of the LANL/UNM debris beds were not accurately determined
and because the bed height measurements were determined by using the less accurate visual ruler
measurement, the LANL/UNM data do not provide as good an estimate of the material-specific parameter
as the PNNL data.  Consequently, the material-specific parameter of 0.236, obtained by using the PNNL
data, is recommended for use in predictive analyses.  It is encouraging that the value obtained by using
data from the less accurately measured LANL/UNM tests still provides a material-specific parameter that
is close to the values generated by using the PNNL test data.
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First Compression for LANL Series 6 Tests
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Figure 4.5-5  Bed Plastic First Compression Parameter Using LANL/UNM Series 6 Test Data

 Figure 4.5-6  Debris Bed Elastic Compression Parameter Using LANL/UNM Series 6 Test Data
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5.  GUIDELINES FOR CALCULATING HEAD LOSS THROUGH A
DEBRIS BED

Sections 2 and 3 derive the steady-state flow and compression equations that solve for head loss across a
sump screen debris bed.  Section 4 describes the method for calculating pressure drop across a debris bed
and identifies the values for the debris bed and the material properties that should be used in performing
the calculations.  This section details the procedure that should be used in applying the correlations listed
in Sections 2 and 3 to calculate head loss across a debris-covered sump screen by using the methods,
parameters, and constants identified in Section 4.  Section 5.1 summarizes the values for the material-
specific parameters for calculating head loss.  Sections 5.2 and 5.3 describe the analytical procedure for
calculating the debris bed pressure drop and compression.  Section 5.2 describes the method to calculate
the flow and compression for a homogeneous debris bed by using one calculational volume.  The one-
volume calculational method should be used for calculating head loss across a debris bed composed of a
single debris type.  The one-volume approach does not represent the best calculational method for beds
with multiple debris types and nonhomogeneous debris distributions because hydraulic and mechanical
pressures can vary nonuniformly through the debris bed.  Therefore, Section 5.3 describes the method for
calculating the debris bed flow and the bed compression by assuming the presence of two compressible
calculational control volumes for the debris bed.

5.1  Application Limits

5.1.1  Approach Velocity Limit

The approach velocities ranged between approximately 0.01534 and 0.3048 m/s (0.05 to 1.0 ft/s) for the
LANL/UNM tests.  Some tests were also performed with higher velocities up to about 0.488 m/s
(1.6 ft/s).  The approach velocities for the PNNL tests did not exceed 0.305 m/s (1.0 ft/s), and most of the
test points were less than 0.15 m/s (0.5 ft/s).  Therefore, the developed pressure drop methods have been
verified for approach velocities up to about 0.488 m/s (1.6 ft/s).

For the tested range of velocities, the viscous term of the pressure drop equation contributes more than
90 percent of the pressure drop.  Consequently, it can be argued that calculations of pressure drop,
especially at the lower approach velocities, only need to consider the viscous term.

5.1.2  Temperature Limit

The LANL/UNM tests were performed at water temperatures between about 21 and 60 EC (70 and 140 EF). 
The PNNL tests were performed at water temperatures between about 21 and 85 EC (70 and 185 EF).  The
head loss correlation depends on water properties, flow velocity, and debris properties.  The water density
and viscosity exhibit large changes in value as a function of temperature.  Reference 7 includes head loss
calculations for Nukon and Nukon/CalSil debris beds with different approach velocities and water
temperatures.  This study concluded that the calculated pressure drop (head loss) decreases with increasing
temperature, primarily because water viscosity decreases with increasing temperature.  Therefore,
assuming that the head loss relation correctly accounts for the fluid properties and that the debris bed
properties and characteristics do not change with temperature, analysts should be able to apply the head
loss correlation to a wide range of water temperatures as long as the appropriate fluid properties are used. 
The PNNL testing has verified this conclusion.  Consequently, the pressure drop methods are appropriate
for water temperatures between about 21 and 85 EC (70 and 185 EF).
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As indicated in Section 2, the head loss correlation assumes the presence of single-phase flow conditions
in the debris bed.  Consequently, the correlation cannot be applied to two-phase flow conditions.  In
Section 2.7, Table 2.7-1 and Figure 2.7-5 specify the upper temperature limits for maintaining one-phase
flow through the sump screen.

5.2  Pressure Drop and Compressibility Across a One-Volume Debris Bed

The following sections provide the recommended characteristic values for Nukon and CalSil debris and
the application procedure for calculating head loss across a debris-covered sump screen.  Section 5.2
specifically describes the calculational procedure for a one-volume debris bed.  This approach is
appropriate for homogeneous debris beds, especially debris beds composed of one debris type.

5.2.1  Debris Characteristic Values

Table 5.2-1 notes the recommended bounding Nukon and CalSil debris properties for use in head loss
calculations.  Section 4 provides the basis for choosing these values.

Table 5.2-1  Recommended Bounding Debris Properties for Head Loss Calculations
Debris Material Density (ρsolid)

(kg/m3) / (lbm/ft3)
Specific Surface Area (Sv)

(m-1) / (ft-1)

Nukon Fibers 2803 / 175 (ρNukon) 984,252 / 300,000 (SNukon)

CalSil Particles 1842 / 115 (ρCalSil) 2,132,546 / 650,000 (SCalSil)

Fiberglass Fibers in CalSil 2803 / 175 (ρCalSilf) 984,252 / 300,000 (SCalSilf)

5.2.2  Head Loss Application Procedure for a One-Volume Nukon/CalSil Debris Bed

The head loss calculation across a debris-covered sump screen is obtained by using an iterative procedure. 
The following steps should be taken to calculate the head loss across a sump screen with a debris bed
composed of a homogeneous mixture of Nukon fibers and CalSil particles.  The equations require the use
of consistent metric or English units.  Typical units for the equations are specified.

Step 1.  Identify the total containment pressure; water temperature and properties, water absolute
viscosity (µwater), and water density (ρwater); debris properties (ρNukon, ρCalSil, SNukon, SCalSil) from Table 5.2-1;
debris mass (mNukon, mCalSil); screen or perforated plate cross-sectional surface area (A) and area ratio (f);
and flow area (Ascreen) and velocity (V) approaching the sump screen.

where
µwater water absolute viscosity (kg/(m-s), lbm/(ft-s))
ρwater water density (kg/m3, lbm/ft3)
ρNukon Nukon (fiber) material density (kg/m3, lbm/ft3)
ρCalSil CalSil (particle) material density (kg/m3, lbm/ft3)
SNukon Nukon (fiber) specific surface area in debris bed (m-1, ft-1)
SCalSil CalSil (particle) specific surface area in debris bed (m-1, ft-1)
mNukon Nukon mass in the debris bed
mCalSil CalSil mass in the debris bed
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area (m2, ft2)
Ascreen flow area through screen or perforated plate (m2, ft2)
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f flow area of screen or perforated plate divided by the total screen or plate area (equals
Ascreen / A)

V approach velocity through the cross-sectional area of solid plus fluid, upstream of sump
screen (m/s, ft/s)

Step 2.  Calculate the debris bed thickness at a reference bed formation approach velocity using
the following relation.  A reference bed formation approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s) was used in
this report.

∆Linitial  =   (XNukon + 1)    mNukon    +   (XCalSil + 1)    mCalSil (4.2-2)
                         A            ρNukon                 A             ρCalSil

where
∆Linitial  debris bed thickness at the reference bed formation approach velocity (m, ft) 
XNukon Nukon void ratio in debris bed (Nukon layer at formation = 30)
XCalSil CalSil void ratio in debris bed (CalSil layer at formation = 6.2)
mNukon Nukon mass in the debris bed (kg, lbm)
mCalSil CalSil mass in the debris bed (kg, lbm)

Step 3.  Calculate the debris porosity, void ratio, and effective dimensionless permeability
function K(X) at the reference bed formation approach velocity using the following relations.

Voltotal  = ∆Linitial  A (5.2-1)

VolNukon  =  mNukon  / ρNukon (5.2-2)

VolCalSil  =  mCalsil /  ρCalSil (5.2-3)

Volsolid  =  VolNukon  +  VolCalSil (5.2-4)

Volvoid  =  Voltotal  - Volsolid (5.2-5)

εNdebris  =  (Voltotal - Volsolid) / Voltotal (5.2-6)

εNukon  =  (Voltotal - VolNukon) / Voltotal (5.2-7)

εCalSil  =  (Voltotal - VolCalSil) / Voltotal (5.2-8)

XNdebris  =  maximum (Volvoid / Volsolid, 0.0001) (5.2-9)

XNukon  =  maximum (Volvoid / VolNukon, 0.0001) (5.2-10)

XCalSil  =  maximum (Volvoid / VolCalSil, 0.0001) (5.2-11)

K(XNukon)  =  -0.5 + 0.5 ln(1 + XNukon) +                       1                for a bed of cylindrical fibers 
                                                                              (2 + 2 XNukon + XNukon

2)  (X > 1.0x10-4, ε < 0.995)
(2.2-7)
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K(XCalSil)  =  2 -          3          +               5                          for a bed of spherical particles
                                       (1 + XCalSil)1/3    3 (1 + XCalSil)5/3 + 2 (X > 1.0x10-4, ε < 0.995)

(2.2-9)

where
Voltotal total debris bed volume (m3, ft3)
VolNukon volume of Nukon in porous medium (debris bed) (m3, ft3)
VolCalSil volume of CalSil in porous medium (debris bed) (m3, ft3)
Volsolid volume of solid material in porous medium (Nukon and CalSil in debris bed) (m3, ft3)
Volvoid void volume of porous medium (debris bed) (m3, ft3)
εNdebris debris bed porosity at the reference bed formation approach velocity
εNukon effective porosity of Nukon in debris bed
εCalSil effective porosity of CalSil in debris bed
XNdebris void ratio at the reference bed formation approach velocity
XNukon effective Nukon void ratio in debris bed (equals Volvoid / VolNukon)
XCalSil effective CalSil void ratio in debris bed (equals Volvoid / VolCalSil)

Step 4.  Calculate viscous (laminar) and kinetic (turbulent) components of pressure drop through
the debris bed by using equation (2.6-4).  The values of the water density (ρwater) and water absolute
viscosity (µwater) should be adjusted to reflect the correct thermodynamic conditions (e.g., temperature) at
each calculation point.

∆pNdebris bed  =  S SNukon
2      XNukon

3             (1-εNukon)2  +   SCalSil
2       XCalSil

3           (1-εCalSil)2 Y  µwater V ∆Linitial  + 
         GK(XNukon) (1 + XNukon)2     εNukon

3         K(XCalSil) (1 + XCalSil)2  εCalSil
3     M

                              0.071                                                                                                    0.13USNukon 1.95 j(1-εNukon)µwater SNukon k
   (1-εNukon) + SCalSil 3.89 j(1-εCalSil) µwater SCalSil  k  (1-εCalSil)[ ρwaterV2 ∆LinitialI                  G                ρwater V 6  M     εNukon

3                        G                 ρwater V 6   M     εCalSil
3  O    6       

+ 0.5 (1 - εdebris) ρwater  / 2 (V / εdebris)2 + (1 - f εdebris)2 ρwater  / 2 [ V / (f εdebris) ]2 (2.6-4)

for Nukon with 0.5 <   Re   < 9.85x104 and 0.564 < ε < 0.919
         (1-ε) 

for CalSil with 440 < Re < 7.92 x 104 and 0.38 < ε < 0.44

where
∆pNdebrisbed debris pressure drop at the reference bed formation approach velocity (Pa, psi)
εdebris debris bed porosity (equals Volvoid / Voltot)

The last two terms of equation (2.5-2) are the irreversible entrance and exit pressure drops.

Step 5.  Steps 1 through 4 provide initial information regarding the debris bed that will be used to
calculate the debris bed compression and pressure drop conditions at higher approach velocities.  Steps 5
through 8 calculate the debris bed conditions from the initial low-velocity point to higher approach
velocities, assuming irreversible compression of the debris bed.

Step 6.  For the next higher approach velocity condition, if applicable, assume a debris bed
thickness.  The first assumed value should be close to the initial thickness ∆Linitial.  Use Steps 3 and 4 to
calculate the total pressure drop (∆pdebrisbed) for the assumed debris bed thickness.
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Step 7.  Using the new calculated values, calculate updated values for Xdebris and ∆Ldebrisbed,
accounting for bed compression.

 Xdebris  = XNdebris (∆pdebrisbed / ∆pNdebrisbed) -N (3.2-4)

∆Ldebrisbed  = Volsolid (1 + Xdebris) / A (3.2-7)

where
Xdebris void ratio 
XNdebris void ratio at the reference bed formation approach velocity
∆pdebrisbed debris bed pressure drop (Pa, psi)
∆pNdebrisbed debris pressure drop at the reference bed formation approach velocity (Pa, psi)
N material-specific parameter for porous medium compression (= 0.236)
∆Ldebrisbed  debris bed thickness (m, ft)

The solution is converged if the calculated debris bed thickness equals the assumed debris bed thickness
in Step 6.  If convergence is reached, proceed to the next step.  If the convergence criteria are not met,
repeat Steps 6 through 7, using the new calculated values for debris bed thickness (∆Ldebrisbed).

Step 8.  Repeat Steps 5 through 7 for the next higher approach velocity, if applicable.  At the
highest approach velocity, define the converged values for debris bed void ratio, pressure drop, and debris
bed thickness as Xpmax, ∆ppmax, and ∆Lpmax.

Step 9.  The following steps calculate the debris bed decompression and pressure drop if the
approach velocity falls below the highest approach velocity.  This approach assumes elastic behavior of
the debris bed.

Step 10.  For the next lower approach velocity condition, if applicable, assume a debris bed
thickness.  The first assumed value should be close to the maximum thickness ∆Lpmax.  Use Steps 3 and 4
to calculate the total pressure drop (∆pdebrisbed) for the assumed debris bed thickness.

Step 11.  Using the new calculated values, calculate updated values for Xdebris and ∆Ldebrisbed,
accounting for bed compression.

Xdebris = Xpmax  exp SN -  N ∆pdebrisbed  Y (3.3-2)
                 G           ∆ppmax      M

∆Ldebrisbed  = Volsolid (1 + Xdebris) / A (3.2-7)

where
Xpmax void ratio at ∆ppmax
∆ppmax pressure drop at highest approach velocity (Pa, psi)

The solution is converged if the calculated debris bed thickness equals the assumed debris bed thickness
in Step 10.  If convergence is reached, proceed to the next step.  If the convergence criteria are not met,
repeat Steps 10 through 11, using the new calculated values for debris bed thickness (∆Ldebrisbed).

Step 12.  Repeat Steps 9 through 11 for the next lower approach velocity. 
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Step 13.  Perform this check for each calculated pressure drop.  Using the containment pressure
and calculated sump screen head loss (pressure drop), read the maximum allowable sump water
temperature from Figure 2.7-5.

If the actual sump water temperature is lower than the maximum allowable temperature,
acceptable pump inlet conditions exist, and the sump screen pressure drop calculation is one-phase and
acceptable.

If the actual sump water temperature is higher than the maximum allowable temperature, the void
fraction at the sump screen exit exceeds 3 percent, which indicates that pump cavitation is possible.  This
condition indicates that the sump screen pressure drop calculation is inapplicable because two-phase flow
exists.

5.2.3  Head Loss Application Procedure for a One-Volume Nukon Debris Bed

The compression relation for a Nukon debris bed is similar to that for a Nukon/CalSil debris bed. 
Therefore, the iterative calculation procedure outlined in Section 5.2.2 to calculate the head loss across a
debris bed can be used for a Nukon debris bed by ignoring the CalSil mass, solid volume, and pressure
drop.  Use the following equation, which replaces equation (2.5-2) in Step 4, to calculate the pressure
drop across a Nukon-only debris bed.

∆pNdebrisbed  = S  SNukon
2      XNukon

3              Y  µwaterV (1- εNdebris)2   ∆Linitial  + 
                    G  K(XNukon) (1 + XNukon)2 M                εNdebris

3 

                               0.071
Snukon 1.95 j (1 - εNukon) µwater SNukon  k      ρwater V2  (1 - εNdebris) ∆Linitial + ∆pirreversible         (5.2-12)

    G                    ρwater V 6    M              6        εNdebris
3

for Nukon with 0.5 <   Re   < 9.85x104 and 0.564 < ε < 0.919
         (1-ε)

The irreversible pressure drop equals the sum of the abrupt entrance and exit pressure drops.

∆pirreversible = 0.5 (1 - εdebris) ρwater  / 2 (V / εdebris)2 + (1 - f εdebris)2 ρwater  / 2 [ V / (f εdebris) ]2 (5.2-13)

5.2.4  Head Loss Application Procedure for a One-Volume CalSil Debris Bed

Because building a debris bed composed entirely of CalSil is very difficult, no complete test data record
the head loss and thickness of a CalSil bed.  Measurements of both parameters are necessary to determine
the compression behavior of a CalSil debris bed.  Consequently, the general procedure outline in
Section 5.2.2 can be used with some modifications for CalSil-only debris bed calculations.  As indicated
in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3), CalSil is primarily composed of particles, but does possess some fibers.  To
apply the developed calculational procedure to a debris bed composed entirely of CalSil, the assumption
is that a fraction of the bed is composed of fiberglass fibers.  This approach requires a knowledge of the
CalSil fiber mass, the CalSil fiber material density, and the CalSil fiber-specific surface area;
unfortunately, specific information on these factors is not available.  Consequently, as shown in
Table 5.2-1, the values of the CalSil reference fiber mass, fiber material density, and fiber-specific surface
area for calculations with a CalSil-only debris bed are assumed equal to the Nukon fiberglass values.  The
use of a Nukon specific surface area for the CalSil fibers is reasonable because both fiber debris types are
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fiberglass fibers, and the specific surface area depends on the shape of the debris.  Similarly, use of the
Nukon fiberglass material density for the fiberglass fibers in CalSil is also reasonable.

NUREG/CR-6874 estimates that about 90 percent of CalSil insulation is composed of particles, implying
that about 10 percent is fiber.  However, manufacturer information indicates that CalSil used in the PNNL
testing is composed of 4 to 5 percent cellulose and glass fiber.  Consequently, when employing the head
loss calculational procedure outlined in Section 5.2.2 for a debris bed composed entirely of CalSil, about
4 to 10 percent of the total added CalSil mass should be assumed to be fiber with the properties indicated
in Table 5.2-1.  However, the fiber fractions for the specific CalSil being considered should be used if
known.  This requires the addition of Step 1a in Section 5.2.2 to include the calculation of the CalSil
particle and fiber masses.

Step 1a.  Identify the CalSil fiber mass in the system and calculate the saturated CalSil particle
mass in the debris bed, using the total CalSil system mass.

mCalSilfiber = mfractfiber mCalSiltotal (5.2-14)

mCalSil = (1 - mfractfiber) mCalSiltotal (5.2-15)

where
mfractfiber fiber mass fraction in total CalSil mass
mCalSilfiber CalSil fiber mass in debris bed (kg, lbm)
mCalSiltotal total fiber and particle CalSil mass (kg, lbm)
mCalSil CalSil (particle) mass in debris bed (kg, lbm)

In the remainder of the calculation steps in Section 5.2.2, replace the value for mNukon with that for
mCalSilfiber.
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5.3  Pressure Drop and Compressibility Across a Two-Volume Debris Bed

The calculational procedure outlined in Section 5.2 assumes that the solid material in a debris bed is
uniformly distributed throughout the entire volume thickness.  This condition may not exist for a debris
bed composed of small granular particles that can redistribute in the bed or for a deformable debris bed
that can exhibit a larger concentration of solid material at the downstream exit portion of the debris bed. 
This section describes a calculational method that was developed to estimate the solid material assumed to
be concentrated at the downstream portion of a debris bed.

5.3.1  Description of a Two-Volume Nukon/CalSil Debris Bed Model

References 10 and 11 discuss a calculational procedure for determining the pressure drop and
compression (or expansion) of a debris bed that is divided into several control volumes along the
direction of flow.  This section uses these references as a starting point for developing an analytical
approach to calculate the pressure drop and compression (or expansion) of a debris bed.

The current approach assumes that a debris bed can be adequately analyzed by using two nodes or control
volumes along the flow direction of a debris bed.  To develop the control volume calculational method,
the following six assumptions apply:

(1) Calculations start after bed formation.  At that time, each of the two control volumes is initially
assumed to possess a uniform distribution of debris material within each control volume, but the
two volumes may have different debris concentrations.  Both control volumes are allowed to
compress or expand, using the calculational theories discussed in Sections 2 and 3.

(2) Consistent with the assumptions of Sections 2 and 3, the solid material in a debris bed is assumed
to be incompressible.  Therefore, the solid volume in each control volume remains unchanged
during a compression or expansion process.  Only the fluid volume of each control volume can
change; however, as indicated in Section 3, the solid material can deform, move, bend, or slip.

(3) The fibrous material (e.g., Nukon) is initially assumed to possess the same initial concentration in
each control volume.

(4) At the start of calculations after bed formation, all the CalSil particle material is assumed to be
present only in the downstream exit volume.  During bed formation, the granular material (e.g.,
CalSil) flows across control volume surfaces and achieves a maximum concentration in the
downstream exit volume.  No particle mass is present in the upstream entrance volume after bed
formation unless the saturation condition of the bed is exceeded.  This assumption provides an
upper limit for the head loss calculation across a saturated Nukon/CalSil debris bed.

If the particle mass exceeds the saturation condition in the fiber volume, the excess particle mass
is assumed to occupy the entrance volume, and the exit volume possesses a saturated
particle/fiber mixture.

(5) The thickness of the downstream control volume is calculated from the maximum concentration
conditions of the granular material in the fibrous material.

(6) During the flow and compression/expansion calculations, the solid material in a control volume is
assumed to remain in that control volume and cannot transport between volumes or across the
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debris bed upstream and downstream surfaces.  This assumption is probably valid for fibrous
material or large solid particles, and may not be completely appropriate or realistic for small
granular materials, but is probably appropriate and conservative for calculations.

The assumption of no solid mixing across control volume boundaries permits the calculation of
changes in the thickness of the control volumes in
the debris bed.  Figure 5.3-1 illustrates how an
initially uncompressed debris bed is assumed to
compress as the result of an increase of flow
through the debris bed.

For calculational purposes, the initial debris bed thickness
is computed by using the method described in Section 4.2. 
The maximum concentrated particle thickness and the
resultant particle concentration in a fibrous debris bed are
determined by using the approach described in Section 4.4.

The developed calculational procedure also accounts for
the presence of a woven metal screen or perforated plate
that reduces the flow area at the downstream exit of the
debris bed.  The two-volume calculational approach accounts for the irreversible pressure drop caused by
the flow area sudden contraction at the debris bed entrance and by the flow area sudden expansion at the
debris bed exit.

∆pcontentr = 0.5 (1 - εdebrisentr) ρwater / 2 (V / εdebrisentr)2 (5.3-1)

∆pexpexit = (1 - f εdebrisexit)2 ρwater / 2 (V / (f εdebrisexit))2 (5.3-2)

f = Ascreen / A (5.3-3)

where
Ascreen flow area through screen or perforated plate
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area (upstream and downstream of screen)
∆pcontentr irreversible contraction pressure drop at debris bed entrance
∆pexpexit irreversible expansion pressure drop for the part of the debris bed exit with flow
εdebrisentr porosity at debris bed entrance
εdebrisexit porosity at debris bed exit
ρwater water density
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5.3.2  Head Loss Application Procedure for a Two-Volume Nukon/CalSil Debris Bed

The head loss calculation across a debris-covered sump screen is performed using an iterative procedure. 
The following steps should be taken to calculate the head loss across the two control volumes of a sump
screen covered with a debris bed composed of Nukon fibers and CalSil particles.  The equations require
the use of consistent English or metric units.

Step 1.  Identify the total containment pressure; water temperature and properties, water absolute
viscosity (µwater), and water density (ρwater); debris properties (ρNukon, ρCalSil, SNukon, SCalSil) from Table 5.2-1;
debris mass (mNukon, mCalSil); screen or perforated plate cross-sectional surface area (A) and area ratio (f);
flow area (Ascreen) and velocity approaching the sump screen (V).

where
µwater water absolute viscosity (kg/(m-s), lbm/(ft-s))
ρwater water density (kg/m3, lbm/ft3)
ρNukon Nukon (fiber) material density (kg/m3, lbm/ft3)
ρCalSil CalSil (particle) material density (kg/m3, lbm/ft3)
SNukon Nukon (fiber) specific surface area in debris bed (m-1, ft-1)
SCalSil CalSil (particle) specific surface area in debris bed (m-1, ft-1)
mNukon Nukon mass in the debris bed
mCalSil CalSil mass in the debris bed
A debris bed cross-sectional surface area (m2, ft2)
Ascreen flow area through screen or perforated plate (m2, ft2)
f flow area of screen or perforated plate divided by the total screen or plate area (equals

Ascreen / A)
V approach velocity through cross-sectional area of solid plus fluid, upstream of sump

screen (m/s, ft/s)

Step 2.  Calculate the debris bed thickness at a reference bed formation approach velocity using
the following relation.  A reference bed formation approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s) was used in
this report.

∆Linitial  =   (XNukon + 1)    mNukon    +   (XCalSil + 1)    mCalSil (4.2-2)
                         A            ρNukon                  A            ρCalSil

where
∆Linitial  debris bed thickness at the reference bed formation approach velocity (m, ft) 
XNukon Nukon void ratio in debris bed (Nukon layer at formation = 30) (equals Volvoid / VolNukon)
XCalSil CalSil void ratio in debris bed (CalSil layer at formation = 6.2) (equals Volvoid / VolCalSil)
mNukon Nukon mass in the debris bed (kg, lbm)
mCalSil CalSil mass in the debris bed (kg, lbm)

Step 3.  Calculate the thickness of the concentrated saturated CalSil particle section in the debris
bed, using equation (4.4-7).

∆LNexit = ∆Linitial 0.00768499 e8.36430232 (mCalSil 
/ mNukon

) (4.4-7)

∆LNentr = max(∆Linitial - ∆LNexit, 0) (5.3-4)
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where
∆LNentr thickness (m) of control volume at debris bed entrance at the reference bed formation

approach velocity (m, ft) 
∆LNexit thickness (m) of particle saturated control volume at debris bed exit at the reference bed

formation approach velocity (m, ft)

If ∆LNentr equals zero, the following calculations are equivalent to the one-volume model and should only
consider the exit control volume.  If the calculated ∆LNexit > ∆Linitial, an oversaturated condition exists, and
the procedures in Section 5.3.3 should be implemented.

Step 4.  Consistent with the assumption that debris mass cannot enter or leave the debris bed or
move between control volumes, the debris masses and volumes in each control volume are defined.

Voltotalentr = ∆LNentr A (5.3-5)

Voltotalexit = ∆LNexit A (5.3-6)

VolNukonentr  = LNentr / (LNentr + LNexit) mNukon  / ρNukon (5.3-7)

VolNukonexit  = LNexit / (LNentr + LNexit) mNukon  / ρNukon (5.3-8)

VolCalSilentr  =  LNentr / (LNentr + LNexit) 0.0001 mCalSil /  ρCalSil (5.3-9)

VolCalSilexit  =  LNexit / (LNentr + LNexit) 0.9999 mCalSil /  ρCalSil (5.3-10)

Volsolidentr  =  VolNukonentr  +  VolCalSilentr (5.3-11)

Volsolidexit  =  VolNukonexit  +  VolCalSilexit (5.3-12)

where
mNukon Nukon mass in debris bed (kg, lbm)
mCalSil CalSil mass in debris bed (kg, lbm)
VolNukonsubscript Nukon volume in debris bed control volume (m3, ft3)
VolCalSilsubscript CalSil volume in debris bed control volume (m3, ft3)
Volsolidsubscript Nukon and CalSil volume in debris bed control volume (m3, ft3)

and subscripts
entr entrance control volume
exit exit control volume

Step 5.  Calculate the debris porosity, void ratio, and effective dimensionless permeability
function K(X) for each control volume, using the following relations.

Volvoidentr  =  Voltotalentr  - Volsolidentr (5.3-13)

Volvoidexit  =  Voltotalexit  - Volsolidexit (5.3-14)

εdebrisentr  =  Volvoidentr / Voltotalentr (5.3-15)
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εdebrisexit  =  Volvoidexit  / Voltotalexit (5.3-16)

εNukonentr  =  (Voltotalentr - VolNukonentr) / Voltotalentr (5.3-17)

εNukonexit  =  (Voltotalexit - VolNukonexit) / Voltotalexit (5.3-18)

εCalSilentr  =  (Voltotalentr - VolCalSilentr) / Voltotalentr (5.3-19)

εCalSilexit  =  (Voltotalexit - VolCalSilexit) / Voltotalexit (5.3-20)

XNdebrisentr  =  maximum (Volvoidentr / Volsolidentr, 0.0001) (5.3-21)

XNdebrisexit  =  maximum (Volvoidexit / Volsolidexit, 0.0001) (5.3-22)

XNukonentr  =  maximum (Volvoidentr / VolNukonentr, 0.0001) (5.3-23)

XNukonexit  =  maximum (Volvoidexit / VolNukonexit, 0.0001) (5.3-24)

XCalSilentr  =  maximum (Volvoidentr / VolCalSilentr, 0.0001) (5.3-25)

XCalSilexit  =  maximum (Volvoidexit / VolCalSilexit, 0.0001) (5.3-26)

For a bed of cylindrical fibers (X > 1.0x10-4, ε < 0.995):

K(XNukonentr)  =  -0.5 + 0.5 ln(1 + XNukonentr) +                        1                         (5.3-27)
                                                                                  (2 + 2 XNukonentr + XNukonentr

2)       

K(XNukonexit)  =  -0.5 + 0.5 ln(1 + XNukonexit) +                         1                        (5.3-28)
                                                                                  (2 + 2 XNukonexit + XNukonexit

2)       

For a bed of spherical particles (X > 1.0x10-4, ε < 0.995):

K(XCalSilentr)  =  2 -             3              +                  5                 (5.3-29)
                                           (1 + XCalSilentr)1/3        3 (1 + XCalSilentr)5/3 + 2

K(XCalSilexit)  =  2 -             3              +                  5                 (5.3-30)
                                           (1 + XCalSilexit)1/3        3 (1 + XCalSilexit)5/3 + 2

where
Voltotalsubscript total debris bed volume of control volume (m3, ft3)
Volvoidsubscript void volume in debris bed control volume (m3, ft3)
εdebrissubscript control volume porosity
εNukonsubscript effective porosity of Nukon in debris bed control volume
εCalSilsubscript effective porosity of CalSil in debris bed control volume
XNdebrissubscript control volume void ratio at a reference bed formation approach velocity
XNukonsubscript effective void ratio of Nukon in debris bed control volume
XCalSilsubscript effective void ratio of CalSil in debris bed control volume

and subscripts
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entr entrance control volume
exit exit control volume

Step 6.  Calculate the viscous (laminar) and kinetic (turbulent) components of pressure drop
through the debris bed by using equation (2.5-2) for both the entrance and exit control volumes.  The
values of the water density (ρwater) and water absolute viscosity (µwater) should be adjusted to reflect the
correct thermodynamic conditions (e.g., temperature) at each calculation point.

The pressure drop for the entrance control volume also includes an irreversible pressure loss for flow
entering the debris bed.

∆pNdebrisbedentr = SSNukon
2     XNukonentr

3          (1-εNukonentr)2      + SCalSil
2      XCalSilentr

3          (1-εCalSilentr)2  Y µwater V ∆LNentr +
          GK(XNukonentr) (1 + XNukonentr)2 εNukonentr

3   K(XCalSilentr) (1 + XCalSilentr)2  εCalSilentr
3M

S                               0.071                                                                                               0.13- SNukon 1.95j(1-εNukonentr)µwaterSNukon k
    (1-εNukonentr) + SCalSil 3.89  j(1-εCalSilentr)µwater SCalSil  k   (1-εCalSilentr)[ ρwater V2 ∆LNentr +I                 G                   ρwater V 6  M     εNukonentr

3                        G                    ρwater V 6  M      εCalSilentr
3  O         6       

0.5 (1 - εdebrisentr) ρwater / 2 (V / εdebrisentr)2 (5.3-31)

where
∆pNdebrisbedsubscript debris pressure drop at the reference bed formation approach velocity (Pa, psi)
V approach velocity through cross-sectional area of solid plus fluid, upstream of sump

screen (m/s, ft/s)

The pressure drop for the exit control volume also includes an irreversible pressure loss for flow exiting
the debris bed through holes in the screen or perforated plate.

∆pNdebrisbedexit = SSNukon
2     XNukonexit

3          (1-εNukonexit)2    + SCalSil
2      XCalSilexit

3          (1-εCalSilexit)2    Y µwater V ∆LNexit +
          GK(XNukonexit) (1 + XNukonexit)2 εNukonexit

3    K(XCalSilexit) (1 + XCalSilexit)2  εCalSilexit
3M

S                               0.071                                                                                             0.13. SNukon 1.95j(1-εNukonexit)µwaterSNukonk
    (1-εNukonexit) + SCalSil 3.89  j(1-εCalSilexit)µwater SCalSil  k   (1-εCalSilexit)[ ρwater V2 ∆LNexit +  

I     G                   ρwater V 6 M     εNukonexit
3                        G                   ρwater V 6   M       εCalSilexit

3 O          6       

(1 - f εdebrisexut)2 ρwater / 2 [V / (f εdebrisexit)]2 (5.3-32)

At the reference bed formation approach velocity, define the values for debris bed void ratio, pressure
drop, and debris bed thickness of each control volume as XNdebrisbedentr, ∆pNdebrisbedentr, ∆LNdebrisbedentr,
XNdebrisbedexit, ∆pNdebrisbedexit, and ∆LNdebrisbedexit.

Step 7.  Steps 1 through 6 provide initial information regarding the two control volumes of the
debris bed that will be used to calculate the debris bed compression and pressure drop conditions at higher
approach velocities.  Steps 7 through 10 calculate the debris bed conditions from the initial low-velocity
point at higher approach velocities, assuming irreversible compression of the debris bed.

For the next higher approach velocity condition, if applicable, assume debris bed thicknesses for the two
control volumes.  It is recommended that the first assumed values be the initial thicknesses, ∆LNdebrisbedentr
and ∆LNdebrisbedexit, of the two control volumes.
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Step 8.  Use the methods outlined in Steps 4 through 6 to calculate the total pressure drops
(∆pdebrisbedentr and ∆pdebrisbedexit) for the assumed debris bed thicknesses of the two control volumes.

Step 9.  Using the new calculated values, compute updated values for Xdebrisentr, Xdebrisexit,
∆Ldebrisbedentr, and ∆Ldebrisbedexit, accounting for irreversible bed compression.  Consistent with the equations
in Section 3.1, the mechanical stress for the exit control volume should account for the stress transmitted
by the entrance control volume.

 Xdebrisentr  = XNdebrisentr (∆pdebrisbedentr / ∆pNdebrisbedentr) -N (5.3-33)

∆Ldebrisbedentr  = Volsolidentr (1 + Xdebrisentr) / A (5.3-34)

 Xdebrisexit = XNdebrisexit [(∆pdebrisbedentr + ∆pdebrisbedexit) / (∆pNdebrisbedentr + ∆pNdebrisbedexit)]-N (5.3-35)

∆Ldebrisbedexit  = Volsolidexit (1 + Xdebrisexit) / A (5.3-36)

where
Xdebrissubscript control volume void ratio
XNdebrissubscript control volume void ratio at a reference bed formation approach velocity
∆pdebrisbedsubscript debris bed control volume pressure drop (Pa, psi)
∆pNdebrisbedsubscript control volume pressure drop at the reference bed formation approach velocity (Pa, psi)
N material-specific parameter for porous medium compression (= 0.236)
∆Ldebrisbedsubscript  control volume bed thickness (m, ft)

The solution is converged if the calculated debris bed thickness for each control volume equals the
control volume debris bed thicknesses assumed in Step 7.  If convergence is reached, proceed to the next
step.  If the convergence criteria are not met, repeat Steps 8 through 9, using the new calculated values for
debris bed thicknesses (∆Ldebrisbedentr, ∆Ldebrisbedexit).

Step 10.  Repeat Steps 7 through 9 for the next higher approach velocity, if applicable.  At the
highest approach velocity, define the converged values for debris bed void ratio, pressure drop, and debris
bed thickness of each control volume as Xpmaxentr, ∆ppmaxentr, ∆Lpmaxentr, Xpmaxexit, ∆ppmaxexit, and ∆Lpmaxexit.

Step 11.  The following steps calculate the debris bed decompression and pressure drop if the
approach velocity drops below the highest approach velocity.  This approach assumes elastic behavior of
the debris bed.  For the next lower approach velocity condition, if applicable, assume a debris bed
thickness for each control volume.  It is recommended that the first assumed value be close to the
maximum thicknesses, ∆Lpmaxentr and ∆Lpmaxexit.

Step 12.  Use Steps 4 through 6 to calculate the pressure drops (∆pdebrisbedentr and ∆pdebrisbedexit) for
the assumed debris bed thickness of each control volume.

Step 13.  Using the new calculated values, compute updated values for Xdebrissubscript and
∆Ldebrisbedsubscript, accounting for bed expansion.

Xdebrisentr = Xpmaxentr  exp SN -  N ∆pdebrisbedentr  Y (5.3-37)
                        G           ∆ppmaxentr      M

∆Ldebrisbedentr  = Volsolidentr (1 + Xdebrisentr) / A (5.3-38)
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Xdebrisexit = Xpmaxexit  exp SN -  N (∆pdebrisbedentr + ∆pdebrisbedexit) Y (5.3-39)
                        G              (∆ppmaxentr + ∆ppmaxexit)      M

∆Ldebrisbedexit  = Volsolidexit (1 + Xdebrisexit) / A (5.3-40)

where
Xpmaxsubscript control volume void ratio at ∆ppmax
∆ppmaxsubscript control volume pressure drop at highest approach velocity (Pa, psi)

The solution is converged if the calculated debris bed thicknesses equal the assumed debris bed
thicknesses in Step 11.  If convergence is reached, proceed to the next step.  If the convergence criteria
are not met, repeat Steps 12 and 13, using the new calculated values for debris bed thicknesses
(∆Ldebrisbedentr and ∆Ldebrisbedexit).

Step 14.  Repeat Steps 11 through 13 for the next lower approach velocity. 

Step 15.  Perform this check for each calculated pressure drop.  The acceptability of the total
pressure drop across the two volumes calculated at each approach velocity should be assessed to ensure
that single-phase flow exists downstream of the debris bed.  Using the total containment pressure and
calculated total sump screen head loss (pressure drop), read the maximum allowable sump water
temperature from Figure 2.7-5.

If the actual sump water temperature is lower than the maximum allowable temperature,
acceptable pump inlet conditions exist, and the sump screen pressure drop calculation is one-phase and
acceptable.

If the actual sump water temperature is higher than the maximum allowable temperature, the void
fraction at the sump screen exit exceeds 3 percent, which indicates that pump cavitation is possible.  This
condition indicates that the sump screen pressure drop calculation is inapplicable because two-phase flow
exists.

5.3.3  Head Loss Application Procedure for a Two-Volume Oversaturated CalSil Debris Bed

As previously indicated, a condition can exist where the CalSil mass in a Nukon/CalSil debris bed will
exceed the saturated CalSil conditions of Nukon.  This condition is called an oversaturated CalSil debris
bed.

For this condition, the exit volume is assumed to be composed of all of the Nukon mass and the saturated
mass of CalSil, and the entrance volume is assumed to be almost entirely composed of CalSil.  The
procedure outlined in Section 5.3.2 can be applied to the exit volume.  However, the approach outlined in
Section 5.2 for a one-volume CalSil bed should be applied to the entrance volume.  This approach
recognizes that CalSil is composed of particles and fibers.  Consistent with Section 5.2.4, 4 to 10 percent
of the CalSil mass is assumed to be fiberglass fibers, and the remainder is assumed to be particles.  

Consequently, the following modifications are suggested if ∆LNexit > ∆Linitial as determined using the
information calculated in Step 3.  This procedure has not been verified using test data because tests have
not been run for a Nukon/CalSil debris bed with an oversaturated CalSil particle concentration. 
Figure 4.4-3 indicates that the maximum value for the ratio of the concentrated CalSil particle mass to
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Nukon mass in a debris bed is about 0.6.  Therefore, the thickness of the CalSil/Nukon exit volume and
the CalSil-only entrance volume can be approximated using the following modifications to Steps 3 and 4.

Step 3.  Calculate the CalSil fiber mass and CalSil particle mass in the entrance and exit volumes.

mNukonexit = mNukon + mfractfiber mCalSil (5.3-41)

mCalSilexit = minimum[0.6 (mNukon + mfractfiber mCalSil), (1 - mfractfiber) mCalSil] (5.3-42)

∆LNexit  =   (XNukon + 1)    mNukonexit    +   (XCalSil + 1)    mCalSilexit (5.3-43)
                         A            ρNukon    A             ρCalSil

∆LNentr = max(∆Linitial - ∆LNexit, 0) (5.3-44)

mNukonentr = 0.0 (5.3-45)

mCalSilentr = mCalSil - mCalSilexit (5.3-46)

where
mfractfiber fiber mass fraction in total CalSil mass
mNukonexit Nukon mass in exit control volume (kg, lbm)
mCalSilexit CalSil mass in exit control volume (kg, lbm)
mNukonentr fiber mass in entrance control volume (kg, lbm)
mCalSilentr CalSil particle mass in entrance control volume (kg, lbm)

Therefore, the debris volumes of each control volume are defined in Step 4.

Voltotalentr = ∆LNentr A (5.3-47)

Voltotalexit = ∆LNexit A (5.3-48)

VolNukonentr = mNukonentr / ρNukon (5.3-49)

VolNukonexit = mNukonexit / ρNukon (5.3-50)

VolCalSilentr = mCalSilentr / ρCalSil (5.3-51)

VolCalSilexit = mCalSilexit / ρCalSil (5.3-52)

Volsolidentr  =  VolNukonentr  +  VolCalSilentr (5.3-53)

Volsolidexit  =  VolNukonexit  +  VolCalSilexit (5.3-54)

It should again be emphasized that the procedure for calculating a CalSil oversaturation condition has not
been verified with test data.  The suggested procedure represents a reasonable initial approach for
calculating properties of debris beds with oversaturation conditions.
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6.  COMPARISONS OF HEAD LOSS PREDICTIONS WITH TEST DATA

This section compares the head loss test data obtained from the PNNL tests, given in NUREG/CR-6917
(Ref. 24), and the ANL tests, given in NUREG/CR-6913 (Ref. 25), with predictions obtained using the
methods described in this report and the methodology described in NUREG/CR-6224 (Ref. 2).  This
discussion also compares the recommended calculational method to data from tests performed at the
LANL/UNM facility, given in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).

6.1  PNNL Large Head Loss Test Facility

Figure 6.1-1 shows a schematic of the PNNL large head loss test facility.  The PNNL large head loss test
facility consisted of a vertical water circulation loop with a downward-flowing vertical flow channel with
a horizontally mounted metal screen or perforated plate to simulate a PWR sump screen surface on which
debris is collected.  Test debris was added to the loop upstream of the test screen location.  The test
facility used a pump to circulate water and debris in the test loop until a stable debris bed was formed. 
Ports for differential pressure transducers were located at various positions upstream and downstream of
the debris bed at the test location.  The test section was fabricated from clear polycarbonate material so
that it was possible to observe and measure the test debris bed.  The test loop was equipped with heaters
to permit testing at elevated temperatures.  A bypass filtering system was also installed in the loop to
permit filtering of debris material to prevent recirculated debris from affecting the debris bed stability and
to allow test measurements for a stable debris bed.  NUREG/CR-6917 provides a more detailed
description of the PNNL head loss test facility and test results (Ref. 24).
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Figure 6.1-1  Schematic of PNNL Large Head Loss Test Facility
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6.2  Comparisons of Head Loss Predictions with PNNL Test Data

PNNL performed testing in the large loop in two series, Series 1 and Series 2, which included benchmark
tests.  The benchmark tests served to compare results from similar tests performed at PNNL and ANL.

PNNL performed the Series 1 tests using the metal screen described in Section 2.5, which was similar to
the one used for the LANL/UNM tests.  The test matrix for the PNNL Series 1 tests attempted to match
the conditions of several of the LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Series 6 tests and one Nukon-only
LANL/UNM Series 1 test.

The PNNL Series 2 tests provided test measurements using the perforated plate described in Section 2.5
with Nukon/CalSil or Nukon-only debris beds.

The PNNL benchmark tests consisted of three tests specifically performed to match tested conditions at
the ANL head loss test facility (Ref. 25) in order to investigate the ability of the two loops to produce
similar test results.  The benchmark tests were performed using the perforated plate described in
Section 2.5 with two Nukon-only debris beds and one Nukon/CalSil debris bed.

The PNNL testing provided better measurements of debris masses on the test screen than did the LANL
tests at UNM.  The PNNL tests achieved better mass measurement accuracy as well as more repeatable
and reliable test results for the following six reasons:

(1) As indicated in Section 4, PNNL measured debris mass on the screen; in the UNM tests, LANL
assumed that essentially all debris mass added to the loop accumulated on the screen.  The PNNL
tests accounted for the difference between the CalSil mass added and collected on the screen by
using a chemical dissolution technique to measure the mass of CalSil collected in the debris bed. 
Additionally, the Series 2 tests improved bed mass assessments by removing circulating loop
debris mass using a filtration system that collected debris mass not deposited on the screen. 
Consequently, the PNNL test procedure provided measurements of the Nukon and CalSil masses
collected on the screen.

(2) The LANL/UNM test facility appeared to have significant bypass flow around the debris bed and
screen; the PNNL test facility was designed to prevent bypass flow around the screen.

(3) PNNL performed a study to identify the sensitivity of blender processing operation time for
debris preparation and developed a debris processing procedure that resulted in consistently
prepared Nukon and CalSil debris.  The processing time used for the LANL debris preparation
was not as rigorously determined and was somewhat arbitrarily set.  Consequently, the PNNL test
results would generally be expected to provide more repeatable pressure drop measurements.

(4) An optical laser triangulation system was installed in the PNNL test loop to measure the debris
bed thickness and to provide the surface contour of the debris bed for all the Series 2 tests and
one Series 1 test.

(5) The PNNL staff continuously measured and recorded the temperature of the loop water during
testing.  Additionally, after the Series 1 tests, PNNL installed a temperature control system with
loop heaters to maintain a constant water temperature.
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(6) PNNL developed a method to section and study the structure of a debris bed.  The PNNL staff
applied this procedure to several debris beds to obtain information regarding the concentration
gradient of the debris in the bed and to provide information regarding debris bed compression.

Tests performed for Series 1 had the following four limitations:

(1) All testing was performed at ambient temperature because the loop temperature control was not
yet installed.

(2) An older pinch valve was used in the loop because the as-delivered new valve was defective and
had to be replaced.  Unfortunately, the older valve had a tendency to introduce rust and metal
debris into the debris bed for several of the early Series 1 tests before being replaced.

(3) The loop filtering system was not installed for the Series 1 tests.

(4) The debris bed thickness was estimated visually because the optical laser triangulation system,
which could measure the debris bed thickness and contour, was not installed and calibrated until
just before the last Series 1 test.

The PNNL Series 2 tests, including the benchmark tests, addressed the limitations of the Series 1 tests.

Section 2.5.2 describes the woven metal screen and perforated plate used in the PNNL head loss tests. 
The assessments reported in this section used this information.

6.2.1  Comparison of Head Loss Predictions to PNNL Series 1 Tests

Table 6.2-1 lists the PNNL Series 1 head loss tests performed using a metal screen.  This table also lists
most of the LANL/UNM tests and identifies comparative PNNL Series 1 and LANL/UNM tests.  Two
PNNL Series 1 tests were performed to measure the pressure drop for water flow through an unobstructed
metal screen.  Two tests were performed for a debris bed composed entirely of Nukon, and six tests were
performed using Nukon/CalSil debris beds.  For the Nukon/CalSil tests, the Nukon and CalSil debris
masses were premixed before addition to the test loop.
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Table 6.2-1  PNNL Series 1 and LANL/UNM Head Loss Tests Using a Metal Screen
LANL Added Added Estimated Bed Bed Loop PNNL Bed B ed Bed Bed Loop
Test* Nukon CalSil Bed CalSil CalSil / Total Debris Temperature Test# Nukon CalSil CalSil / Total Debris Temperature

kg/m2 kg/m2 kg/m2 Nukon kg/m2 °C kg/m2 kg/m2 Nukon kg/m2 °C
051114_SO_0000_L1 0.0 0.0 NA 0.0 17-24
051128_SO_0000_L1 0.0 0.0 NA 0.0 16-19

2a 0.0 0.110 0.110 Infinity 0.110 21
2d 0.0 0.110 0.110 Infinity 0.110 52
2b 0.0 0.885 0.885 Infinity 0.885 21
2e 0.0 0.885 0.885 Infinity 0.885 52
2c 0.0 1.769 1.769 Infinity 1.769 21
2f 0.0 1.769 1.769 Infinity 1.769 52

3a 0.111 0.056 0.056 0.500 0.167 21

3b 0.111 0.111 0.111 1.000 0.223 21
3c 0.111 0.223 0.223 2.000 0.334 21

6h 0.229 0.114 0.105 0.460 0.334 44 051110_NC_0595_L1 0.213 0.053 0.249 0.266 21-25

1a' 0.885 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.885 21
6f 0.610 0.305 0.300 0.493 0.911 60 051121_NC_1586_L1 0.561 0.168 0.300 0.729 16-27
6i 0.839 0.419 0.415 0.495 1.254 60 051123_NC_2181_L1 0.786 0.249 0.316 1.035 22-32
3d 0.885 0.442 0.442 0.500 1.327 21
3j 0.885 0.442 0.442 0.500 1.327 52
6e 1.068 0.534 0.531 0.497 1.599 54 051117_NC_2776_L1 0.989 0.346 0.349 1.335 21-27

6e2 1.068 0.534 0.534 0.500 1.602 38 051128_NC_2776_L2 0.925 0.336 0.363 1.261 21-27
3e 0.885 0.885 0.885 1.000 1.769 21
3k 0.885 0.885 0.885 1.000 1.769 52
3f 0.885 1.769 1.769 2.000 2.654 21
3l 0.885 1.769 1.769 2.000 2.654 52
1a 1.769 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.769 21 051108_NO_3067_L1& 1.789 0.0 0.0 1.789 20-30

060125_NO_3067_L1+ 1.720 0.0 0.0 1.720 22-26
1b 1.769 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.769 21
3g 1.769 0.885 0.885 0.500 2.654 21
3h 1.769 1.769 1.769 1.000 3.539 21
3i 1.769 3.539 3.539 2.000 5.308 21

6b 1.525 0.839 0.830 0.544 2.355 44 051115_NC_4098_L1 1.196 0.729 0.610 1.925 21-25
* Pipe id= 11-3/8 inch, P ipe Area = 0.06556 m2 # Area = 0.01863 m 2

& M etal/rust particles present in bed. + Construction debris present in bed.
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6.2.1.1  PNNL Series 1 Tests of a Clean Unclogged Metal Screen

As indicated in Table 6.2-1, two of the PNNL Series 1 tests measured pressure drop across a clean
unclogged metal screen.  Figures 6.2-1 and 6.2-2 compare the measured irreversible loss coefficient
across the unobstructed metal screen with the values calculated using the Idelchik correlation (Ref. 22)
described in Section 2.5.  The irreversible loss coefficient across the unobstructed screen was calculated
from pressure drop and velocity measurements using the Bernoulli equation.

Kscreen = 2 ∆pscreen / (ρwater V2) (6.2-1)

where
Kscreen irreversible loss coefficient for clean unclogged screen
∆pscreen pressure drop (head loss) across a clean unclogged screen
ρwater water density
V approach velocity upstream of screen

Figure 6.2-3 indicates the magnitude of pressure drop measurements for Test 051128_SO_0000_L1. 
Figures 6.2-1 and 6.2-2 plot only the loss coefficient values for Test 051128_SO_0000_L1 because the
0–5-inch differential pressure transducer used for this test was more accurate at lower pressure drop
measurements.  Measurements for Test 051114_SO_0000_L1 used a 0–30-inch pressure transducer,
which was less accurate at lower pressure drop measurements.  The loss coefficients obtained from
measurements generally agree with the Idelchik correlation except at low approach velocities where the
pressure drop is small.  The Idelchik correlation for a circular wire metal screen as described in
Section 2.5 is indicated to be applicable to the range of tested screen Reynolds numbers.  The
discrepancies at lower velocity could be attributed to inaccuracies in very low pressure drop
measurements. 
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Figure 6.2-1  Comparison of Measured and Correlation Loss Coefficient Versus Approach Velocity

Figure 6.2-2  Comparison of Measured and Correlation Loss Coefficient Versus Reynolds Number
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Figure 6.2-3  Measured Pressure Drop Used for Irreversible Loss Coefficient Calculation
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6.2.1.2  PNNL Series 1 Tests with Nukon and CalSil Debris on a Metal Screen

Test results and information for the PNNL debris bed head loss testing presented in NUREG/CR-6917
(Ref. 24) indicate that the pressure drop across a debris bed depends on the debris composition and
distribution in the bed.  Figure 6.2-4 from NUREG/CR-6917 presents test data for a target debris loading
of 1.10 kg/m2 Nukon and 0.51 kg/m2 of CalSil on a metal screen that illustrate the head loss dependence
on the debris distribution in a bed.  The target debris loading uses the mass added to the test loop, not the
actual mass deposited in the debris bed.  A debris bed that is built using premixed Nukon/CalSil resulted
in the lowest head loss for a given approach velocity.  This condition is closest to a homogeneous debris
bed, which possesses uniform distribution of Nukon and CalSil debris.  The other data points present test
results for beds that were formed with staggered-time addition of Nukon and CalSil debris.  The staggered
debris addition resulted in a nonuniform distribution of debris in the bed.

Figure 6.2-4  PNNL Test Data Showing Head Loss Dependence on Debris Distribution in Bed

Section 5 describes two methods for calculating head loss across a debris bed.  The first method performs
calculations using a one-volume debris bed with uniform debris distribution.  The second method uses a
two-volume approach in which the fibrous debris such as Nukon is uniformly distributed in the bed and
the particulate debris is concentrated in a maximum saturated layer at the debris bed exit.  The one-
volume method has been shown to provide results that match the pressure drop measurements for a
homogeneous bed composed of one debris type or a debris bed with more than one debris type and a
uniform debris distribution.  Therefore, the one-volume method provides a best estimate of pressure drop
for a bed composed of one debris type or a lower limit head loss condition for a bed composed of more
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than one debris type.  The two-volume approach represents a nonuniform debris bed and results in upper
limit head losses.  As mentioned in Section 4, the methodology for the two-volume approach has been
developed using the PNNL data, assuming that the test data represent the practical upper limit bounding
pressure drop conditions.  Consequently, the two-volume calculational approach should represent a more
practical maximum upper head loss condition.

6.2.1.3  Predictions of PNNL Series 1 Nukon-Only Tests Using a One-Volume Model

Figures 6.2-5 to 6.2-8 compare test data from the PNNL Series 1 Nukon-only debris bed tests with
predictions using the one-volume calculational method and the calculational method described in
NUREG/CR-6224 (Ref. 2).  Tables 4.1-2 and 6.2-1 list the debris bed loadings for the plotted cases.  The
following items list specific assumptions used for the predictive analyses:

• Section 4.1 provides the basis for the debris bed loadings used in the calculations.

• The predictions obtained using the one-volume calculational method use the debris material-
specific surface areas and densities listed in Table 5.2-1; the predictions obtained using the
NUREG/CR-6224 method employ the material properties specified in NUREG/CR-6874 and
listed in Table 4.3-1.

• The initial debris bed thickness used for the one-volume method is calculated according to the
approach discussed in Section 4.2.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use the NUREG/CR-6224
calculational method to determine initial bed thickness.

• A material-specific compression parameter of 0.236, as described in Section 4.5, was used for the
one-volume calculations.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use the NUREG/CR-6224
calculational method to determine bed compression.

• The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use an as-fabricated packing density of 2.4 lbm/ft3

(38.44 kg/m3) for the Nukon fiber beds as recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).  The one-
volume calculation does not employ this parameter in its solution.

• The loop temperature is recorded at each data point during the PNNL tests, and the one-volume
and NUREG/CR-6224 calculations employ the recorded temperature at each data point. 
Consequently, the plotted predictions reflect the changes in loop temperature.

For the Nukon-only Tests 051108_NO_3067_L1 and 060125_NO_3067_L1, the debris beds were formed
at an approach velocity of 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s).  The approach velocities were cycled four times after bed
formation from a low value of about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s) to about 0.305 m/s (1.0 ft/s).  As shown in
Figures 6.2-5 and 6.2-7, the one-volume model predictions for the Nukon-only tests bound the pressure
drop test data.  The NUREG/CR-6224 head loss calculations underpredict pressure drop test
measurements for both tests.  The primary reason for variances in calculated head loss for the different
velocity cycles was the change in measured water temperature that affected the liquid viscosity and
density.  As shown in Figures 6.2-6 and 6.2-8, the NUREG/CR-6224 debris bed calculations overpredict
the bed thickness test data for both tests.  For both tests, the one-volume calculation predicts debris bed
thicknesses that are close to those measured values.  The bed thicknesses for Test 051108_NO_3067_L1
were determined using optical measurements; the laser optical triangulation measurement system was
used to measure debris bed thicknesses for Test 060125_NO_3067_L1.  The favorable comparisons
between the one-volume predictions and test measurements qualitatively justify the presence of a uniform
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debris distribution for debris beds composed entirely of Nukon fibers.  All of the NUREG/CR-6224 bed
thickness predictions overpredict measurements and exhibit the unrealistic uncompacted limit illustrated
by the constant bed thicknesses predicted at lower approach velocities.
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Figure 6.2-5  Head Loss for PNNL Series 1 Nukon-Only Test 051108_NO_3067_L1

Figure 6.2-6  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 1 Nukon-Only Test 051108_NO_3067_L1
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Figure 6.2-7  Head Loss for PNNL Series 1 Nukon-Only Test 060125_NO_3067_L1

Figure 6.2-8  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 1 Nukon-Only Test 060125_NO_3067_L1

PNNL Series 1 Test 060125_NO_3067_L1 (Nukon Bed, 1.72 kg/m2, 22-26 oC)
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6.2.1.4  Predictions of PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Tests Using a Two-Volume Model

This section compares the predictions for the two-volume models with test data from the PNNL Series 1
tests with Nukon/CalSil debris beds.  Figures 6.2-9 to 6.2-20 compare the measured pressure drops and
bed thicknesses to predictions using the two-volume approach and the NUREG/CR-6224 calculational
method.  Tables 6.2-1 and 4.1-2 list the debris bed loadings for the plotted cases.  The following discusses
specific assumptions used for the predictive analyses:

• Section 4.1 provides the basis for the debris bed loadings used in the calculations.

• The predictions obtained using the two-volume calculational method use the debris material-
specific surface areas and densities listed in Table 5.2-1; the predictions obtained using the
NUREG/CR-6224 method employ the material properties specified in NUREG/CR-6224 and
listed in Table 4.3-1.

• The initial debris bed thicknesses used for the two-volume method are calculated according to the
approach discussed in Section 4.2.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use the NUREG/CR-6224
method to determine initial bed thickness.

• A material-specific compression parameter of 0.236, as described in Section 4.5, is used for the
two-volume calculations.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use the NUREG/CR-6224
calculational method to determine bed compression.

• The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use an as-fabricated packing density of 2.4 lbm/ft3

(38.44 kg/m3) for the Nukon fiber beds as recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).  The two-
volume calculation does not employ this parameter in its solution.

• The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use a particle sludge density of 22 lbm/ft3 (352.4 kg/m3) for
the Nukon/CalSil debris beds as recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).  The two-volume
calculation does not employ this parameter in its solution.

• The loop temperature is recorded at each data point during the PNNL tests, and the two-volume
and NUREG/CR-6224 calculations employ the recorded temperature at each data point. 
Consequently, the plotted predictions reflect the changes in loop temperature.

Generally, the two-volume approach provides a better, but not necessarily conservatively bounding,
pressure drop prediction than the predictions obtained using the NUREG/CR-6224 method.  The bed
thickness predictions using the two-volume approach generally match the thickness measurements better
than the thicknesses obtained using the NUREG/CR-6224 method.

The two-volume calculational approach assumes the presence of a saturated CalSil volume within the
debris bed.  As previously stated, the two-volume approach represents a nonuniform debris bed that is
intended to provide an upper bound head loss condition.  Two-volume calculations are not performed for
the Nukon-only tests because a debris bed composed of one debris type is considered to be a
homogeneous bed, and, as shown in the previous section, the one-volume approach adequately predicts
test data for the Nukon-only tests.

Figure 6.2-9 compares the two-volume head loss predictions for Nukon/CalSil Test
051110_NC_0595_L1.  For this test, the bed was formed at an approach velocity of 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s). 
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Six velocity cycles were used during testing.  Bed thickness measurements are not recorded for this test. 
Pressure predictions using the two-volume approach exceed and bound the test data, but predictions
obtained using the NUREG/CR-6224 calculational method underpredict test data.  Figure 6.2-10 provides
predictions of bed thickness.

Figures 6.2-11 and 6.2-12 compare head loss and debris bed thickness predictions using the two-volume
model with data for Test 051115_NC_4098_L1.  An approach velocity of 0.061 m/s (0.2 ft/s) was used to
form the debris bed.  Six velocity cycles were used for this test.  The head loss predictions using the two-
volume and NUREG/CR-6224 models are close to test data.  The two-volume bed thickness predictions
shown in Figure 6.2-12 are close to test measurements; the NUREG/CR-6224 bed thickness predictions
do not match test measurements.

Figures 6.2-13 and 6.2-14 show comparisons of head loss and bed thickness predictions with data for Test
051117_NC_2776_L1.  An approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s) was used to form the debris bed. 
This test was performed using six velocity cycles that were cycled between about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s)
and 0.122 m/s (0.4 ft/s).  The two-volume head loss predictions are close to the upper values of the test
data measurements.  The bed thickness predictions in Figure 6.2-14 are close to test measurements.  The
NUREG/CR-6224 head loss calculations underpredict measurements, but the bed thickness predictions
are closer to test data.

The Nukon and CalSil masses used for Test 051128_NC_2776_L2 were similar to those used in
Test 051117_NC_2776_L1.  An approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s) was used to form the debris
bed.  This test was performed using six velocity cycles that were cycled between 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s) and
0.079 m/s (0.26 ft/s).  Figures 6.2-15 and 6.2-16 provide the head loss and bed thickness comparisons
between test data and predictions for Test 051128_NC_2776_L2.  The head loss predictions calculated
using the two-volume models match the lower levels of test measurements.  This behavior suggests that
the CalSil may have redistributed with subsequent cycles.  The bed thickness predictions are larger than
the measurements.  The NUREG/CR-6224 head loss calculations underpredict measurements, and the bed
thickness predictions do not match test data.

Figures 6.2-17 and 6.2-18 plot the head loss and bed thickness comparisons for
Test 051121_NC_1586_L1.  The Nukon/CalSil bed was formed on the metal screen at an approach
velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s).  The Nukon and CalSil masses were premixed before addition to the test
loop.  Test measurements were recorded for six velocity cycles between about 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s) and
0.13 m/s (0.43 ft/s).  Figure 6.2-17 indicates that the head loss results from the two-volume calculations
are close to test data.  The head loss measurements for the first velocity cycle are bounded by the two-
volume predictions, but the measured pressure drops for subsequent cycles are close to predictions.  This
behavior suggests that the CalSil may have redistributed with subsequent cycles.  Figure 6.2-18 shows
that the initial bed thickness measurements are close to test data.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations for
head loss underpredict test measurements.  

The predictions for Test 051123_NC_2181_L1 appear in Figures 6.2-19 and 6.2-20.  The Nukon/CalSil
debris bed for this test was formed at an approach velocity of 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s).  Tests were performed
for four velocity cycles.  (Each cycle consisted of a velocity increase followed by a velocity decrease.) 
The pressure drop predictions using the two-volume model are larger than those calculated using the
NUREG/CR-6224 approach, but the pressure drop predictions using both models underpredict
measurements.  The head loss measurements for the first velocity cycle match a part of the two-volume
predictions, but the measured pressure drops for subsequent cycles exceed predictions.  This behavior
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suggests that the CalSil may have redistributed during subsequent cycles.  The debris bed thicknesses
predicted using the two-volume and NUREG/CR-6224 methods are larger than test measurements.
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Figure 6.2-9  Head Loss for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051110_NC_0595_L1

Figure 6.2-10  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051110_NC_0595_L1

Test 051110_NO_0595_L1 (Nukon/CalSil=0.213/0.053 kg/m2, 21-25C) - Two Volume Model
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Figure 6.2-11  Head Loss for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051115_NC_4098_L1

Figure 6.2-12  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051115_NC_4098_L1

Test 051115_NC_4098_L1(Nukon/CalSil=1.20/0.73 kg/m2, 21-25C) - Two Volume Model
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Figure 6.2-13  Head Loss for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051117_NC_2776_L1

Figure 6.2-14  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051117_NC_2776_L1

Test 051117_NC_2776_L1(Nukon/CalSil=0.99/0.35 kg/m2, 21-27C) - Two Volume Model
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Figure 6.2-15  Head Loss for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051128_NC_2776_L2

Figure 6.2-16  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051128_NC_2776_L2

Test 051128_NC_2776_L2(Nukon/CalSil=0.93/0.34 kg/m2, 21-27C) - Two Volume Model
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Figure 6.2-17  Head Loss for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051121_NC_1586_L1

Figure 6.2-18  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051121_NC_1586_L1

Test 051121_NC_1586_L1(Nukon/CalSil=0.56/0.17 kg/m2, 16-27 oC) - Two Volume Model
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Figure 6.2-19  Head Loss for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051123_NC_2181_L1

Figure 6.2-20  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 1 Nukon/CalSil Test 051123_NC_2181_L1

Test 051123_NC_2181_L1(Nukon/CalSil=0.79/0.25 kg/m2, 22-32 oC) - Two Volume Model
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6.2.2  Comparison of Head Loss Predictions to PNNL Series 2 Tests

As previously stated, the Series 2 tests were run using different Nukon and CalSil masses collected on a
perforated plate.  The head loss measurements are expected to be very close to those obtained using the
woven metal sheet because, as indicated in Section 2.5.2, the open flow areas are almost identical. 
Table 6.2-2 lists the tests that were performed using a perforated plate as part of the PNNL Series 2 tests. 
This table provides the Nukon and CalSil debris bed loadings using the debris bed masses determined to
exist in the debris bed and listed in Table 4.1-2.  This section will compare head loss predictions to
measurements for the tests that successfully created complete continuous debris beds.  The data for all the
debris bed thicknesses for the Series 2 tests were measured using the optical triangulation technique.

This section also compares calculational predictions with test results from the PNNL benchmark tests that
were performed as part of the Series 2 tests.  As indicated in Table 6.2-2, PNNL performed Tests BM-1
(060321_NO_0405_LP1) and BM-2 (060313_NO_1349_LP1) with Nukon-only debris beds.  Test BM-3
(060323_NC_1619_LP1) used a Nukon/CalSil debris bed.  Table 4.1-1 shows comparisons of the mass
added to the test loop and the actual mass present on the perforated test plate.

6.2.2.1  PNNL Series 2 Tests of a Clean Unclogged Perforated Plate 

As indicated in Table 6.2-2, the pressure drop across a clean unclogged perforated plate was determined
for test conditions at three water temperatures—approximately 28 EC, 55 EC, and 83 EC (82.4 EF,       131
EF, and 181.4 EF).  The irreversible loss coefficient across the unobstructed metal screen is calculated
using test data in equation (6.2-2).

Kplate = 2 ∆pplate / (ρwater V2) (6.2-2)

where
Kplate irreversible loss coefficient for clean unclogged perforated plate
∆pplate pressure drop (head loss) across a clean unclogged perforated plate
ρwater water density
V approach velocity upstream of screen

Figures 6.2-21 and 6.2-22 compare this loss coefficient with the values calculated using the correlation
obtained from Idelchik (Ref. 22) using Diagram 8-5 for a perforated plate with the flow holes in a laminar
or transitional region (Replate < 104–105).  Figure 6.2-23 shows the measured pressure drop used for
calculating the irreversible loss coefficient.  This figure also provides the uncertainty bands for the
pressure drop measurements.  The loss coefficients calculated from test data and obtained using the
Idelchik correlation are close in value for all three water temperature ranges except at low velocities.  The
Idelchik correlation for a perforated plate as described in Section 2.5 is indicated to be applicable to the
range of tested Reynolds numbers for the plate flow area.  The discrepancies at lower velocities probably
result from inaccuracies in measurements of very low pressure drops.
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Table 6.2-2  PNNL Series 2 Including Benchmark Head Loss Tests Using a Perforated Plate

Nukon CalSil Bed Bed Loop Comments
PNNL Added Bed Bed / Added Bed Bed / CalSil / Debris Temperature

Series 2 Tests# kg/m2 kg/m2 Added kg/m2 kg/m2 Added Nukon kg/m2 °C
060804_PO_0000_L1, L2 0.0 0.0 NA 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.0 26-30, 53-57

060805_PO_0000_L1 0.0 0.0 NA 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.0 79-84
060512_CO_8108_LP1, LP2, LP3 0.0 0.0 NA 4.352 0.434 0.100 NA 0.434 20-22, 54-57, 80-83 Incomplete bed with holes
BM-1, 060321_NO_0405_LP1* 0.217 0.171 0.785 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.171 21-22
BM-2, 060313_NO_1349_LP1 0.724 0.576 0.796 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.576 19-22

060425_NO_2703_LP1, LP2, LP3 1.451 1.245 0.858 0.0 0.0 NA NA 1.245 22-25, 52-54, 81-84
060731_NO_2703_LP1, LP2 1.451 1.251 0.862 0.0 0.0 NA NA 1.251 53-55, 27-28
060802_NO_2703_LP1, LP2 1.451 1.191 0.821 0.0 0.0 NA NA 1.191 79-83, 54-57

BM-3, 060323_NC_1619_LP1 0.724 0.626 0.865 0.145 0.020 0.140 0.032 0.646 21-22
060331_NC_2024_LP1 0.724 0.600 0.829 0.362 0.132 0.365 0.220 0.732 21-24

060817_NC_2024_LP1, LP2 0.724 0.691 0.955 0.362 0.120 0.330 0.173 0.811 53-56, 29-30
060404_NC_2698_LP1$ 0.724 0.644 0.890 0.724 0.252 0.348 0.392 0.863 19-24 Bed clogged
060509_NC_0505_LP1 0.217 0.184 0.848 0.054 0.025 0.458 0.135 0.209 20-22

060426_NC_0708_LP1, LP2 0.217 0.208 0.961 0.163 0.005 0.029 0.023 0.213 21-24, 81-84
060807_NC_0708_LP1, LP2 0.217 0.243 1.118 0.163 0.018 0.113 0.076 0.261 54-56, 37
060809_NC_0708_LP1, LP2 0.217 0.155 0.715 0.163 0.005 0.030 0.031 0.160 79-83, 53-54

060517_NC_0808_LP1, LP2& 0.217 0.223 1.030 0.217 0.082 0.376 0.365 0.305 25, 82-84 Holes developed at 0.2 ft/s
060427_NC_0252_LP1 0.108 NA NA 0.027 NA NA NA 0.056 21-22 Incomplete bed with holes
060428_NC_0453_LP1 0.108 NA NA 0.135 NA NA NA 0.094 21-22 Incomplete bed with holes

BM indicates a Benchmark Test
# Pipe and Screen Area = 0.01863 m2

* Debris bed ruptured during retrieval; negligible debris material lost.
& Debris bed ruptured during retrieval; less than 5% debris material volume lost.
$ Debris bed disturbed post-retrieval; an unquantifiable mass may have been lost.
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Figure 6.2-21  Measured and Correlation Loss Coefficients Versus Approach Velocity

Figure 6.2-22  Measured and Correlation Loss Coefficients Versus Reynolds Number
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6.2.2.2  Predictions of PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Tests Using a One-Volume Model

Figures 6.2-24 to 6.2-41 compare test data from the PNNL Series 2 Nukon-only debris bed tests with
predictions using the one-volume calculational method and the calculational method described in
NUREG/CR-6224.  Tables 6.2-2 and 4.1-2 list the debris bed loadings for the plotted cases.  The
following list notes specific assumptions used for the predictive analyses:

• Section 4.1 provides the basis for the debris bed loadings used in the calculations.

• The predictions obtained using the one-volume calculational method apply the debris material-
specific surface areas and densities listed in Table 5.2-1; the predictions obtained using the
NUREG/CR-6224 method apply the material properties specified in NUREG/CR-6874 and listed
in Table 4.3-1.

• The initial debris bed thickness used for the one-volume method is calculated according to the
approach discussed in Section 4.2.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use the NUREG/CR-6224
calculational method to determine initial bed thickness.

• A material-specific compression parameter of 0.236, as described in Section 4.5, is used for the
one-volume calculations.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use the NUREG/CR-6224 method
to determine bed compression.

• The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use an as-fabricated packing density of 2.4 lbm/ft3

(38.44 kg/m3) for the Nukon fiber beds as recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).  The one-
volume calculation does not employ this parameter in its solution.

• The loop temperature is recorded at each data point during the PNNL tests, and the one-volume
and NUREG/CR-6224 calculations employ the recorded temperature at each data point. 
Consequently, the plotted predictions reflect the changes in loop temperature.

Generally, the one-volume calculational approach provides better predictions of test conditions for the
Series 2 Nukon-only tests than does the NUREG/CR-6224 calculational method.  The pressure drop
predictions obtained using the one-volume method are either close to or exceed test data measurements,
and all the debris bed thickness predictions are close to test data obtained using the optical triangulation
technique.  All the NUREG/CR-6224 pressure drop calculations for these Nukon-only tests underpredict
test measurements, and all the predictions for the NUREG/CR-6224 bed thickness exceed measurements. 
All of the NUREG/CR-6224 bed thickness predictions exhibit the unrealistic uncompacted limit
illustrated by the constant bed thicknesses predicted at lower approach velocities.

Two Nukon-only benchmark tests were performed as part of the Series 2 testing.  The Nukon debris was
prepared by using a slightly different procedure than those used for the Series 1 and other Series 2 tests. 
The preparation difference may cause variances in test trends between the benchmark test data and data
from the other tests because changes in debris preparation can affect debris distribution in the debris bed. 
However, test data do not indicate substantial differences in data trends between the two benchmark tests
and the other Series 2 Nukon-only tests.
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Figure 6.2-24  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060425_NO_2703_LP1

Figure 6.2-25  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060425_NO_2703_LP1
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Figure 6.2-26  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060425_NO_2703_LP2

Figure 6.2-27  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060425_NO_2703_LP2

PNNL Series 2 060425_NO_2703_LP2 (Nukon=1.245 kg/m2, 52-54 oC)
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Figure 6.2-28  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060425_NO_2703_LP3

Figure 6.2-29  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060425_NO_2703_LP3

PNNL Series 2 060425_NO_2703_LP3 (Nukon=1.245 kg/m2, 80-84 oC)
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Figure 6.2-30  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Benchmark Nukon-Only Test 060321_NO_0405_LP1

Figure 6.2-31  Bed Thickness for Series 2 Benchmark Nukon-Only Test 060321_NO_0405_LP1

PNNL Benchmark BM-1 Test 060321_NO_0405_LP1 (Nukon Bed, 0.17 kg/m2, 21-22 oC)
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Figure 6.2-32  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Benchmark Nukon-Only Test 060313_NO_1349_LP1

Figure 6.2-33  Bed Thickness for Series 2 Benchmark Nukon-Only Test 060313_NO_1349_LP1

PNNL Benchmark BM-2 Test 060313_NO_1349_LP1 (Nukon Bed, 0.58 kg/m2, 19-22 oC)
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Figure 6.2-34  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060731_NO_2073_LP1

Figure 6.2-35  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060731_NO_2073_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060731_NO_2073_LP1 (Nukon=1.251 kg/m2, 53-55 oC)
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Figure 6.2-36  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060731_NO_2073_LP2

Figure 6.2-37  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060731_NO_2073_LP2

PNNL Series 2 060731_NO_2073_LP2 (Nukon=1.251 kg/m2, 27-28 oC)
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Figure 6.2-38  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060802_NO_2073_LP1

Figure 6.2-39  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060802_NO_2073_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060802_NO_2073_LP1 (Nukon=1.191 kg/m2, 79-83 oC)
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Figure 6.2-40  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060802_NO_2073_LP2

Figure 6.2-41  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon-Only Test 060802_NO_2073_LP2

PNNL Series 2 060802_NO_2073_LP2 (Nukon=1.191 kg/m2, 54-57 oC)
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6.2.2.3  Predictions of PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Tests Using a Two-Volume Model

This section compares the predictions for the two-volume model with test data from the PNNL Series 2
tests with Nukon/CalSil debris beds.  Figures 6.2-42 to 6.2-65 compare the measured pressure drop and
bed thicknesses to predictions made using the two-volume approach and the NUREG/CR-6224
calculational method.  Tables 6.2-1 and 4.1-2 list the debris bed loadings for the plotted cases.  The
Nukon and CalSil debris masses were premixed before addition to the test loop.  The following list notes
specific assumptions used for the predictive analyses:

• Section 4.1 provides the basis for the debris bed loadings used in the calculations.

• The predictions obtained using the two-volume calculational method apply the debris material-
specific surface areas and densities listed in Table 5.2-1; the predictions obtained using the
NUREG/CR-6224 method apply the material properties specified in NUREG/CR-6874 and listed
in Table 4.3-1.

• The initial debris bed thicknesses used for the two-volume method are calculated according to the
approach discussed in Section 4.2.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use the NUREG/CR-6224
method to determine initial bed thickness.

• A material-specific compression parameter of 0.236, as described in Section 4.5, is used for the
two-volume calculations.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use the NUREG/CR-6224
calculational method to determine bed compression.

• The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use an as-fabricated packing density of 2.4 lbm/ft3

(38.44 kg/m3) for the Nukon fiber beds as recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).  The two-
volume calculation does not employ this parameter in its solution.

• The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use a particle sludge density of 22 lbm/ft3 (352.4 kg/m3) for
the Nukon/CalSil debris beds as recommended in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).  The two-volume
calculation does not employ this parameter in its solution.

• The loop temperature is recorded at each data point during the PNNL tests, and the two-volume
and NUREG/CR-6224 calculations employ the recorded temperature at each data point. 
Consequently, the plotted predictions reflect the changes in loop temperature.

Generally, the two-volume approach provides a better, but not necessarily conservatively bounding,
pressure drop prediction than do the predictions obtained by using the NUREG/CR-6224 method.  The
bed thickness predictions using the two-volume approach generally match the thickness measurements
better than the thicknesses obtained using the NUREG/CR-6224 method.  Some of the NUREG/CR-6224
bed thickness predictions exhibit the unrealistic uncompacted limit illustrated by the constant bed
thicknesses predicted at lower approach velocities.

The pressure drop predictions obtained using the two-volume approach match or exceed test
measurements in five of the eight tests.  The two-volume approach underpredicts pressure drop
measurements in three of the eight test cases.  The underpredictions are related to the empirical equation
developed to calculate the thickness of the concentrated CalSil particle layer within a Nukon fiber debris
bed.  Although this empirical equation provides adequate concentration thickness values for large CalSil
thicknesses, at lower CalSil thicknesses, small differences in determining concentration thickness can
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result in large changes in the calculated pressure drop.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations underpredict
debris bed pressure drop in all Series 2 test cases, and the NUREG/CR-6224 calculations overpredict the
bed thickness in almost all test cases.

One of the Series 2 tests, Test 060323_NC_1619_LP1, was a benchmark test.  Figures 6.2-42 and 6.2-43
show comparisons between predictions and test data.  As previously indicated, test debris was prepared
using a slightly different procedure than those used for the Series 1 and other Series 2 tests.  The
preparation differences may have caused variances in test trends between the benchmark test data and
data from the other tests because changes in debris preparation can affect debris distribution in the bed. 
Test data do not indicate substantial differences in data trends between the benchmark test and the other
Series 2 Nukon/CalSil tests.  However, as indicated in Section 4.3, calculations seem to indicate that the
benchmark test possessed a relatively homogeneous Nukon/CalSil debris bed, whereas the other
Nukon/CalSil tests appeared to possess a concentrated CalSil section in the debris beds.  Figure 6.2-44,
which compares the predictions from the one- and two-volume calculational methods with test data,
suggests the presence of a homogeneous bed.  Pressure drop predictions using the one-volume approach
are closer to, but larger in value, than the test data, and the two-volume pressure drop predictions exceed
the one-volume predictions.

It is generally expected that the one-volume homogeneous pressure drop predictions for a Nukon/CalSil
bed with a concentrated CalSil section would fall below test measurements.  The expectation that the one-
volume model would predict pressure drops lower than test data for a debris bed with a concentrated
CalSil volume is illustrated in seven of the eight Series 2 tests, as illustrated in Figure 6.2-47 for Test
060331_NC_2024_LP1, Figure 6.2-50 for Test 060817_NC_2024_LP1, Figure 6.2-53 for Test
060509_NC_0505_LP1, Figure 6.2-56 for Test 060426_NC_0708_LP1, Figure 6.2-59 for Test
060807_NC_0708_LP1, Figure 6.2-62 for Test 060809_NC_0708_LP1, and Figure 6.2-65 for Test
060517_NC_0808_LP1.  These figures all indicate this trend.

The pressure drop predictions for the two-volume model do not always bound the test measurements. 
The discrepancies are concentrated for tests with small CalSil masses in the debris bed (Tests
060426_NC_0708_LP1, 060809_NC_0708_LP1, and 060517_NC_0808_LP1).  The discrepancies in
predictions for small CalSil bed masses can be related to the fact that small errors in the calculation of
CalSil concentration thickness using the empirical correlation can dramatically affect the pressure drop
calculation.  This suggests that improvements in the correlation for concentration CalSil thickness would
greatly improve calculational ability.  However, the developed calculational approach can still provide an
estimate of the range of expected pressure drop for particular debris bed characteristics.  Additionally, the
calculational ability is an improvement over the method previously used, as described in NUREG/CR-
6224.
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Figure 6.2-42  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Benchmark Nukon/CalSil Test 060323_NC_1619_LP1

Figure 6.2-43  Bed Thickness for Series 2 Benchmark Nukon/CalSil Test 060323_NC_1619_LP1

BM-3 Test 060323_NC_1619_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.626/0.02 kg/m2,21-22 oC)-Two Vol Model
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Figure 6.2-44  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Benchmark Nukon/CalSil Test 060323_NC_1619_LP1

PNNL BM-3 Test 060323_NC_1619_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.626/0.02 kg/m2,21-22 oC)
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Figure 6.2-45  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060331_NC_2024_LP1

Figure 6.2-46  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060331_NC_2024_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060331_NC_2024_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.60/0.13 kg/m2, 21-24 oC)-Two Vol Model
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Figure 6.2-47  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060331_NC_2024_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060331_NC_2024_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.60/0.13 kg/m2, 21-24 oC)
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Figure 6.2-48  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060817_NC_2024_LP1

Figure 6.2-49  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060817_NC_2024_LP1

Series 2 060817_NC_2024_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.692/0.120 kg/m2, 53-56 oC)-Two Vol Model
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Figure 6.2-50  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060817_NC_2024_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060817_NC_2024_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.692/0.120 kg/m2, 53-56 oC)
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Figure 6.2-51  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060509_NC_0505_LP1

Figure 6.2-52  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060509_NC_0505_LP1

Series 2 060509_NC_0505_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.184/0.025 kg/m2, 20-22 oC)-Two Vol Model
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Figure 6.2-53  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060509_NC_0505_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060509_NC_0505_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.184/0.025 kg/m2, 20-22 oC)
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Figure 6.2-54  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060426_NC_0708_LP1

Figure 6.2-55  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060426_NC_0708_LP1

Series 2 060426_NC_0708_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.208/0.005 kg/m2, 20-24 oC)-Two Vol Model
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Figure 6.2-56  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060426_NC_0708_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060426_NC_0708_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.208/0.005 kg/m2, 20-24 oC)
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Figure 6.2-57  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060807_NC_0708_LP1

Figure 6.2-58  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060807_NC_0708_LP1

Series 2 060807_NC_0708_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.243/0.018 kg/m2, 54-56 oC)-Two Vol Model
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Figure 6.2-59  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060807_NC_0708_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060807_NC_0708_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.243/0.018 kg/m2, 54-56 oC)
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Figure 6.2-60  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060809_NC_0708_LP1

Figure 6.2-61  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060809_NC_0708_LP1

Series 2 060809_NC_0708_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.155/0.005 kg/m2, 79-83 oC)-Two Vol Model
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Figure 6.2-62  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060809_NC_0708_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060809_NC_0708_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.155/0.005 kg/m2, 79-83 oC)
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Figure 6.2-63  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060517_NC_0808_LP1

Figure 6.2-64  Bed Thickness for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060517_NC_0808_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060517_NC_0808_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.223/0.082 kg/m2, 25 oC)-Two Vol Model
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Figure 6.2-65  Head Loss for PNNL Series 2 Nukon/CalSil Test 060517_NC_0808_LP1

PNNL Series 2 060517_NC_0808_LP1(Nukon/CalSil=0.223/0.082 kg/m2-25 oC)
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6.2.2.4  Head Loss Sensitivity to Temperature Variations

As indicated in Table 6.2-2, PNNL ran several of the Series 2 tests at elevated temperatures of about
54 EC and 83 EC (129.2 EF and 181.4 EF) in order to assess the impact of temperature on measured
pressure drop.  Temperature sensitivity was studied in beds composed of approximately the same debris
loadings using three approaches:

(1) In the first approach, a bed was formed using a specified loading, and a series of velocity cycles
was performed at an ambient (approximately 25 EC (77 EF)) temperature.  The loop was
subsequently raised to a temperature of about 54 EC (129.2 EF) where velocity cycling was
performed, and then the temperature was again elevated to about 83 EC (181.4 EF) where
additional velocity cycling was performed.

(2) In the second approach, tests were run for the specified debris loading at an elevated temperature
of about 54 EC (129.2 EF) with velocity cycling at the elevated temperature.  The temperature
was then lowered to about 30 EC (86 EF), and velocity cycling was again performed.

(3) In the third approach, tests were run for the specified debris loading at an elevated temperature of
about 83 EC (181.4 EF) with velocity cycling at the elevated temperature.  The temperature was
then lowered to about 54 EC (129.2 EF), and velocity cycling was again performed.

Table 6.2-3 lists the tests performed to study temperature sensitivity and identifies the temperature
changes employed in each test series.

Table 6.2-3  Debris Bed Temperature Sensitivity
Bed Loading

(kg/m2)
Temperature

(EC) / (EF)
PNNL Test Nukon CalSil LP1

Bed Formation
LP2

First Change
LP3

Second Change
060425_NO_2703 1.245 0.0 22–25 / 

71.6–77
52–54 /

125.6–129.2
81–84 /

177.8–183.2
060731_NO_2703 1.251 0.0 54 / 129.2 27 / 80.6 NA
060802_NO_2703 1.191 0.0 82 / 179.6 55 / 131 NA
060426_NC_0708 0.208 0.00478 21–24 / 

69.8–75.2
81–84 /

177.8–183.2
NA

060807_NC_0708 0.243 0.0184 54 / 129.2 36 / 96.8 NA
060809_NC_0708 0.155 0.00483 82 / 179.6 54 / 129.2 NA
060331_NC_2024 0.600 0.132 21–24 / 

69.8–75.2
NA NA

060817_NC_2024 0.691 0.120 54 / 129.2 25 / 77 NA

As indicated in Section 2, classical theory suggests that, for the same debris bed and flow conditions, the
pressure drop should decrease with increasing water temperature because viscosity decreases with
increasing temperature.  During assessment of the PNNL test data using the first test approach, analysts
discovered that if the bed is formed at an ambient temperature followed by temperature increases, test
results do not corroborate the expected theoretical behavior.  The following figures present test data and
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calculational predictions for cases already presented in the previous two sections; however, they present
the information in a form that can address sensitivity to temperature variations.

Figure 6.2-66 shows that, for PNNL Nukon-only Tests 060425_NO_2703_LP1, LP2, and LP3, the
measured pressure drop at 54 EC (129.2 EF) is higher than at 22 EC (71.6 EF), and the pressure drop at  80
EC (176 EF)  is lower than at 22 EC (71.6 EF).  Uncharacteristic behavior was also observed for the
Nukon/CalSil Tests 060426_NC_0708_LP1 and LP2.  Figure 6.2-67 shows that, at a low approach
velocity, the measured pressure drop for this Nukon/CalSil debris bed at about 81 EC (177.8 EF) is higher
than the measurement at about 20 EC (68 EF); however, at higher approach velocities, the pressure drop
for the 81 EC (177.8 EF) conditions is lower than the pressure drop at about 20 EC (68 EF).  The observed
test behavior suggests that debris material properties may be changing as a function of temperature and/or
that the debris bed material may be rearranging as the temperature changes.

Additional tests were performed using the second and third approaches, during which the debris bed was
formed at an elevated temperature as indicated in the first paragraph of this section.  Nukon-only debris
beds were formed at about 54 EC and 82 EC (129.2 EF and 179.6 EF) using loading conditions similar to
Tests 060425_NO_2703_LP1, LP2, and LP3.  Nukon/CalSil debris beds were also formed at the two
elevated temperatures using loading conditions similar to those in Tests 060426_NC_0708_LP1 and LP2. 
For another test, a Nukon/CalSil bed was formed at about 54 EC (129.2 EF) for debris-loading conditions
similar to those in Test 060331_NC_2024_LP1.

Figures 6.2-68 to 6.2-70 compare the measured pressure drops for similar Nukon-only and Nukon/CalSil
beds measured at the bed formation temperature.  The Nukon-only tests in Figure 6.2-68 and the
Nukon/CalSil tests in Figure 6.2-69 provide results that are consistent with classical theory.  These two
plots show that the pressure drop for all the beds decreases with increasing temperature.  The
Nukon/CalSil cases plotted in Figure 6.2-70 present a slightly different situation.  The pressure drop for
the lower temperature test is higher than the test data at the higher temperature for the first test cycle after
bed formation, but, at later cycles in testing, the pressure drops at the higher temperature exceed the
measurements at the lower temperature.  Therefore, the Nukon-only and Nukon/CalSil test data in Figures
6.2-68 and 6.2-69 demonstrate expected temperature behavior, whereas the Nukon/CalSil cases in Figure
6.2-70 do not.  The difference in observed temperature sensitivity behavior may be related to debris
redistribution in the bed, changes in CalSil material properties that promote the debris redistribution, or
the differences in actual debris bed mass for the tested cases.  Consequently, it can generally be concluded
that the pressure drop across a debris bed depends on water temperature and also on the flow and
temperature history of the debris bed exposure.  

It is important to demonstrate that the one- and two-volume methods for calculating pressure drop across
a debris bed as developed in this report apply to the range of tested temperatures.  The one-volume
approach can be applied to a debris bed composed of one debris type.  Figure 6.2-71 compares the
pressure drops measured at the bed formation temperatures to predictions obtained using the one-volume
model for the Nukon-only debris bed tests identified in Table 6.2-3.  Both the test data and calculations
follow the expected trend in which the lowest temperature condition has the highest pressure drop and the
pressure drop decreases with increasing temperature.  Figures 6.2-72 and 6.2-73 provide similar
comparisons between pressure drop measurements and two-volume model predictions for the two tested
Nukon/CalSil debris beds.  The test data for the three Nukon/CalSil tests plotted in Figure 6.2-72 at three
different temperatures follow the expected trend of higher pressure at lower temperature.  However, the
two-volume calculation predicts the highest pressure drop for the 54 EC (129.2 EF) temperature test. 
Figure 6.2-73 also shows pressure drop plots for another two Nukon/CalSil tests.  The measured pressure
drop for the 54 EC (129.2 EF) case is also higher than the lower temperature case, but the two-volume
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calculations exhibit the correct expected trending for the results obtained using the two-volume
calculation.

As previously stated, it can generally be concluded that the pressure drop across a debris bed depends on
water temperature and also on the flow and temperature history of the debris bed exposure.  The
developed calculational method generally predicts pressure drops at different temperatures, a result that
follows the classical theory expectations that higher pressure drops occur at lower temperatures.
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PNNL Series 2 060426_NC_0708 (Nukon 0.208 kg/m2, CalSil 0.005 kg/m2)
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Figure 6.2-66  Temperature Sensitivity for PNNL Nukon Test 060425_NO_2703_LP1, LP2, LP3

Figure 6.2-67  Temperature Sensitivity for PNNL Nukon/CalSil Test 060426_NC_0708_LP1, LP2
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PNNL NC_0708_LP1 Tests (Nukon/CalSil kg/m2)
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Figure 6.2-68  Temperature Sensitivity for First Velocity Cycle of PNNL Nukon-Only Tests

Figure 6.2-69  Temperature Sensitivity for First Velocity Cycle of PNNL Nukon/CalSil_0708 Tests
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PNNL NC_2024_LP1 Tests (Nukon/CalSil kg/m2)
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Figure 6.2-70  Temperature Sensitivity for First Velocity Cycle of PNNL Nukon/CalSil_2024 Tests

Figure 6.2-71  Data and One-Volume Predictions for First Velocity Cycle of Nukon-Only Tests
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Figure 6.2-72  Data and Two-Vol. Predictions for First Velocity Cycle of Nukon/CalSil_0708 Tests

Figure 6.2-73  Data and Two-Vol. Predictions for First Velocity Cycle of Nukon/CalSil_2024 Tests
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6.2.3  Comparison of Head Loss Predictions to PNNL Coatings Tests

The PWR containment buildings contain various types of debris that can be created by jet impingement or
environmental conditions.  These materials, including insulation and coatings, can contribute to the post-
LOCA clogging of a sump screen.  PNNL has performed head loss testing of a perforated plate sump
structure using debris from two typical coating systems.  Table 6.2-4 describes properties of the coating
systems tested.

Table 6.2-4  Coatings Systems Used for PNNL Head Loss Testing

Designation Description

ALK Single-layer, low-density alkyd topcoat
C unqualified nuclear containment coating
C manufacturer:  Ameron
C coating name:  Amercoat 5450
C density:  1.35 g/cc
C thickness:  one coat of 1.5 mils

ZE Inorganic zinc primer with epoxy-phenolic topcoat
C qualified nuclear containment coating
C manufacturer:  Ameron
C coating name:  primer—Dimetcote 6, topcoat—Amercoat 90
C density:  primer—1.5 g/cc, topcoat—1.75 g/cc
C thickness:  one primer of 2.5 mils, two topcoats of 4 mils per coat

Note:  1 mil = 0.001 inch (0.0254 millimeter)

The coatings were prepared for testing using one of two methods.  The coatings were either processed in a
blender to obtain small particles or cut into small chips ranging in size from 0.003175 to 0.00635 m (1/8
to 1/4 inch).  NUREG/CR-6917 (Ref. 24) describes in detail the tested coating systems and the methods
used to produce the coatings and prepare them for testing.  As indicated in Table 6.2-5, only one of the
three tests performed in the PNNL large test loop produced a complete, continuous debris bed.  Figure
6.2-74 provides plots of head loss versus approach velocity for Tests 060501-PQC_2609_LP1 and LP2. 
As expected from theory, the pressure drops measured at higher temperatures are lower than those at
lower temperature.  However, the data obtained from these tests are insufficient to correlate an analytical
model for predicting head loss.

Table 6.2-5  PNNL Coatings Head Loss Tests Using a Perforated Plate
PNNL Coating Coating Concentrations in Bed Loop Comments
Test# Type Blender 1/4-inch Total Temperature

Processed Square
kg/m2 kg/m2 kg/m2 °C

060501_PQC_2609_LP1, LP2 ALK 0.7 0.7 1.4 21, 82
060502_POC_2609_LP1 ALK 1.4 0.0 1.4 21 Complete continuous bed not formed.
060504_PQZ_2609_LP1 ZE 0.7 0.7 1.4 21 Complete continuous bed not formed.

All tests performed using a perforated plate with 0.125-inch diameter holes and 40 percent open area.
# Area = 0.01863 m2
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PNNL ALK Coatings 060501_PQC_2609_LP1, LP2 (Nukon=0.81 kg/m2)
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Figure 6.2-74  Head Loss for Alkyd Coatings Test 060501_PQC_2609_LP1, LP2
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6.3  Comparisons of Head Loss Predictions to ANL Benchmark Test Data

As indicated in NUREG/CR-6913 (Ref. 25), the NRC contracted with ANL for the task of performing
head loss testing of insulation material on a PWR sump screen in the presence of chemical precipitates. 
As part of the testing activities, ANL also performed several insulation head loss tests without chemical
precipitates.  The goal of these tests was to compare the head loss measurements obtained from the PNNL
and ANL test facilities under similar insulation loadings.  Table 6.3-1 lists the benchmark tests performed
at ANL.  ANL performed all tests using a perforated plate identical to the one used for the PNNL tests. 
NUREG/CR-6913 provides details about the ANL test facility.  The pressure drops were measured using
pressure transducers.  Debris bed thickness measurements were made with a ruler, using visual
observations.

Tests labeled BM-1 and BM-2 are Nukon-only tests, and tests labeled BM-3 used Nukon and CalSil in
the test loop.  Each BM-1, BM-2, and BM-3 test was performed twice to examine test repeatability.  ANL
did not measure the Nukon and CalSil masses in the debris beds for the Nukon/CalSil BM-3 tests;
consequently, Table 6.3-1 does not report the loadings of these constituents.  

Tables 6.3-2 and 6.3-3 provide information regarding the debris masses added to the test loop versus the
masses deposited in the debris bed.  Table 6.3-2 lists the bed masses used in the analysis presented in this
section and used in the calculation of the debris loadings shown in Table 6.3-1.  Figures 6.3-1 to 6.3-8
compare the head loss and bed thickness measurements for the Nukon-only BM-1 and BM-2 tests to
(1) predictions obtained using the one-volume model developed in this report and (2) predictions obtained
using the NUREG/CR-6224 calculational method.  The test measurements and predictions could not be
compared for the two BM-3 tests because, as previously stated, the masses of the Nukon and CalSil in
these debris beds were not measured.  Consequently, Tables 6.3-2 and 6.3-3 do not give information
regarding the constituent masses in the debris bed for the BM-3 tests.

Table 6.3-1  ANL Benchmark Head Loss Tests Using a Perforated Plate
ANL Nukon CalSil Bed Total Loop

Benchmark Tests* Added Bed Bed / Added Bed Bed / CalSil / Debris Temperature
kg/m2 kg/m2 Added kg/m2 kg/m2 Added Nukon kg/m2 °C

BM-1-A2-N4.6 0.287 0.235 0.817 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.235 25+/-5
BM-1-A2-N4.4 repeat2 0.274 0.237 0.864 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.237 25+/-5

BM-2-A2-N15.5 0.967 0.929 0.961 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.929 25+/-5
BM-2-A2-N15.5 repeat 0.967 0.909 0.940 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.909 25+/-5
BM-3-A2-N15.5-C3.1 0.967 NA NA 0.193 NA NA NA 0.975 25+/-5

BM-3-A2-N15.5-C3.1 repeat 0.967 NA MA 0.193 NA NA NA 0.944 25+/-5
* Pipe id = 5.625 inch, Screen id = 5.125 inch
   Pipe area = 0.01603 m2, Screen area = 0.01331 m2

   Pipe area used in calculations.
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Table 6.3-2  Debris Mass Summary for ANL Tests

ANL Benchmark Test
(Using Perforated Plate)

Mass Added to Test Loop Debris Bed Mass

Nukon
Mass

(g)

CalSil
Mass

(g)

Total
Mass

(g)

Measured
Nukon
Mass

(g)

Measured
CalSil
Mass

(g)

Total
Weighed

Mass
(g)

BM-1-A2-N4.6 4.6 0.0 4.6 3.76 0.0 3.76

BM-1-A2-N4.4 repeat2 4.4 0.0 4.4 3.80 0.0 3.80

BM-2-A2-N15.5 15.5 0.0 15.5 14.89 0.0 14.89

BM-2-A2-N15.5 repeat 15.5 0.0 15.5 14.58 0.0 14.58

BM-3-A2-N15.5-C3.1 15.5 3.1 18.6 NA NA 15.63

BM-3-A2-N15.5-C3.1 repeat 15.5 3.1 18.6 NA NA 15.13

Table 6.3-3  Calculated Mass Fractions in Debris Bed for ANL Tests

ANL Benchmark Test
(Using Perforated Plate)

Debris Bed Mass/Added Mass

Nukon CalSil Total

BM-1-A2-N4.6 0.817 NA 0.817

BM-1-A2-N4.4 repeat2 0.864 NA 0.864

BM-2-A2-N15.5 0.961 NA 0.961

BM-2-A2-N15.5 repeat 0.941 NA 0.941

BM-3-A2-N15.5-C3.1 NA NA 0.840

BM-3-A2-N15.5-C3.1 repeat NA NA 0.813

6.3.1  Comparison of Head Loss Predictions to ANL Benchmark Tests

As indicated above, only the Nukon-only tests provided sufficient information regarding bed mass to
permit calculational assessments.  The one-volume and NUREG/CR-6224 calculations were performed
using the same assumptions listed for the PNNL Nukon-only assessments.  The one-volume pressure drop
predictions for the ANL BM-1 and BM-2 benchmark tests exceed test measurements.  The bed thickness
predictions are below measurements for the ANL BM-1 tests and close to the ANL BM-2 measurements. 
Consequently, the one-volume approach provides acceptably conservative results when compared to test
data.  The figures indicate that the NUREG/CR-6224 calculational method underpredicts measured
pressure drop for the BM-1 tests, but predicts values close to test measurements for the BM-2 tests.  The
NUREG/CR-6224 predictions for bed thickness are close to test measurements for the BM-1 tests, but
exceed measurements for the BM-2 tests.  All the NUREG/CR-6224 bed thickness predictions exhibit the
unrealistic uncompacted limit illustrated by the constant bed thicknesses predicted at lower approach
velocities.
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Figure 6.3-1  Head Loss for ANL BM-1 Benchmark Nukon Test BM-1-A2-N4.6

Figure 6.3-2  Bed Thickness for ANL BM-1 Benchmark Nukon Test BM-1-A2-N4.6
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Figure 6.3-3  Head Loss for ANL BM-1 Benchmark Nukon Test BM-1-A2-N4.4 repeat2

Figure 6.3-4  Bed Thickness for ANL BM-1 Benchmark Nukon Test BM-1-A2-N4.4 repeat2
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Figure 6.3-5  Head Loss for ANL BM-2 Benchmark Nukon Test BM-2-A2-N15.5

Figure 6.3-6  Bed Thickness for ANL BM-2 Benchmark Nukon Test BM-2-A2-N15.5
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Figure 6.3-7  Head Loss for ANL BM-2 Benchmark Nukon Test BM-2-A2-N15.5 repeat

Figure 6.3-8  Bed Thickness for ANL BM-2 Benchmark Nukon Test BM-2-A2-N15.5 repeat
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6.3.2  Comparison of Head Loss Data for the ANL and PNNL Benchmark Tests

The objective of the benchmark tests was to compare the data obtained from two test loops, the PNNL
large test loop and the ANL test loop, for similar debris bed loadings and test conditions.  Table 6.3-4 lists
information regarding the debris masses and the test temperatures for the benchmark tests performed in
the PNNL large loop.  Table 6.3-4 entries can be directly compared to similar information for the ANL
benchmark tests provided in Table 6.3-1.  Table 6.3-5 compares the debris bed conditions for the ANL
and PNNL benchmark tests.  These tables show that the added debris loadings for the ANL tests were
larger than those for the equivalent PNNL tests.  This comparison also indicates that the ANL debris beds
retain a larger percentage of the debris mass added to a test loop than do the beds for the equivalent tests
performed on the PNNL large loop.  Consequently, equivalent benchmark tests run at the two facilities
may not be comparable because neither the added or bed debris loadings are close in value.

Table 6.3-4  PNNL Series 2 Benchmark Head Loss Tests Using a Perforated Plate

Table 6.3-5  Debris Bed Comparisons of the PNNL and ANL Benchmark Tests

Test
Facility

Test
Debris Bed Concentration

Loop Temperature
(EC) / (EF)Nukon

(kg/m2)
CalSil

(kg/m2)
Total

(kg/m2)

ANL BM-1-A2-N4.6 0.235 0.0 0.235 25±5 / 77±9

ANL BM-1-A2-N4.4 repeat2 0.237 0.0 0.237 25±5 / 77±9

PNNL BM-1, 060321_NO_0405_LP1 0.171 0.0 0.171 21!22 / 69.8!71.6

ANL BM-2-A2-N15.5 0.929 0.0 0.929 25±5 / 77±9

ANL BM-2-A2-N15.5 repeat 0.909 0.0 0.909 25±5 / 77±9

PNNL BM-2, 060313_NO_1349_LP1 0.576 0.0 0.576 19!22 / 66.2!71.6

ANL BM-3-A2-N15.5-C3.1 NA NA 0.975 25±5 / 77±9

ANL BM-3-A2-N15.5-C3.1 repeat NA NA 0.944 25±5 / 77±9

PNNL BM-3, 060323_NC_1619_LP1 0.626 0.020 0.646 21!22 / 69.8!71.6

Both facilities standardized benchmark testing.  The debris used for testing at the two facilities was
prepared in the same manner, using the same debris preparation criteria.  For tests with both Nukon and
CalSil debris, the debris constituents were premixed before addition to the test loops at both facilities. 
The debris addition method was slightly different in the two loops.  Debris was added to the ANL loop by
pouring a debris slurry into a tee located at the top of the loop.  For the PNNL large loop, the debris slurry
was added to bypass piping located at the top of the test loop.  The debris beds were formed at the same
approach velocity, 0.0305 m/s (0.1 ft/s), in the two facilities.  Testing in the two facilities used the same

PNNL Nukon CalSil Bed Bed Loop
Benchmark Added Bed Bed / Added Bed Bed / CalSil / Debris Temperature

Series 2 Tests# kg/m2 kg/m2 Added kg/m2 kg/m2 Added Nukon kg/m2 °C
BM-1, 060321_NO_0405_LP1* 0.217 0.171 0.785 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.171 21-22
BM-2, 060313_NO_1349_LP1 0.724 0.576 0.796 0.0 0.0 NA NA 0.576 19-22
BM-3, 060323_NC_1619_LP1 0.724 0.626 0.865 0.145 0.020 0.140 0.032 0.646 21-22

# Pipe and Screen Area = 0.01863 m2

* Debris bed ruptured during retrieval; negligible debris material lost.
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series of test velocities and followed the same test procedure.  In the ANL test loop, the debris bed
thicknesses were obtained by visual measurements, using a ruler.  The PNNL debris bed thicknesses were
measured using a more accurate optical triangulation technique.  NUREG/CR-6913 (Ref. 25) and
NUREG/CR-6917 (Ref. 24) provide detailed information regarding the debris preparation, debris addition
to the loops, and test procedures for the two facilities.

Figures 6.3-9 and 6.3-10 show the head loss data and debris bed thickness measurements for the BM-1
Nukon-only tests in the PNNL and ANL test facilities.  The measured PNNL pressure drop is higher than
those measured during the ANL testing, even though the measured Nukon debris bed loading for the
PNNL tests (0.171 kg/m2) was lower than those for the ANL tests (0.235 and 0.237 kg/m2).  The accuracy
of the pressure drop measurements for the ANL BM-1 tests is suspect because negative pressure drops
were recorded during testing.  NUREG/CR-6913 (Ref. 25) suggests that pressure drop variations may be
attributable to the sensitivities of the pressure measurement instruments used at ANL.  The transducers in
the ANL loop are rated for 1.5-percent error at a full-scale pressure of 150 psi (1.034 x 106 Pa); however,
NUREG/CR-6913 states that the pressure transducers were more accurate than implied by their ratings. 
The debris bed thicknesses measured for the PNNL test are smaller than those measured during ANL
testing, a result that is consistent with the fact that smaller debris bed loadings were measured for the
PNNL test than for the ANL tests.  The ANL visual bed thickness measurements are also less accurate
than the values obtained from the optical triangulation method used at PNNL.

Figure 6.2-31, which compares the one-volume bed thickness predictions to the test data for the PNNL
BM-1 test, indicates that the one-volume method predicts debris bed thicknesses that are close to, but
slightly lower than, actual measurements.  Figures 6.3-2 and 6.3-4 show that the one-volume method
underpredicts the debris bed thickness for the two ANL BM-1 tests.  The differences in bed thickness may
result from the differences in Nukon debris bed loading for the ANL and PNNL tests.  However, the
debris bed loading differences do not completely account for the differences in debris bed thicknesses
measured at the two test facilities.  The pressure drop and bed thickness comparisons suggest that the
debris bed created in the PNNL test loop may have been initially compressed by a larger amount than the
debris beds created at the ANL test loop.  The initial larger bed compression in the PNNL test compared
to the ANL tests may result from several effects, including differences in loop design and operation, as
well as measurement inaccuracy.  It may also be related to differences in debris preparation and debris
addition at the two test facilities.  Efforts were made to standardize the debris preparation; however, the
two facilities may have had unknown differences.  Differences in debris preparation can affect the value
of the specific surface area for the Nukon fibers in the debris bed, and differences in the debris addition
methods at the two facilities can affect the bed formation and debris distribution in the bed. 
Consequently, it is suggested that the initial debris densities in the beds formed at the PNNL and ANL
test facilities for the BM-1 tests differ, which implies differences in debris distribution and bed thickness,
which ultimately affect the measured pressure drops.

Figure 6.3-11 and 6.3-12 compare the pressure drops and debris bed thicknesses measured for the PNNL
and ANL BM-2 tests.  The measured pressure drops for the PNNL BM-2 tests are larger than those for the
ANL BM-2 data by about the same percentage as that for the BM-1 tests.  The ANL BM-2 tests also
recorded negative pressure differentials that raise concerns regarding the accuracy of the pressure drop
measurements.  The measured debris bed thicknesses for the PNNL and ANL BM-2 tests are close in
value, which may suggest that the bed formation processes for these tests were similar at both facilities. 
However, the Nukon mass retained in the debris beds for the ANL BM-2 tests (0.929 and 0.909 kg/m2) is
larger than the mass retained in the PNNL BM-2 test debris bed (0.576 kg/m2).  Calculations indicate that
the debris density for the PNNL BM-2 test is lower than the comparable value for the ANL BM-2 tests. 
This would suggest that the PNNL pressure drops should actually be lower than those measured for the
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ANL tests; however, that is not the case.  Therefore, differences in debris preparation and debris addition
as well as inaccuracies in pressure drop measurements at the two facilities appear to be the most likely
causes for the pressure drop differences between the PNNL and ANL BM-2 tests. 

Figures 6.3-13 and 6.3-14 compare the pressure drop and bed thickness measurements for the
Nukon/CalSil BM-3 benchmark tests performed at the PNNL and ANL test loops.  The head loss and bed
thickness measurements for the BM-3 tests at the PNNL and ANL facilities are close in value.  The ANL
BM-3 tests did not exhibit the negative pressure drop readings observed in the ANL BM-1 and BM-2
tests.  Additionally, the debris beds created in the PNNL and ANL test loops appear to exhibit
approximately the same initial compression, as demonstrated by the similarity in measured initial debris
bed thicknesses; however, the total debris bed loadings (0.975 and 0.944 kg/m2) for the ANL tests are
higher than the loading for the PNNL test (0.646 kg/m2).  Because of the closeness of the test data for all
three BM-3 tests, it is expected that approximately the same fraction of the Nukon and CalSil masses
added to the test loops was deposited in the debris beds and that similar CalSil particle distributions
existed in all three test beds.  (A direct comparison of the constituent Nukon and CalSil debris bed masses
was not possible because the values of the constituent masses for the ANL debris beds were not
measured; however, the constituent masses were measured for the PNNL test.)  The lower debris bed
concentrations of the PNNL test would be expected to result in lower pressure drops than the ANL tests
which had higher debris bed concentrations.  However, the differences in debris bed concentrations for
the PNNL and ANL tests are not consistent with the similarity of the measured pressure drops from the
two test facilities.
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Figure 6.3-9  Head Loss Data for ANL and PNNL BM-1 Benchmark Nukon Tests

Figure 6.3-10  Bed Thickness Data for ANL and PNNL BM-1 Benchmark Nukon Tests
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Figure 6.3-11  Head Loss Data for ANL and PNNL BM-2 Benchmark Nukon Tests

Figure 6.3-12  Bed Thickness Data for ANL and PNNL BM-2 Benchmark Nukon Tests
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Figure 6.3-13  Head Loss Data for ANL and PNNL BM-3 Benchmark Nukon/CalSil Tests

Figure 6.3-14  Bed Thickness Data for ANL and PNNL BM-3 Benchmark Nukon/CalSil Tests
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6.4  Comparisons of Head Loss Predictions with LANL/UNM Test Data

As indicated in Section 4.1.2, the mass of the debris deposited in the debris bed was not measured for the
LANL/UNM tests described in NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).  Consequently, questions arise regarding the
input accuracy of any predictive calculations.  Despite this problem, this section presents comparisons of
the results of the calculational methods to the test measurements for several LANL/UNM tests. 
Table 6.4-1 lists the tests used for these comparisons.  The tests included one debris bed composed
entirely of Nukon and six Nukon/CalSil debris beds.  This table also presents estimates of the CalSil mass
actually present in the debris bed, which were obtained by considering the turbidity measurements of the
test water.  However, corrections were not made for any debris mass that accumulated, settled, or became
caught in parts of the test loop other than the debris bed.  The turbidity measurements in the test loop
varied during the test duration.  Therefore, the CalSil bed estimate in Table 6.4-1 reflects the condition
determined to exist during the major portion of each test.  Table 6.4-1 also lists Series 1 tests that PNNL
performed to match as closely as possible the LANL/UNM test conditions.

Table 6.4-1  Debris Bed Mass Comparisons for Similar PNNL and LANL/UNM Tests

Consistent with Table 6.4-1, head loss calculations for the LANL/UNM tests using the one- and two-
volume calculational methods presented in this report assume that the Nukon mass present in the debris
bed is equal to the Nukon mass added to the debris bed.  The debris bed CalSil mass is assumed equal to
the average of the CalSil bed mass estimates, which varied during testing.  Head loss calculations
obtained using the procedure described NUREG/CR-6224 are also presented for comparison.  For the
NUREG/CR-6224 calculations, the bed Nukon mass is also assumed equal to the Nukon mass added to
the test loop, and the bed CalSil mass is also assumed equal to the average of the CalSil bed mass
estimates.  The one-volume, two-volume, and NUREG/CR-6224 calculations were performed using the
same assumptions listed for the PNNL assessments.  

The Nukon specific surface areas used for the one- and two-volume calculations and for the NUREG/CR-
6224 calculations differ.  The one- and two-volume calculations use a Nukon specific surface area of
984,252 m-1 (300,000 ft-1) as recommended in Section 4.3.1.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculation uses a
value of 561,024 m-1 (171,000 ft-1) for the Nukon specific surface area as recommended in NUREG/CR-
6874.

LANL Added Added Estimated Bed Total Loop PNNL Added Added Bed Bed Bed Total Loop

Test* Nukon CalSil Bed CalSil CalSil / Debris Temperature Series 1 Tests# Nukon CalSil Nukon CalSil CalSil / Debris Temperature

kg/m2 kg/m2 kg/m2 Nukon kg/m2 °C kg/m2 kg/m2 kg/m2 kg/m2 Nukon kg/m2 °C

051114_SO_0000_L1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA 0.0 17-24

051128_SO_0000_L1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA 0.0 16-19

1a 1.77 0.00 0.00 0.0 1.77 21 051108_NO_3067_L1& 1.65 0.0 1.79 0.00 0.0 1.79 20-30

060125_NO_3067_L1+ 1.65 0.0 1.72 0.00 0.0 1.72 22-26
6b 1.53 0.84 0.83 0.544 2.36 40-46 051115_NC_4098_L1 1.42 0.78 1.20 0.73 0.610 1.92 21-25

6e 1.07 0.53 0.53 0.497 1.60 49-57 051117_NC_2776_L1 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.35 0.349 1.33 21-27

6e2 1.07 0.53 0.53 0.500 1.60 38 051128_NC_2776_L2 0.99 0.50 0.92 0.34 0.363 1.26 21-27

6f 0.61 0.31 0.30 0.493 0.91 57-62 051121_NC_1586_L1 0.57 0.28 0.56 0.17 0.300 0.73 16-27

6h 0.23 0.11 0.11 0.460 0.33 32-46 051110_NC_0595_L1^ 0.21 0.11 0.21 0.05 0.249 0.27 21-25

6i 0.84 0.42 0.41 0.495 1.25 57-61 051123_NC_2181_L1 0.78 0.39 0.79 0.25 0.316 1.03 22-32

* Pipe id= 11-3/8 inch, Pipe Area = 0.06556 m2 # Area = 0.01863 m2

$ Measured thickness during testing. & Metal/rust particles present in bed.
+ Construction debris present in bed.
^ Best estimate bed masses; bed ruptured during retrieval.
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Additionally, as described in Section 4.3.1 and listed in Table 4.3-1, the CalSil specific surface areas used
for the two-volume calculations and for the NUREG/CR-6224 calculations differ.  The current study
recommends that a value of 2,132,546 m-1 (650,000 ft-1) be used for the CalSil specific surface area in the
two-volume calculations.  NUREG/CR-6874 recommends using different values for CalSil specific
surface area depending on whether the Nukon/CalSil bed is classified as a thick or thin bed.  The
NUREG/CR-6224 calculations use a thick bed value of 1,968,504 m-1 (600,000 ft-1) and a thin bed value
of 2,887,139 m-1 (880,000 ft-1).

Except for Test 6e2, all the debris beds for the tests discussed in this section were built at a 0.0305 m/s
(0.1 ft/s) approach velocity, and testing consisted of a single profile of velocity increases followed by a
velocity decrease.  The debris bed for Test 6e2 was built at the same approach velocity as Test 6e;
however, measurements were made for the peak velocity followed by a velocity decrease and a second
velocity increase and decrease.

Figures 6.4-1 and 6.4-2 compare the results of the one-volume head loss calculations to data from
LANL/UNM Test 1a.  The debris bed for Test 1a was composed entirely of Nukon fibers.  Because the
debris bed was composed entirely of one debris type, it was only necessary to perform calculations using
the one-volume method, as indicated in Section 5.  Only one temperature measurement was made during
testing.  Consequently, all calculations were performed for a water temperature of 21 EC (70 EF).

Figure 6.4-1 shows that the head loss predictions for Nukon-only Test 1a using the one-volume method
overpredict the head loss measurements; the predictions using the NUREG/CR-6224 calculations shown
in Figure 6.4-1 are close to test measurements.  The overprediction using the one-volume calculation
could be the result of the inaccuracies in assessing the actual Nukon mass in the debris bed.  When the
debris beds for the PNNL Series 2 Nukon-only tests were weighed, measurements revealed that only
about 80 percent of the mass added to the test loop was deposited in the debris bed.  Figure 6.4-3 shows
that if the debris bed mass for LANL/UNM Test 1a was reduced to 80 percent of the added mass, the
head loss calculated using the one-volume method drops closer to test measurements.  Similarly,
Figure 6.4-3 shows that the NUREG/CR-6224 predictions drop below head loss measurements when the
calculation assumes that 80 percent of the added mass is present in the debris bed.

Testers made no debris bed thickness measurements during this test.  Figure 6.4-2 compares debris bed
thicknesses determined using the one-volume and NUREG/CR-6224 calculational methods.  Substantial
differences exist between the calculated thicknesses, especially at the lower approach velocities.  The
NUREG/CR-6224 calculation also displays a greater variation in debris bed thickness than the one-
volume method over the range of approach velocities.
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Figure 6.4-1  Head Loss for LANL/UNM Nukon-Only Test 1a

Figure 6.4-2  Bed Thickness for LANL/UNM Nukon-Only Test 1a

LANL/UNM Test 1a (Nukon=1.77 kg/m2, 70 oF)
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Figure 6.4-3  Head Loss for LANL/UNM Nukon-Only Test 1a Using  80 Percent Added Mass

LANL/UNM Test 1a (Nukon=1.77 kg/m2, 70 oF)
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The following figures present test results and predictions for the LANL/UNM Series 6 tests.  These tests
were all performed using Nukon/CalSil debris beds.  Bed thickness measurements were also made at each
reported approach velocity during this testing.  The bed thickness was optically measured using a scale
that was held against the clear wall of the test section.  Consequently, these measurements are best
estimates of the average bed thickness, which could vary across the debris bed surface.

Figures 6.4-4 and 6.4-5 provide plots of predictions and measurements for Nukon/CalSil Test 6b.  The
recorded water temperatures varied during test performance from 40 EC (104 EF) at the start of testing to
46 EC (115 EF) at the end of the test.  Consequently, part of the variation in predictions and measurements
results from changes in water properties during testing.

Because the debris bed for Test 6b is classified as a thick bed, the NUREG/CR-6224 calculation uses a
CalSil specific surface area of 1,968,504 m-1 (600,000 ft-1).

The predictions obtained using the NUREG/CR-6224 calculation slightly overpredict head loss
measurements.  Predictions obtained using the two-volume method overpredict test measurements.  This
variation is not surprising because the two-volume calculation is expected to provide an upper limit head
loss that represents a saturated CalSil layer in the debris bed.  Additionally, the two-volume calculation
could be expected to overpredict pressure drop because of the assumption that all the added debris mass is
deposited in the bed.

Figure 6.4-5 compares bed thickness predictions with test measurements.  The two-volume predictions are
higher than the bulk of the measurements.  However, both the two-volume and NUREG/CR-6224 test
predictions probably fall within the probable error band for the test measurements.
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Figure 6.4-4  Head Loss for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6b

Figure 6.4-5  Bed Thickness for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6b
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Figures 6.4-6 and 6.4-7 show comparisons of test predictions and measurements for Nukon/CalSil
Test 6e.  The NUREG/CR-6224 calculation used a Nukon specific surface area of 1,968,504 m-1

(600,000 ft-1).

The water temperature varied during this test from 49 EC (121 EF) at the start of testing to 57 EC        (134
EF) by the end of testing.  Some of the variance in measured and predicted head loss at a given approach
velocity results from the changes in water properties during the velocity increase and decrease that occur
because of the variation in water temperature.

The head loss predicted by the NUREG/CR-6224 method overpredicts test data.  As might be expected
from a calculational method intended to provide upper limit values, the results from the two-volume
calculation predict pressure drops much larger than test measurements.  Additionally, the pressure drop
overpredictions by the two-volume method could be expected because of the assumption that all the
added debris mass is deposited in the bed.  All the bed thickness predictions and measurements are close
in value and probably within the error band of the measurements.

LANL/UNM intended Test 6e2 to duplicate Test 6e; therefore, the Nukon and CalSil loadings used for
the calculations are the same.  Figures 6.4-8 and 6.4-9 present plots comparing the predicted and
measured head losses and bed thicknesses at different approach velocities.  The Nukon and CalSil specific
surface areas used for Test 6e2 calculations were the same as those used for the Test 6e calculations. 
Temperature and debris bed measurements were not made at all recorded head losses.  Consequently,
calculations assumed that the loop water remained at constant at the initial reading of 38 EC (100 EF) and
that no head loss variations resulting from temperature changes could be predicted.

Data measurements for Test 6e2 were performed for a different, expanded approach velocity history than
that used for Test 6e.  As previously mentioned, Test 6e2 possessed an initial velocity increase followed
by a velocity decrease and then a second velocity increase and decrease.  The NUREG/CR-6224 head loss
predictions are close to test measurements.  The two-volume head loss predictions again provide upper
bound values that exceed test measurements and are affected by the assumption that all the added debris
mass is deposited in the debris bed.  The two-volume bed thicknesses shown in Figure 6.4-9 slightly
exceed test measurements.  The NUREG/CR-6224 predictions of bed thicknesses are close to the
measurements.  All the predictions probably fall within the error band of the measurements.
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Figure 6.4-6  Head Loss for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6e

Figure 6.4-7  Bed Thickness for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6e

LANL/UNM Test 6e (Nukon/CalSil=1.07/0.53 kg/m2, 49-57C) - Two Volume Model
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Figure 6.4-8  Head Loss for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6e2

Figure 6.4-9  Bed Thickness for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6e2

LANL/UNM Test 6e2 (Nukon/CalSil=1.07/0.53 kg/m2, 38C) - Two Volume Model
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Figures 6.4-10 and 6.4-11 show comparisons of head loss and bed thickness predictions and
measurements for Test 6f.  The water temperature varied between 57 EC (134 EF) at the beginning of the
test and 62 EC (143 EF) at the end of testing.  Consequently, some of the variances in predicted and
measured head loss can be attributed to variances in water properties.

The debris bed was defined as a thick bed; therefore, the NUREG/CR-6224 calculation used a value of
1,968,504 m-1 (600,000 ft-1) for the CalSil specific surface area.

The NUREG/CR-6224 calculations predict head losses slightly larger than test measurements.  The two-
volume calculation predicts an upper value head loss that overpredicts test measurements.  The pressure
drop overprediciton is also affected by the assumption that all the added debris mass is deposited in the
debris bed.  All the bed thickness predictions are slightly lower than the data, but probably within the
accuracy of measurements.
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Figure 6.4-10  Head Loss for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6f

Figure 6.4-11  Bed Thickness for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6f

LANL/UNM Test 6f (Nukon/CalSil=0.61/0.30 kg/m2, 57-62C) - Two Volume Model
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Figures 6.4-12 and 6.4-13 compare the head loss and bed thickness predictions with test measurements
for Test 6h.  The debris bed in Test 6h is classified as a thin bed.  Therefore, the CalSil specific surface
area used for this NUREG/CR-6224 calculation is 2,887,139 m-1 (880,000 ft-1), as recommended by
NUREG/CR-6874 (Ref. 3).

The water temperature for this test varied over a large range from 32 EC (89 EF) at the beginning of the
test to 46 EC (117 EF) at the end of the test.  Consequently, the test measurements and predictions reflect
relatively larger variations in water properties than those seen in the other tests.

Figure 6.4-12 plots head loss measurements and predictions.  The measured head loss behavior during the
initial velocity increase probably indicates that the debris was still accumulating on the test screen and
redistributing within the debris bed during the early stages of testing.  The higher head loss during the
velocity decrease suggests that the developed debris bed possessed a nonuniform distribution of CalSil
particles within the Nukon fiber bed, which resulted in higher head loss measurements during the later
part of the velocity increase and during the velocity decrease.

Because the NUREG/CR-6224 calculations used a larger CalSil thin bed specific surface area, these head
loss predictions are close to, but slightly exceed, the maximum measured head loss values.  If the
NUREG/CR-6224 calculations used the lower value for CalSil specific surface area for the thick bed
(1,968,504 m-1 (600,000 ft-1)), the predicted head losses would fall between the maximum and minimum
head loss measurements.  The two-volume calculation slightly underpredicts the maximum head loss
measurement at the largest approach velocity; however, the predictions at the lower approach velocities
bound the test measurements.  All the calculations underpredict the bed thickness measurements, but they
are probably within the measurement error band because thickness measurements for a thin debris bed are
particularly difficult to make and are prone to error.

This test illustrates the use of the two-volume calculational procedure.  The two-volume model predicts
head losses close to, but below, the maximum measurement.  These calculations are performed without
varying the values for the CalSil specific surface area as a function of bed thickness.  The differences
between the two-volume calculation and the measurements may be related to uncertainties regarding the
actual constituent Nukon and CalSil masses present in the tested debris bed.  The NUREG/CR-6224
calculational method could only predict conservative head losses by raising the CalSil specific surface
area.
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Figure 6.4-12  Head Loss for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6h

Figure 6.4-13  Bed Thickness for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6h

LANL/UNM Test 6h (Nukon/CalSil=0.23/0.11 kg/m2, 32-47C) - Two Volume Model
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Figures 6.4-14 and 6.4-15 show comparisons of the predictions and test measurements for
NUKON/CalSil Test 6i.  The temperatures for this test varied between 57 EC (134 EF) and 61 EC
(142 EF).  Because the debris bed for Test 6i was classified as a thick bed, the NUREG/CR-6224
calculations used a CalSil specific surface area of 1,968,504 m-1 (600,000 ft-1).

The head loss predicted using the NUREG/CR-6224 calculations is higher than the test measurements. 
The two-volume model predicts upper limit values for head loss that are affected by the assumption that
all the added debris mass is deposited in the debris bed.  All the bed thickness predictions are close in
value and within the measurement error band.
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Figure 6.4-14  Head Loss for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6i

Figure 6.4-15  Bed Thickness for LANL/UNM Nukon/CalSil Test 6i

LANL/UNM Test 6i (Nukon/CalSil=0.84/0.41 kg/m2, 57-61C) - Two Volume Model
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7.  CONCLUSIONS

The equations and procedures developed to calculate the head loss and compressibility for flow across a
porous medium debris bed have been successfully applied to debris beds composed of fiberglass thermal
insulation fibers (Nukon) and CalSil insulation particles.  The equations account for the kinetic and
viscous contributions to pressure drop.  The compressibility of the porous medium debris bed is
considered by initially assuming an irreversible, inelastic process followed by elastic behavior with
constant compressibility.  Semiempirical relations and constants required to solve the flow and
compression relations have been determined using data obtained from testing performed at PNNL,
LANL/UNM, and ANL.

The iterative procedure developed to solve the flow and compression relations using a one-volume,
homogeneous debris bed model has been successful in conservatively estimating the pressure drop for
PNNL, ANL, and LANL/UNM tests for flow across a debris bed composed of one debris type (e.g.,
Nukon fibers).  The pressure drop across a debris bed composed of two debris types (e.g., fibers and
particles) depends on the distribution of the two debris types in the bed.  Consequently, a method has
been developed that uses two approaches to estimate the upper and lower bound pressure drops across
debris beds composed of two debris types.  The lower bound pressure drop solves the flow and
compression relations using the one-volume model of the debris bed with a homogeneous distribution of
the two debris types.  The upper bound pressure drop is determined by using a two-volume,
nonhomogeneous calculational model that assumes that the particles concentrate or saturate a part of the
fiber bed.

The head loss calculations for a Nukon-only debris bed using the one-volume model provide comparable
or slightly higher values than the PNNL, ANL, and LANL/UNM test data.  The one-volume head loss
predictions for a homogeneous Nukon/CalSil debris bed provide a reasonable lower pressure drop limit
when compared to available test data.  The two-volume head loss predictions for a nonhomogeneous
Nukon/CalSil debris bed provide an upper limit for pressure drop test data for most test comparisons;
however, for some test cases, the two-volume approach underpredicts the measured pressure drop.  These
underpredictions are related to the empirical equation developed to calculate the thickness of the
concentrated CalSil particle layer within a Nukon fiber debris bed.  Although this empirical equation
provides adequate concentration thickness values for large CalSil thicknesses, at lower CalSil thicknesses,
small differences in determining thickness of the CalSil concentrated layer can result in large changes in
the calculated pressure drop.  Consequently, the methodology to calculate the concentrated particle layer
thickness in a fiber bed needs to be improved for smaller CalSil concentration thicknesses.

In conclusion, the methodology described in this report provides a verified approach to calculate head
losses across a sump screen covered with Nukon, a Nukon/CalSil mixture, and CalSil.  The one-volume
calculational method can provide good estimates of pressure drop across a debris bed composed of one
debris type.  For debris beds composed of particles and fibers, the two-volume calculational method can
predict conservative pressure drops for larger CalSil concentration thicknesses and can provide an
adequate estimate of pressure drop, in the correct order of magnitude, for debris beds with lower CalSil
concentration thicknesses.  The methodology described in this report is based on new test data that
provide high-quality measurements of head loss, debris bed thickness, and the constituent masses of the
debris bed for a range of approach velocities and water temperatures.

In addition, it can generally be concluded that the pressure drop across a debris bed depends on water
temperature as well as on the flows and temperatures to which the debris bed has been exposed.  The
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developed calculational method generally predicts higher pressure drops at lower liquid temperatures, a
result that follows classical theory expectations.
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